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morning (Sundays excepted), at 96.00 per year in advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three months’ delay, and if not paid for at the
end of the year the paper will b« discontinued.
Single copie* three cents.
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Rates of Ad vertis»ins::
91.25 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
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Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents ; one
week, 91.00; 60 cents per week after.
Under head of AmusBxnm, 91.00 per square per
week; three insertions or less, 91.60.
Special Notices, 91.76 per square first week,
after; three insertions or less, 91.26;
half a equate, three insertions, 91.00; one week,
•126.

91.00 per week

Business Notices, In reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
cents.

Legal Noticrs at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Mainu 8tate
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements mast be paid for in advance.

observation in the field,

bJ* AU communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editor rtf the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
CT^The Portland Daily and Maine State
Peris Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours daring the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

evening.
tS’* Jon Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to Up office or paper promptly transacted on application as
abort.

Communications.
The Recent Election In Y arm oathTo the Editor of the Press:
Much has been said .of late about Yarmouth's Representative'' contested election
case, and of the vote of last Monday in this
town. The Legislature, we are told, has been
righteously rebuked by said vote, for its un-

righteous

decision in that case, and the Argus
does not let the opportunity slip to proclaim
Yarmouth erect—a disputed question settled
by the voters." Justice, It appears, has been
vindicated and Charcoal rebuked. That little
sheet, the Advertiser, also joins in this shout
of “Triumphant Endorsement,” Ac., inspired
thereto by a letter said to be “written by a
highly responsible citizen ol Yarmouth, to a
friend in the Legislature.”
Now this is all well enough, I suppose, and
no harm is done if truth is not subverted, as
in this case we, here in Yarmouth, believe it
k. To vindicate the truth and to reconsider
the “disputed question,” I desire to occupy a
little space in your columns.
As regards the nonsense in a “letter to a
friend” about “many members of the Legislature” being deceived by the pretended friends
of Capt. Merrill, and about “an attempt made
one of the Committee oil Elections (Mr.
Hayden) to blacken the character of Mr.
Gooch,” noth ng need be said, except that the
unanimous action of the Representatives in
relation to the whole question, should be rather convincing to candid minds, that no
great
injustice was done to Mr. Gooch; lor it seems
that the “many” deceived and the few undeceived members all thought and acted alike
in the matter, and if Mr. Gooch's “highly responsible" friend, the “citizen of Yarmouth,”
has any reason to complaiu of the
usage of
Mr. Gooch at the hands of “one of the Committee,” he has only to thank Mr. Gooch’s
retended friends and the “gentleman from
lerwick” for It, since their very unusual and
ungenllemanly course taken to ease his fall
was the sole occasion of it.
As to the character of Mr. Gooch, as a citizen or neighbor, I
would say nothiug against it; as a neighbor
there is none better.
It is on the “triumphant endorsement by
his town,” that I now speak; and in regard to
that, let figures decide. At the election last September, the whole number of votes throwu in
this tow* for Representative was 341, of
which Mr. Gooch had 194, and Capt Merrill
147, giving Mr. Gooch a majority of 47. This
spring at the election of town officers, 347
votes were thrown for first selectman (0 more
than were thrown last fall for Representative)
of which Mr. Gooch had 188, a majority of 29,
eighteen less than he received for Representative in September. If this is a “triumphant
endorsement,” so be it; Charcoals find no fault,
and if Copperheads find in it consolation, they
are welcome to all it affords.
But this is not all. From this Representative district, Yarmouth and North Yarmouth,
512 votes for Representative to the Legislature were returned last September.
Mr.
Gooch received 250; Capt Merrill 255; scatThis
tering I; Mr. Gooch's plurality 1.
Spring the votes for first selectman in these
towns, added together, amounted to 519, of
which the Copperheads had 250, and the Charcoals 203; majority for the Charcoals, 7. This
may be thought by Copperheads to be a “triumphant endorsement, and a “rebuke,” Ac.,
Ac., but Charcoals don’t see it in that light.
They do see Yarmouth’s contested election
decided by the vote* of the town and of the
district in favor of Capt. Merrill. It does
seem that the Copperheads have been
making
too big a “boo” for such a little horse.
A few words in relation to “Charcoal” bids
of $25 for vote*.
Without question, I suppose, Copperheads are about the same the
country over; but we think we have in this
town rather the hardest specimens for fibbing anddeception; and they are very apt to
charge on others the dirty tricks they do
themselves. Of course when they ofTer $25
for votes they charge the Charcoals with doing the same; probably under a delusion.like
that of the drunken man, who thinks all others are in the same condition.
Those who
Charge the Charcoals with buying votes were
offered $50 if they would produce the person
who would say that ao attempt was made to
ue man nas not been
ouy nu voie.
produced and navcr will be. On the other hand,
will Copperheads deny that they have given
money and store pay for votes ? That they
have allowed non-resideutsand minors to vote,
If Copperheads? and prevented citizens of fifty years' standing, if Republicans ? Of course
they will. Their hands are always clean, and
In their hearts is no
sympathy fol*

by

f

Yarmouth, March 21,1863.
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Traveller, may unco re Through
land by Kail or Steamer) to

Ticket* (from Port-

Waxhington,

Via the Stoxixotox or Norwich
Roma, or the
W OBCRBTER k *FRIX»FIELD or SHORE i.LXRa—connecting with either of the regular train..leaving Bo.tou at 7. 8 *i aud 11.10 a. h
aud at 2.15, 5.30aud 8.80
p. h. for the South aud Writ.
ff*Sneaa men and all traveller* (l-adie. especiallv)
will flud it agreat
advantage to aoctire their Ticket*
at thl* Agency.

OffK't .WESTERX TICKET AGENCY,
81 Eirkangr 8t„ (tip atairx).

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

mchlldk»39

Lawyers

Will Publish Wednesday,!tlareh 18,

A HISTORY
LAW,the COURTS,and the LAW.
YERS OF MAINE,

From ttu First Colonization

qf the State to the early
part qf the present century

By William Willis

....

pp—price *8.00

Portland.

in Muslin.

BAILEY dr

NOYES,

Publisher* ft Booksellers,

PORTLAND,

mchl0dfcw8w89

Me.

C O ,T| P A K V.
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1, 18*3

Boston.

Company divides its net earnings to the life
policy holders, (not iu scrip as some companies
do.)in cash, every five years.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
V
7
in 1868 to Life Member* was

THIS

$900,000.

$335,000.

*1,135,540 75

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
Are years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

From Statement

for

pear

ending Dec. 31, 1862,

Total amount of Premium*,
SI.035 243 64
Net Profits,
228,769 14
Dividend for the vear to stockholders.14 1-6
percent.
Guaranteed Cash Dividend* to Dealers,
(holding certificates of same) on paid
premium* earned daring the year,
whether loss ban accrued or not,
15 per cent.
IT*Losses paid in Gold upon Risks
Premium is paid in like currency.

on

which the

Dealers with this Company will be allowed the option (to lie signified at the time oi application for insurance) of receiving in lieu of scrip, at the eud of
each year, returns iu Ca«h. of
premiums paid and
earned during the vear. upon all new risks under the
New York form of policy, as follows:
1st. Upon every OPEN policy (cargo RiSEu)upon
which there shall have be n earned and paid 8360 and
upwards, a return of TWENTY per cent.
2d. Upon other vovage risks npon cargo and
FREIGHT, a return of FIFTEEN per cent.
38. Upon time risks upon hulls and freights,
a return of TEN per cent.
Such privilege however being confined to persons
and firms, the aggregste of whose premiums
upon
such policies earned and paid during the year shall
amount to the sum of one hundred dollars.

$15,000.
l-'REE POLICIES.
Premium* may be paid in ten yeara— no forfeiture

•Iter.

WILLARD PHILLIPS, Preaident.
Sravasa, Secretary.
Police * are isaued on the life, or for a term of rear*,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditor* may insure
Ban,. F.

MORRIS. President.
TIIOS. LORI), Vice President.
*
Wm. M. WHITNEY. Secretary.

References in Portland m»v be made to the following parties: M«i«r*. H. J. Libbv k Co., Steele k
Have*. Ezra Carter. Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
(ieo \V. Woodman.K*q., Messrs. John Lynch k Co..
Hezekiah Packard, Esq.

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

No* 166 Fore Street, head of
decl»
PORTLAND, ME.

Long Wharf,
eodly

ATLANTIC

Company,

William)!6ew York,

January 27th, 1963.

Hull ZUslLs.
Marino Risks by the year will be taken by this
Company on Ships. Barque* and Brigs. Also risks on
Cargoes and Freights. Tbe public desiring to insure
their vessels by the year, will find it for their interest
to avail themselves of the advantages presented
by

Company.

would

respectfully notify the pub-

lic that he is prepared to take MARINS RISKS on
Ships, Barques, Brigs, Sehooners, Cargoes and
Freights, per voyage, nameing Rates. Parties desiring Insurance will find it for their interest to call.

War Ki«L'N Taken.

Insurance against Marina and In*
land Navigation Kiska.
Asset*,

over

Seven Million Dollars,

VIZ:—
United States and State of New York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks, 62.626.960 69
Loan;* secured by Stocks, and of her wine, 1,446 220 47
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
233,760 U0
Dividends on Stocks. Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans.sundry
Notes, re-insurance and other claims
due the Coapaay, estimated at
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
Cash in Bank,

122.398 68
2,464.n62 86
237,402 20

67.130.794 64
The whole Profits of tho

Company revert to
the aml'rkd, and are divided ahhually, upon the
PreuJums terminated during the year, and for which
Cortiftcatessre issued, bkauiho ihtbubbt, until re*
deemed.

Dividend Jan. 27th, !*«.% 40 per ct.
The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1942, to the 1st of
Jatiuary, 1962. lor which Certificates
were issued, amount to
Additional from 1st January, 1962, to 1st

612,758.780

TOO

Foro

Street,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

rachlfi

dly
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American and

1

PURIFYING the Breath, imparting adelightfully
refreshing taste and feeling to the mouth, removing

Tartar, Scurf,

all

j

and other

imparities,

use

of ToLate

to secure

Britain, Fiance, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments.and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,

executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
deto'miue the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of t he claims of
auy
Patent ftiruished bv remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advantag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably suto, any winch can be offered them elsewhere.
he Testimonials below given prove that none is
MURK SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber and as SUCCESS IS THE REST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, ho
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charges for
professional services so moderate
The immense
practice of the subscriber during twenty years past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications aud official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides bis extensive
of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of patents granted iu the United States and Europe, rends him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

of intrinsic merit.

A convenient,

safe, eftcacious Dentifrice—one that
should be in the possession of every one who cares
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the most
eminent

Divines, Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
gentlemen of the day.

and scientific
Sold

by Druggists everywhere

at

60 cents per bot-

Verior

tle.

H. HAY, DRUGGIST*
of Free and Middle Streets,

FOR

PORTLAND, ME.
Sold in Hath by Dr. S. Anderson & Snjr.%
HALL k RUCKEL.
feb2 eod3m*
Sole Agents, New York.

Eclectic Medical

.#

an

ingredient of which is well known to have a
beneficial effect on the Teeth and Hums.
One trial of the Sozodont will convince the most

preparation

Street,

extensive practice of upwards of twenAFTER
Patents in the Unitty yea s,continues
ed States; also in Great

every

a

S Patent Okies, Washington,
(under tU Act of 1887.)

HOST O N

thFTadies.

beyond

taining patents.

All necessity of a journey
cure a patent, and the usual
h»*re irv<*(I iiiYi-ntor*

rooms.

Tempi© Street, which they will find .arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

to

Washington,

N.

TESTIMONIALS.

regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable ami
suectstfkl practitioners with whom I hare had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent aud
trustworthy, aud more capable of putting their ap-

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constaut attend-

me THIRTEEN apall but one of which patents have been
granted, aud that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent aud ability ou his part
leads me to recommend all inventors to apply to him
to procure their
patent*, as they mav lie sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very reasonable charges."

"Mr. R. If.

own sex.

plications, ou

Dipt-heria.
^1AX be preveuted by curing Coughs,Colds,Hoar se-

Testimony of Dr. Sima,of Loudon.
“Diptheria

is one of the most fatal disease* of modern times, and he who suggests means to prevent it,
or to arrest it in its course, and render it mild and

manageable, is truly a beuefactor of bis race. Medicine like this ought to bo iii every family in the
country.” For sale bv
S H. COLES WORTHY, 92 Exchange 8t„
feb26 ed2w eod3w
and elsewhere.

(■iiurtlimi's Sale.
besoldat private sale, or public auction,
by order of the Hou Judge or Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
April the 29th dav, in the A M 11 o’clock, at the

WILL

!

Eddy has made for

JOHN TAGGART.

Duringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
large practice, made on twice rejected applica-

his

tions. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided iu his favor, by the Commissioner ot
PrtentsR II. EDDY.
jauBeodty

•

_

IMT* Applications forwarded and OPEN POLICIES
procured bv

JOHN W. HUNGER,
Ho. 168 Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maine

Fire & Life Insurance
•••

II Exchange Street*

the

Of the following well known,
I am prepared to take

Ageucv
HAVING
old and reliable ofilcea.
RlltF

all vo4id

RISKS

*1

sound

tlw. 1,

Companies. and solicit
patronage o§the public.

a

Phoenix Insurance

ratM

nf

n»h»r

Western Massachusetts Insurance Co.f

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital aud Surplus.§225,000
OF

Merchant!’ Insurance

California.

North American Fire Insurance Co.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
C'uh Capital and Surplua.$890,000

Cash

Capital

and

York city.

Surplus.§875,000

Thamea Fire Insurance Company,
OF NORWICH, CONN.
Ca*h Capital aud Surplu..$150,000

Atlantic Mutual Insurance
or EXETER, K

H.

Company,

Capital.$104,000

Portsmouth Mutual Insurance Co

,

OF POU8MOUTH. N. U.

Capital.$100,000

Rockingham

Mutual Insurance Co.,

Capital ..‘..$108,000

W. D. LITTLE. Ageal.
OFFICE.31 Exchange Street,(Up Stairs.)

Merchandize, Household Furniture, and other good property in the
city, or couutrv towns, insured on highly favorable

terms for

one,

All losses

Stokes,

three orMve year*.

promptly adjusted at my office.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

mchi; dA w39

mchll dAwtf39

dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of Westbrook, In said CounU. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE
tv, i.uardian of Elias M., Ceorge B., Asa F., and Arthur R. Jacobs, minors and heirs of Elias Jacobs,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, and subject to |
FOR SALE AT THE
the life estate of Eliza Fickett. to wit: live-seventh j
PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
parts of three acres of land situated in Stroud water
village, in common and undivided with Nahum
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoIn Merchants' Rank Building, ExchaugeXt.
seventh parts of sajd land, and situated in the rear
dtt
jan22
of the bouse now occupied bv Ellen Jacob*.
ELLEN JACOBS, (Juardian.
Alflo, at the flame time and place will be told tho
DOLLARS willbegivon for the detection
one-seventh part ofaaid laud owned by Ellen Jacobs,
and couviotiou of any person or persons stealing
and all the life estate of Eliza Fickett of aforesaid
papers from the doors of our subscribers,
land.
raar20dlm
daeft
PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS.

STAMPS,

FIVE

•

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

St ?

York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia. Albany
Troy, Buffalo, cleareland. Detroit, Chicago, St Loui*. Providence, and Toronto. C. W
The object or tbeee College* ia to impart to
Young
Men and Ladies thorough and practical instruction
toBOOK-KEKPISO, COM MERCIAL LA W.COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC.SPE.VCERl A.YBCSIMESS. PE.VMA.VSHIP. CORRESPOSDKXrK
f t'., and to tt them for any department of business
tbev may choose
Scholarships issued in Portland
will entitle the student to
complete hi* eoaraa in any
College of the chain. And vice verta, » it boat mddi*
tiousl charge Thp College is orwn
Day and Evening
B. M. WORTHINGTON, Re$ide*t Principal
¥ or further information please call at the
Collate,
or vend for
oEtalojjnu and circular, Inclosing letter
•tamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON

A

WORTHINGTON,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
dftwlj

feb3

Cloths. Cassimeres and

Cooked in the

Military

Meali at all honrs, cooked to order.
-ALSO—

ENGLISH ALE

ON

DRAUGHT

G. D. MILLER, Proprietor,
Rear U. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dec23 8m

Olotlia,

And lx prepared to make them
op at xhort notice.
Cell nod See,

AT No. 96 EXCHANGE
STREET.
Portlnnd.Sept. M.

Jtf

IMS,

IF

YOU

-WAIT THE-

Best

Ambrotjpe

Photograph,

or

ail to coll nt No. IT Market Sqnnre
whore
‘"•TUke PERFECT UKENEBSESTand
rent axtlxfhctton. nt
price, rhlch defy
N. B.—Lane Ambrotypee
ontr Nyteen Vtntt.

DO

not

wa£
compittloe

Prattle 8t.
txi

DENTIST,

of Wldgery’a Wharf.)
ParlUad. Me.

job* IT»«.
m«a
JCWtf

uun.

no*. lt*c»

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Sugar Refinery,
TORE STREET. PORTLAND, WE
JeStdtf

-a_ah
JANES P. SLEEPER,

UNDERTAKER
EickugeStreet, Portland,

ReaiJenee

rear of 411
on hud

•tantty

C0FFIX8

e'&plain

happy

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

N». Ill

Desires to cel) the attention of persons in went of
artificial teeth, tooueof the greatest
improvements
n that department of dentistry, latels
invented by
him. He would be
to
ft* advantages,
and show specimens of it. to mnr who mav favorhim
with a call
He also continues to tit teeth on Gold,
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth tilled
by him
are warranted to be as useful and durable as If
they
had never dreared.
tT*‘
Congress street, two doors west of
N>w City Hall and Court Honse.
febo Imeod

Coo grew street, keen#

nil

thj rertomktnd.oT

AMD

eon.

CABZXTS

Now in Uae,
o order
anything of thi> kind that

And will make
■ay be ordered, -t ebort notice, from the rhmpeat la

wZ5ri

B>
?T •l™1 and
attention to the mannfhctnring.
lining end trtaniac
of the nbore, I can mrtiiah them
cheeper than nay
one alee.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aag.«. IMS.

*5? TVT ■*^r’

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
General
91

LUMSDON,

Commiaaion

Merchant,
A 103 tVatsvi- Street,
GEORGETOWN, D. C.

IT* Attention to the sale of Produce, Ftoar.Orain,
ORrlilriural Mrrehn*di*t. Vessel* chartered.freight*
procured. and budnees generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
KxrER* to—Leonard Cotton.E*q., Pnrtsmonth.N.H.
1. F. Williams, Hampton, N. H.
febt dSm

Fteal

!

CRIAT CI1.1CI nt me HAS BEFORE HI KISIt
>0 HOUSES, at price* from *1000 to *8000
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price* from *300 to *8000.
3.000.000 fret of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet or LAND.
3 STOKE LUTS oo Commercial Streat.

MOSES

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY hare parTHE
chaaed from the Hannibal A St. Joeeph Railroad

Company

land In Northern Mlmmit.

larw treet of

Middlb Stibbt, Ponun.

las

■—___dtf_
JOHN W. PERKINS * CO,

Up Stair*.

DKALBBB IV

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
HESS. m STIFFS. (LASS VAU.

nun), xx&osxn oil, an.,
M Commercial street, Tin—d

JaWdfcwly

GOULD, T4 Middle St.,

novST dtf

a

adjoining the Sonriahing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
Connty. for thrming end manuthctnrtna pnrpooan.
end here divided their property ioto lota end Arena.
They ore oAred to aubaertbera in aharre of *J0 each
Mope, with tail information. can ha had by calling on
EDWARD IHAW, Agaal.

VIOLMALI

Estate,

m E 8 T 1 E ,t T 8

Black,

PORTLAND. MR.

JOHN C.

PROCTER,

Beal Estate and Ncrcktkdiac

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE

BROKER.
OFFICE

•

•

•

Ob Uae Strati*

ET* Entrance first Door north of thd Poet OAHh
JnnaOfim

Having purchaaed tbeitock and flxtnrea,
Nos. IT A 19 Exchange Street,

FROST

*

FRYE*

-dbalbib

IV—

should be

happy to see my friend* and the public
generally, where 1 am prepared to serve all the la*,
uric# that the Boston and \s*r V.irk inarkat* .<r..d
rach3 tf

Floor, Meal, Grain and Feed,
No. lOO Commercial Streat.
amariah rnoar

(▲ substitute for Cotton.)

nimcm ciiTis, win tnmiri.
Of various descriptions.

ALSO

BOLT

ROPE

OR HARD

CORDAGE, iC.,

Anonoinn.

Portland, Fahrnnry 4. IMS.

ILItCIH FLAX NO, TITI IUI STK1PB,

aodtf

Boys, Boys, Boys.
attention riven to CUTTING aad
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

A. D. BEEVES,

Tailor,

M EZCHAROE STREET.
Portland. Amy 0. ISO.

JOU

Sly

T. ROGERS A

C#.,

Fori,!, by

General

LE MESURIER Sc CHAMPION,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

SI. Peter Street,QCF.UEC.
U mamplesun band, and orders taken bv
J. T. PATTEN A C O.,
Oct. 11—6m
Front Street. Bath.

NOTICE.
undersigned, Importers

ASD

THE

Portland. February 13,
J. B. Brown A Sons,
Chase, Brother* k Co.,
John Lynch k Co.,
Thomas Asencio k Co.,
H. 1. Robinson,
E. Churchill k Co.,
Geo. 8. Hunt,
Phinney k Jackson,
Isaac Emery.
Thos. W. O'Brien,
N. O. Cram.
Jonas H. Parley,

Emery

k

Fox,’

1868.

Hereey, Fletcher k Co.,

8t. John Smith,
A. L. Hobson,
J H llamlen,
John D Lord.
Hophni Eaton,
Isaac Over.
Isaac L Came,
Xath’l J. Miller.
Euward Hamblin,
George H. Starr,
J. k D. Lord.
A. k 8. E.

Spring.

At a meeting of the signers of the above, hold at
the Counting Room of Messrs Chase. Bros, k Co.,
Monday afternoon. March 2d. much indignation
was expressed on account of reports cireula ed by
that the merchants would, and
interested
some alreadv had. broken an agreement entered Into
for their mutual protection. The following Resolution was adopted:
Resolved, That we will not charter a vessel through
any broker who shall propose to us as a condition the
violation of the above agreement,
me lift d8w

parties

Rail Hoad Bond*.
mortgage Bonds of the
Portlaud Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon due ou the 15th of October. 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
receipt* will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portlaud A Kbxnkrbc Railroad, (a new organisation.) as soon as the books and certificates can be
of the second

HOLDERS
Kenuebecand

IS

D SALEM

Vo. 189 Commercial Street,

In accordance with a vote of said CompaJ 8. CCJSHING,
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad.
Dec
16,1862.
decl8dtf
Augusta,

jobs

t.

bosses.

Jaauarj lit.

osas.s. Boons.

Janl Os

IMS.

Coats.

Foots, Vests, Jackets,

Ladies' Riding Habits. Ac.,

is

Cnt, mad. and trimmad by

A. D. REEVES,
M

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

8TEERT.
dly

Portland. AnsnatS. ISO.

TOWN

AND

Oorpdration Bonds,
WITH

COHrO Rtf

Tows Notes amd
ASS

ALL

odiu

Orders,

S1SD

or

PRINTIN
Neatly

aad

O-,

Proaiytl r Exec a tad
TBB—

—AT

Prone Office.
J. L.

WINSLOW, Ascot.
■ ASCSACTVBSm

OS

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
am itiit Nsrtinioi #f itcium,
Steam

Cook., Valve*. Pipe,and Connectiona, WkoU•aiv

STEAM AND

or

Small.

GAS FITTING,

Don. In th# bmt

prepared.

ny. Nov. 8.1862

waoLUALS

Floor, ProvUloas aad Prodaeo
PORTLAND. Ms.

and Commission
Merchants of Portland, in order to make the
custom of this port conform to that of all others in
this country, herebv agree—That from ami after this
date, thev will in afl cases require vessels by which
they mav ship goods, to receive them aloug side, and
to pay all stevedores'bills ou the same. The shippers shall have the privilege of designating the stevedores to be employed.

best manner, at the

RESTAURANT.

Tastings!

Alxo a Ml xxeortment of

FURNISHING

DR. WALTER R. JOHNSON

OYSTERS,
ALBIOA

BOSTON,

(Opposite bead

just been added to Bktakt. Strattoji ft
HAS
«;o.'s Chain of Commercial College*. establish'd"* New

Fire Insurance Company,

of new

_

large and well xeleeted Stock of

a

*

e

Manhattan

Dwellings.

Passage Tickets for the Steamers
sailing from New York, on the 1st,
llih, 21st of each month, may be secured b> early application to

fcongre**

Clapp'* Block

Company,

OK HARTFORD, CONK.
Cash Capital and Surplus.§250,000

YORK AND

With

IE-

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

Company,

HARTFORD. CONN.
Cash Capital and Surplus. §330,000

OF EXETER, N 11

For

•-LOCATED

Company,

OF

NEW

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

SAIL CLOTH.

Fire Insurance

The

JUiT tirristD fiox

GRANITE

continuance of the

OF HARTFORD. CONN.
Cash Capital aud Surplus.§500,000

City

dTreeyes,
Tailor,

_

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

L. 8. TWUMBLT.PmorairroR.

Established in 1840.
OFFICE

.ad^um^i fa.

Pl^

"WlioleseLle Qrooers,

Satina Souse.

Agency.

Building, Shl^Tl1

executed*' 111

-and-

~~L ITTLE’S

(bJJJ

*35.

JOHN LYNCH * C©„

!eb9 lmed UmeodJt w6t#4

plication

in a form to secure for them an early aud
favorable consideration at the Patent Office."
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

W’m.Sturgis,Jr., FletcherWestray,

H K. Bogert.
R B Mitturn.Jr
A. A. Low,
G. W. Burnham.
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chauncey,

Dennis Perkins, James Low.
JOHN D. JONES, President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice Prea‘1.

aro

“I

f>R. HUGHES.
corner of Middle, Portland.

ness, and all Irritation* qfthe Throat and Bronchial Vessels, with the Great German Remedy, The
Hkmpel Preventive. Clergymen, lawyers, teachera, singers, and all who overtax the strength of the
vocal nrgaus. and consequently suffer from irritation
and soreness of the throat, will fiud this medicine invaluable. It uot only r«*/»>i’e*,butpermanently cures.

Lowell Holbrook,
P A. Hargous,
Meyer (iaiu,
Royal Pb< Ips,
Caleb Barstow,

to pro-

great delay there,

especial

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

A. P Plllot,
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
Lerov M Wiley, J. Henr Burgv,
Dau'l S Miller, CorneliusGrionel),
fi. T. Nicoll.
C. A. Hand,
Josh's J Henry, Watts Sherman,
Henry Colt,
W.C. Pickers gill, Geo.G. Hobson, E. E. Morgan,
Lewis Curtis.
David Iaiic,
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russell. James Brvce,
Iteuj. Babcock,

library

Infirmary.

10,279,660

TRUSTEES.

Agent qf V.

76 Stale Street, opposite Kilby

ties which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, aud is prepared with great cars
and scientific skill from a combination of materials—

that it is

Patents.

R. |1. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

bacco, 4c., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress ff decay, and whitening such parts as have
already become blackened bv decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from ali ACIDS and other impuri-

skeptical

Foreign

614.493,730

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis.
W. H H. M »ore,
Thos. Tilcston,

JOHN W. HUNGER.

fRESERVUfO TVS

have

Wo.U4 Excaarux Btur,
PonTLAiri), Mb.
Cold and Shower Satht,
Wath BnwU
and .Silver Haled
INVERT Deeerfption of Water Fixture ft»r nmt
Pablk
*>* «P lo *h* beet manner
andail or.
or
°°nn,r7 Aithfbllt

Warm,

TRASK * LEWIS,

1,740,000

Total profits for 20} years,
The Certificate* previous to 19*51,
been redeemed by cash.

or—

FORCE PUMPS AND water
closets,

27 Market
Square, h’d
July 14th. 1841.

J-N. W.

January, 1963,

OFFICE.

which are as follows:
We have beeu taught by aotual
experience, that
the method of instruction pursued
by Mr R. N.
Brown, of thiscitv. in teaching the art of Writing
and the
series of Book Keeping has
been eminently successful, and we take pleasure In
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him for
whatever skill and facility In adjusting accounts we
may now nossem:
Philip Henry Brown, Jas. Olcutt Brown, Stephen
H. Cummings. W. W Thomas. Jr.. Samuel rbadwick. Augustus Cummings, Jasou Berry, John S
Russell. Fred. A Prince. John II Hall, George E
Thompson. John B. Covle.Jr., Fred. U. Small, John
M. Stevens, and 200 others.
nr-rhe services of a Sea Captain Is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40
years experience
as a practitioner.
febS d A w3m*3

ons.

61 Wall St.,(cor. of

LOSSES PAYABLE in current funds. New York,
couformity with the Gxxbbal Policy held by
me, thibty days after the presentation at the office
of the Company, in Nam Fork, of satisfactory proof
of loss, and interest of th» assured in said property

the Cume

College.

I960 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street The room* have
recently been made
new, and furnished
neatly, and are the most pleasant
in the city.
One separate room for Ladies. I
present mv thanks for the extensive
patronage, and
promise as in the past, nojnina shall be spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161
Middle
street. The
Principal ha* had 20 vears’ experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and Gentlemen who pass through
thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasonable
Mv Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett’s Commercial
College. Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plans are modern,
and the most improved and approved, as the drat
elaaa business men have and wilftestifv.
JfM Practically taught,as follows —Book-Keeping,
Navigation, Commercial Law, Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial
Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
pnatea writing copies and text books are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted
Certain evenings will be
devoted to Law T^erturtt, if expedient.
®r- B would refer to a
recommendation from
his Students of this city who are
acting as business
men. accountants. Ac containing shove four hundred signatures a part of which ma> he *een in
print
iu the hall at the entrance to his
Rooms, a few of

Slice

Mutual Insurance

in

Hardening

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,
plumber,

their debtor* on time.
llv obiect is to call attention to the fket that a
policy it Life Insurance ia the cheapest and safest
mod* ol making a provision for one’* family.”—BenJamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon peraons
desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or it their own
of business, and assist them iu
making applica-

B. C.

SOZODONT

( LEAN SI NO a

BROWN'S

complicated

Total Amount of Assets.January 1, 1868,

Theundersigued

of mauve.

Troyes

CAPITAL,

PER VOYAGE.

__

Of the

CASH

JUlIwuWlld

Bailey

N. Y.

MARINE INSURANCE

a

Baltimore,

KauanSU.,

LIFE INSURANCE.
New England Life Insurance
CASH CAPITAL, ,3.37 2.945 74, INVESTED.

particularly invites all Ladies who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at bis
No.
6

Philadelphia,
Or

Corner of Wall &

this

to

New York,

CO MP ANT,

cures.especially

AGENT

NEW YORK.
ar Waakla|taa.

COLUMBIAN MAMIE ISSEBAJI

fully

Junction

PklladrlpklR^alilBtr*

OFFICE OF THE

inore~immediately.’’

n

THIS

land among those confirmed at brigadier generals. It is not very often I feel to speak lavishly in praise of men, but knowing as much
probably of tills officer’s abilities from actual

Horley,

toft

BUSINESS CARDS.

LOCATED

distressing

:

MISCELLANEO US.
Portland Commercial

WHEN

H.
■

NO< 23a

Important Remedies!

I began to offer my remedies for sale I was
timid, aud spoke cautiously, fearing I might
act the quack. But having proved them in all forms
of such diseases a« they are adapted to, and
seeing
the astonishing effects of them in the cure of the
most
cases, in all classes of constitutions,
and stages of disease, aud having received thousands
of testimonials of the most
flattering character, we
now sneak with all boldnea, confident that
they are
above all others.
L Thk Great German Cough Remedy—For
nil di*ca*< h of the Throat and
Lung*.—We refer to
a fow cases.
N. Dickson, of Boston, Mass.; Eld.
K. Partridge. Whitefield, Me.; Mr. 8. Bradley, Vienna, Me.: Mrs. T.
Newcastle. MtA Miss
Amanda Lougee. Hallowed, Me; Mrs. D. N. Kidder,
Bristol. N. U ; Mrs. Weedon, Holland, Vt; and hundreds of others, cured of bad cases of Pronrhitis.—
Eld. A. C. Hodgkins. Vienna; Mrs. B.
Woodside,
Brunswick; Mr. Joseph Ford. Jefferson, Me; Mary
S. Burrough, Providence, R. I., and
many others
cured of the most distressing cases of Phthi»ic.
«Mrs. W. W. Patten, Topsham ; Mrs. F. Winslow,
Yarmouth; Mrs. J. U. Conaut, Richmond, Me..cured
of case* of Influenza and Cough when
everything
else failed. Children of D. Tarr, Litchfield, of
Capt.
J. Lawrence, Yarmouth, and more than
twenty others. cured of Croup, some of whose lives were saved
by it, all other remedies failing. For common colds,
hoarseness, coughs, sore lungs, Ac., thousands testify it is »he best and cheapest ever used.
2. Liver Regulator and Ijynpeptic Carer.—C.
White of Richmond. Me., says—* lt is the best ar icle
for Liver Complaint I have ever seen. It has beuefitted my wife more than 8100.” Geo. Webber,Litchfield, Me says, “It Has worked wonders tor iny
daughter, who ha* been three years under doctors’
treatment without benefit. Your Liver
Regulator
has cured her. We had lost all
hope of her getting
well” Mr. J. 8. Carter. WatervflJe—“I have used
two bottle* aud find it double extra. It is a valuable
medicine.” Mrs. E. Johnson. Pittston, confined to
her bed five years,
says: “I have used one bottle; it
agree* with m**, and keep* mv food from souring, relieve* faintness. Please send
Mr. W. Chase of Bangor, says: “I have used
your
Liver Regulator with much profit to mvself, and
think much of it,” We have a great number of such
testimonies continnallv coming.
8 Wellcome* Pain Curer.—EkI. I. Wight.Augusta, says; “It is the best thing for an irritated
throat and lungs, and foroolic, I ever saw.” Elder
A.C. Hodgkins. Vienna, says, “It is being successused here for the cure of
diptheria. Send me a
lot immediately ; what I had is all sold.” J. W.Griffin, Stark, says: “Ittake* the lead of all other articles of that description; it is being used with
good
success for diptheria.
1 have not heard of a single
instance where it ha* failed ; send three dozen more.”
D. N. Kidder, Bristol, N. U.,savs: “Your medicines
are doiug wonderful
the Pain ('urer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism has been cured bv one
bottle. It puts ‘Perry Davis' Pain Killer’ all fn the
shale
Win. Baker, Yarmouth, says he cured a
valuable horse ol lameness and swelled leg with the
Pain Curer. Thousands are being cured of various
pains, eramt>*. colics, rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troubles and neuralgia, for which it is a sure cure.
In our store we retail ten times more of it than all
other liniments.
4.
Wellcome'* Diarrhea 8yr p.—This has
cured hundreds of cases where ever thing else failed.
We warrant it to do more than any other
preparation now known by doctors or others.
6. Our Jaundice Bittern are very
highly
prized and extensively used.
N. It
Our remedies are purelg vegetable, safe in
all case* for old and vouug.tuale and female, in whataver condition of lire.
all for our Circular and read the testimonies.
Prepared only by I. C. WcLLCOME A CO., Yarmouth. Me. Sold by medicine dealers extensively.
In Portland by H. II. Ilapt < E. Beckett, and
Thomas J. Loring.
feb21 eodAwlamdm

Ax Excitixo Chase. A private letter of
recent dam from the I’otomac flotilla contains
the following interesting account of an excitting race for a blockade-runner, by the steamer Coeur de Leon,
Acting Master Charles H.

Brigadier General Davis Tillson.
Work is illustrated bv 19 portraits of promiTo the Editor of the Press:
nent lawyers, and oontains memoirs of all the
The numerous friends of Gen. Tillson in
tairyers who lived or practised in Maine, prior to
the year 1801, with sketches of several of the elder
this State, will be glad to read the
following lawyers of the present century. It also contains notices of the earliest practitioners in Massachusetts
extract from a letter recently received from
ami New Ham pub re, with memoirs of the old Clerks
one of his brother officers.
It is at your dis- 1 and Sheriffs, tables
of Judges, Attorney tieuerals
and lawyers: a history of
Reports ami Reporters ;
posal.
p.
the practise, usages, ami anecaotes of the Bar, ami
other matters of iuterest to general readers, as well
Headquarters 2d Maine Battery,
as to the profession.
Camp near Belle Plaine, Va_
1‘arties wishing a copy of this valuable work should
March 13, 1863. )
order immediately, as the edtiion is small, aud will
•
•
•
Friend P-:
I was
be soou sold, judging from orders
already received.
pers

Welcome's

1863.

_INSURANCE._

Ey” 50,000 BOTTLES SOLD~£G

ed by Gens. McDowell and Ord, who solicited
from Gov. Washburn an appointment for him
as major of artillery.
He was made chief of
artillery of Ord’s division, and subsequently
of McDowell's armv corps, in which capacity
he served during Pope's march to the
Kapidan and the fifteen days retreat to
Washington.
During this campaign the Genera! distinguished himself hy his untiring energies, day
and night I have heard many officers
high
in rank and of distinguished ability
say. they
never saw artillery handled with such skill as
the batteries under Major Tillson
were, during
the three days' cannonading on the
Kappahannoek, Aug. 21st. 22d, and 23d.
After this campaign Major Tillson was assigned ti> duty as inspector of artillery, north
of the Potomac. His excellent qualifications
as an
artillery officer soon became apparent to
Gen. Barry, inspector of artillery of the U. S.
army, who solicited and obtained for Major
Tillson the promotion to a lieutenant colonelcy of artillery, about the 25th of December,
1882.
He has since been occupied in his duties as ins|>ector of artillery, in the mean time
receiving the well-deserved promotion to a
brigadier generalship. No man in the army
lias more reason to feel proud of his success
than Gen. Tillson. His promotion in
every
ease has been only the reward of valuable and
intelligent military services.
We know not
where lie may be assigned to duty in future;
hut wherever it may he, his friends
tnay rest
assured that his already hrieht pnrppp urill not
grow dim.

At 9.30 A. M. while lying at anchor in the
Potomac Hirer, the tjuarlerinaster reported a
sail coming out of the bay.
standing over toward Virginia. We immediately hove
up our
anchor and started in chase, although there
was a strong wind blowing with occasional
snow-squalls, and theschoouerhad alongstart
of us. Our pilot had received permission to
b^abseut for a short time, so we had to thread
our way through the narrow channel
by the
lead. This channel led at right
angles to the
course taken by the sail boat, so she was all
the while gaining on us, the two schooners
bound down the river were seen
coming between tiie chase and the range of our
guns.
We however fired at her every time it lighted
up a little, and the last shot passed so close to
the foremost merchant schooner’s bow that she
thought it was rather too hot a place for her,
and lacked ship heading up the river. We were
now fairly out of the uarrow channel which
led from behind Blackstone Island and kept
away with the wind abeam, for the schooner,
which was tearing along close hauled on the
wiuil, steering for the Virginia shore. Away
we blazed now with our rifled
howitzer, and
as she paid no attention to solid
shot, the captain gave the order to give her a fuse shell of
13 seconds. Our gun hardly reached the
schooner, but when they heard the explosion
of the shell close to them they were
evidently
much frightened, for she kept away, then hauled on tile wind, and
appeared confused, but
yet did not heave to. Just at this time a thick
came
on
and completely hid her
snow-squall
from our sight, and the land too was hidden,
yet we still dashed on keeping the lead going,
for we knew the dangerous shoals extended
off a long
way, but we were resolved to catch
the chasu which had so defiantly started out
before us. Thiuking the vessel would try to
dodge us in the squall, the captain now kept
off before the wind while with anxious heart
he listened to the dull monotous cry of the
leadsman—' by the mark five, half four, Ac.’
“How we longed for one moment of clear
sky, for it was still snowing hard, and we knew
that a few moments must end our chase unless
we sighted the laud.
Suddenly it ceased snowing and every eye was strained to catch sight
of the schooner. 'There she is! there she is!’
cried a dozen voices and sure enough there she
was close to our
bow, and away whistled a shot
over her mast ‘Stop the
engine! back her!’
shouted the captain, for the hoarse cry of the
leadsman was sounding half four, then seven
feel, just as the schoonerand the land appeared
close aboard of us. Down went the schooner's
helm and she ran hard up on the beach, and we
saw the men
running up the steep Virginia
hills as though they had not forgotten the sound
of the lastexploding shell. The boat was lowered lK'forc'"our anchor was dropped, and
away
the men started in chase of the fugitives one of
whom they captured, the other four however
escaped. The wind had now increased to a gale,
and with great difficulty we towed the
prize
schooner off to the steamer, every body
being
thoroughly wet through while getting her
afloat. The cargo consisted of trunks ol
fancy
articles, boxes and bales of shoe-thread and
other merchandise. The owner of the schooner had received two hundred dollars for his
freight, which would have paid him handsomely lor two hours run, bad he been successful;
but he lost his schooner and will have to
stay
a short time in the Old
Capitol for his rashness.
Had we not kept off before the wind during
the snow-squall we would have lost the
prize,
but by the fore sight of the captain in anticithe
move
of
the schooner, she was
pating
baffled in her endeavor to escape, and came
directly under our bow.
“Little incidents like these seem to break the
monotony of the blockade and afford us very
pleasant excitement.”

MORNING, MARCH 24,
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ceived.
Gen. Tillson entered the field at Belle Plainc,
Va.,April 23. 1882, as captain of the 2d Me.battery. His military abilities were at once observ-
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very much gratified to notice in the newspathe name of Col. Davis Tillson of Rock-

MEDICAL.

as any other person, I
<lo not consider it more than
simple justice to
say a few words in relation to one who has so
honestly merited the promotion he lias re-

Brown commanding

TUESDAY

manner.

Work! 6 Union St, and 933 a 936 Vote
JnUOf

PORTLAND. MR

St,,

W*TS.AK»

The late Cor
no act mor

MA1NK

^ represented the
jHst|v than j„ the act

^

al1'*

The circulation of the Datty l'ren
larger
than that of any other daily tn the city.
Tuan*.—M OO a year if paid trithin three months
from the date of subscription, or *7.00 at the cud of

this matter.

the year.

As a

I.n,t

Thursday

patriotic

of Government.

forenoon the House of

graphic report
had

uot a

of

proceedings, and

Rep-

of that paper, who

cry

fessiou.

rocket,

never

ing

to

the

use

of

exhibition ol

tedious

temper, and presently pro-

an

scolds in the stocks; a moral pillory suits better
Still these fellows arc sometimes

rudely

Peters, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported an act to further extend the charter
of the Bangor Boom Co.; also act to amend
Chap. 64, K. S., which were passed to be engrossed, under a suspension of the rules.
Mr. Peters called up the resolve relating to
the purchase of Stationery for the State and
other departments of the State Government,
and. on his motion it was iudetinitely postponed.

en-

treated—not here, where we can afford to despise them ,bul in the border States,w here the pas-

dirty

throbs and beats with a violence of

sion oftbe

war

which

have no

adequate conception. Here
they protest against mob law, and so do we
now as ever; they protest against the rising
spirit of insufferable indignation, which they
have provoked to the brink of actual violence,
such as they have covertly suggested to their
own partizans all along. They do well to protest against extravagant proceedings of this
kind; hut there is no need of anxiety—they will
never figure as martyrs.

and would

study such an economy as
comports with the dignity and promise of a
great and grow ing State. As a representative of tbe city of Portland be never loses
sight of her interests, but be does not forget
that Portland is a portion of the Stale,
from whose interests she cannot be separated if she would, and would not be if she
could. He has no desire to build up his city
by unfair means, to take snap judgment in

we

Mr. Roberts called up the bill to pay $100
bounty to soldiers who may he drafted under
the late conscription act of Congress. A debate took place. Mr.Spring moved an amendment.
Without any action thereon the matter
was tabled.
Paved to be enacted.—Act to amend Chap.
4, R. S., relating to elections; act to change
the name of Harriet Norton Young; act to
amend the act incorporating the Aroostook
Railroad Co.; act to tax bank stock owned
out of the State.
Finally jtavcit.—Resolve to repeal the resolves in favor of Win. Poor, Jr., Robert
Waugh and David Stroul.
Mr. Barrows from the Committee on Education. reported finally, and the Committee
was discharged.
Adjourned to 3 P. M.

In the border States, the case is somewhat
different. A Copperhead Indiana Representa-

tive, named Cravens,

any matters

pertaining to her growth, or, in
bis labors as a legislator to confine his vision
within her corporation limits.
A few words touching the question in hand.

to

address a Union

who had the insolence

Convention in Louisville,

Kentucky, last Wednesday, in the strain of
reckless, impertinent abuse of the Government
and the war, which distinguishes his faction,
w as received with groans and hisses, and cheers
for the Union, and filially ejected from the
hall.

Afternoon.—The several acts and resolves
by the House in the
passed^to be engrossed
morning were passed to be engrossed in con-

More than two-thirds of the members of

currence.

tile convention were

unconditionally for the
w ould persist in muking a speech of that kind, he might go elsewhere to make It; they had other business be-

!

Matters of great and

Head and aviyned.—Act additional to Chap.
47, R. S., relating to receivers of banks; resolve
in relation to the armament of U. S. forts in
Maine; act to amend Chap. 136 of tile laws of
'62, relating to interest on money.

If Mr. Cravens

Union.

overshadowing importance were engaging fore them. Not a hair of his head w as harmed.
the public mind, which should for tbe present,
How often, in the same Slate, has Mr. Cassius
at least, exclude all disturbing elements.
At
M. Clay’s life been threatened and attempted,
[
each a moment and uuder such circumstances,
i not lor interrupting an assembly intent upon
tbe motion for summary removal was made.
other business, but for uttering hie own views
Tbe Portland delegation felt embarrassed, |
: in his own yitne and
place, where all hearers
were liable to be misunderstood, and to be acwere free to go or stay, as they pleased.
It is
cused of complicity in the affair. It would
for these factious persons to
utterly
impossible
naturally look upon the face of tbe movement substantiate a claim to
represent the party of
aa though they were engaged in an underhandlSw and order. The party of law and order is
ed intrigue. They could not afford to occupy
| the party of the nation, the party of the Union,
ao unenviable a position.
Mr. Kingsbury,
t be party of the war, and that alone. The
therefore, stated the surprise with which
party of violence and disorder is, and always
the proposition took him. He said he knew
has been, the party of State tights, the party
of
the
of
the
and
movement,
nothing
origin
of disunion, the party of a false peace, and
he deemed it ill-timed and injudicious at
only that party.
such a moment. Mr. Smith of Westbrook—

I

On motion of Mr. Merrow, it was ordered
that the President ap|mint a committee of
three on the part of the Senate, with such as
the House may join, to inquire and report
when the Legislature inav adjourn finally.
Mr. Reed called up the bill granting a bounty to conscripts. The amendment w as rejected and the bill passed to be engrossed.
Mr. Woods called up the bill to amend the
resolve ol 1S55 in relation to printing public
documents, and it was indefinitely post [toned.
On motion of Mr. Merrow, the Secretary
was ordered to procure the printing of 3U0
copies of the journal of the session.
On motion of Mr. Spring, the President of
the Senate was permitted to address the Senate on the National resolves.

■

whose

friendship!!) for Portland is well understood—attempted to force Mr. K. into a false
position, but every person who was present
knows the signal failure that attended bis efforts. Mr. Kingsbury believed Portland to be
CAe place for tbe seat of government, that her
citizens would cordially welcome its return to
their midst after a thirty-two years' abseuce,

Helping

Mr. Milliken introduced a resolution in favor
of the town of Madison, which passed to be
engrossed, under a suspension of the rules.
Bill relating to fences, Ac., passed to be engrossed in concurrence.
Paved to be enacted.—Bill to change the
name of certain [arsons.
The Senate insisted on its vote on the resolve relating to a scientific survey of the

One's Country.

A paper in this city which lays high claims
to loyalty, and would feel itself libeUd should
its

loyalty

lack, amended.

Mr.

the customs of their descendants.

carry his point. As a member of
weapons
the Legislature he is liberal and statesman-

ber upon tbe floor.

ill

a

application of the gag in some form.
Our Puritanic ancestors used to set common
vokes

and

The session was understood to be within a
few days of its close. A large number of the
members bad been excused from further attendance, aud had left for their homes. The
question of removal of the capital bad not
been hinted at dnriug the session by any mem-

is soon found to bh

came

were adopted.
Mr.
Peters moved to reler to the next Legislature.
Lost, yeas 7, nays 13. Mr. Moore promised an
amendment, which was rejected, and the bill
was passed to be engrossed, in concurrence.
Mr. Woods, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported an act to amend the act incorporating
the Mattanamkeag Lake Dam Co., which was
mice read. Mr. Moore moved to postpone
indefinitely. Lost, and the bill passed to be

a very sure aud easy way to
attention; but finding fault without

or excuse

reason

to

like,

The Normal School bill
The House amendments

Fault-find-

down like the stick.

of

Resolve providing for an amendment of the
Constitution by the election of Governor and
Senators by a plurality vote, came from the
House, that hotly insisting on its vote. The
Senate adhered to its vote.

scolding is

or

attract

too

descends

was

followed the

came

Ingraham

Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve in favor
of S. T. Holbrook; act to incorporate Gorges
Monument Association; act to incorporate
Warren Manufacturing Co.; act to amend the
act relating to reviews; resolve relating to
binding certain pamphlets and newspapers for
the State library; act additional to Chap. 86,
R. S., relating to trustee disclosures.
M r. Merrow, from the Committee on fisheries in Kenuebec river, reported an act relating to the same. Twice read and passed to
be engrossed under a suspension of the rules.
The Senate receded Irmn iu vote and concurred with the House in passing to be engrossed the resolve lor the purchase of 25
copies of the Revised Statutes.
The Trial Justice bill came back from the
House, that body insisting upon its vote
amending and passing the bdl to tie engrossed.
The Senate, on motion of Mr. Peters, adhered
to its vote indefinitely postponing the same.

Nothing came of itdisgust of disappointed and at length relaxing attention, and the
Copperheads, who went up with a roar like a

often dishonor the proHe is scholarly, urbane and gentle-

manly, and

privileges un
the preservation

to see it break cover.

clear-headed and sale counsellor, who is in-

pettyfogging intrigues

waive his

notable game rouse.!, and everybody looked

Thereupon

Rev. Mr.

hfi doubted, says:

It is understood that the leading New York
ship builders decline taking contracts for the
8,000 ton iron-clads wanted by the government,
for fhe reason that they fewr loss from the steady
depreciation of the currency.
In offset to such a thrustat the credit of the

State.—Adjourned.
HOC8B.

Prayer by

Rev. Mr. Penney of Augusta.
<n concurrence—Bill additional

Engraved
and that the day was not distant when such a
i to Chap. D4, R. S., relating to tenancies; addiwe
the
cut
from
consummation would be reached; and if regovernment,
give
following,
{ tional to Cbsp. 81, R. S., relating to attachment
: of projierty on mesne process and civil actions;
quired to vote he should heartily vote for it another morning contemporary:
to make valid the doings of School district No.
An English house doing an extensive business
now, though he doubted if tbe people demand3 in the town of Peru; resolve providing for
I in this country, has just given ev idence of its
ed such a movement at the present juncture.
the purchase of Law Reports, and to pay the
i confidence in the character of our government
One word more. For weeks past an Indisecurities, instead of remitting at the current ! contingent expenses of the State Library ; rerate of exchange, the New York representative
vidual of this city has been button-holing
I solve relating to the inscription on the monuhas been instructed to invest about (75,000 in i nient to be erected to the memory of the late
members upon the seat-ol'-governmeut quesUnited States six per cents.
i Gov. Dunlap.
tion. This individual is well known to be a
Paved to he engraved—Bill to enlarge the
It is also said that Mr. Chase has received
ot
special protege the Westbrook member, and
powers of the Recorder of the Municipal
otTers of foreign gold in exchange for
large
there were those at Augusta who did not
| Court in the city of Portland: act to amend
government bonds,—a fact indicative of the
Chap. 136 of the laws ol '62, relating to interhesitate to express the opinion that Ids moveconfidence which foreigners have In the sta- j est on money; act to amend Chap. 18, R. S..
■

instigated by Mr. Smith, and that
Mr. S. was really at the bottom of the whole
movement; not that be expected to accomplish
the purpose ol removal, but simply hoped to
take the Portland delegation by surprise, and
force them iuto a position that would iudicate
to the Portland people that he was a better
and more faithful guardian of their interests
than their own chosen representatives. The
ments were

obiet'L of Kuril

a

riutc

is

paa’iIv nmli

The Washington
bility of our institutions.
correspondent of the Baltimore Sun says an of-

relating to ways; act relating to the Municipal Court in the city of Biddelord; act relating to receivers of banks; act authorizing the
city of Portland and the towns of Westbrook

1

fer comes Irom an agent of bankers of Amsterif.,

to be

ae

deposited

to the draft oftbe

i_

..r

sift.. ...111:

Amsterdam,

..r

and Falmuuth to exempt the Portland Shovel
Manufacturing Co. from taxation; resolve in
relation to the armament of U. S. forts in this

and

subject
treasury. We have no dispo-

at

sition to intimate that those who would imBill to promulgate the laws, Ac., of this
pair the public credit are necessarily disloyal, i State was indefinitely postponed.
The report on the Scientific Survey was
but they have a queer way ol exhibiting their
amended, by substituting the minority for the
love of country. The government, like an inminority report—yeas 5«, nays 34.

vti.h.1

We need not say that the representatives
dividual, depends largely for success upon its
from this city will gladly do all that is highability to maintain its credit. An honorable
minded and honorable to make this tbe capii man, with small means but with good business
tal of the state; but nothing dishonorable.

They will look to tbe general good and the
public welfare and convenience. They will
be Influenced by a higher purpose than selfishness—than tbe mere benefit ting of a hotel property near the future capitol, in which they
may chance to have an interest. We hope the
Westbrook member is influenced by motives
equally disinterested and honorable.

j

Adjourned

qualities, may feel almost assured of success
wheu everybody speaks well of him and prophecies success. Such an expression will give a

:

to

The

afternoon.

Explanatory

For the Frets.
Bill.

I regret, Mr. Editor, that the Maine Senate
has seen fit to postpone indefinitely the pro-

credit that will become the sure passport to
success with a man who kuows how to use

PAPERS.

The Rebel! Falling Back, upon Richmond—
Their Army Seriously Weakened.

March 23.

concurrence.

to the other and sustained with such heartygood will, that it seemed there must be some

—

above the

loud,

PBESS.J

The Senate concurred in all the amendments
of the House to the bill in aid of families of
volunteers, "and passed it to be engrossed, in

taken up by so many
bounds from one end of the country

so

was

harking

having been betrayed into
the awkward position of opposing the removal, and when be saw bis mistake, ol bungiingly paddling back to avoid the snags w hich
•aim opposition would be sure to develop
among his constituents. Nothing could be
snore unfair, or opposed to the truth.
Mr. Kingsbury needs no defense at our
bands. As a man he takes the highest rank.
His character, socially and morally, is above
As a
has never been assailed.
auspiciou
lawyer be is honorable and high minded—a
finitely

Augusta,

When two months ago, the
anli-war movement began to be pressed vigorously, the people looked on in amazement. The

would not

TO THE DAILY

SENATE.

will every

so

DISPATCH

Monday.—Prayer by
Augusta.

serious attention.

as

low schemes that

[SrEClAL

unavailing. The more the opposition rail agninst this measure, the more
clearly is the motive of their railing accusation apprehended, and the more surely do they
lose their hold upon the people, to whom they
look for place and preferment.
This, with all the trumped up grievances ofthe Copperhead faction, is ceasing to attract

Isa member of the House—In yesterday’s issue, made an unmanly attack upon Mr. Kingsbwy, one of our city representatives, and labored to place him in a false position before
his constituents. The writer referred to represents Mr. K.

freely

his life,

EVEHTIW©

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

other laws are

writer in the Advertiser—un-

doubtedly the proprietor

citizen

save

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO TIIK-

der the habcas corpus act for
of the government, without which that and all

resentatives was taken by surprise by the unheralded advent of a resolution, introduced
by a member from the extreme eastern counremoval of
ty In the State, for the Immediate
the teat of government from Augusta to this
city. We happened to be present at the time,
and heard what was said upon the question.
We did not lute: d to take tuy other notice of
the matter than wl»«t appeared in our telenow

people In
adopting

will consent to the loss

man

of a diseased limb to
Neat

BY TELEGRAPH.

..tdiraling that arbitrary exercise of Kx*>.cntive power, which in the unprecedented
emergencies of this war has sometimes overpassed the limits marked out for ordinary
times, and has accordingly become a theme
for abundant animadversion by the opposition.
Let demagogues prate as they will, the common sense of the people cannot be misled in

Tuesday Morning, March 24,18*3.

Removal of the

gj-1

**"^4 Order.

THE DAILY PHESS.

New York, March 23.
Special dispatches Iroin Washington state
that the Government has information leading
it to share the opinion entertained in Washington circles of sympathizers with the insurrection, that the rebel army on the Rappahannock is making preparations to fall back toward Richmond—probably as far as the lines
of fortifications couslituting the defences of
that city.
The apprehension of the Jeff. Davis government is that an attack is intended by way of
James River, and this backward movement is
considered necessary to thwart it. Refugees
from Richmond confirm this theory, and add
that Lee's force has been much reduced by the
withdrawal of Longstreet, the two Hills, and
other rebel Generals with their commands,
who have gone to other parts of the Confederacy.
Before taking measures to put the conscription law into ujieration, the Government is
det^mined to bring back to the National armies all the deserters who do not flee the

course, cleared them out very quickly, and we
have not beeu troubled any more to-day.
We have lost one man killed ami two
wounded. We can with certainty count three
killed aud ten or twelve wounded of the rebels. The behavior of the negroes lias been admirable. and we have reason to hope for the
best results.
We have ten or fifteen prisoners, amongst whom Is Lieut. Drisdell. formerly of the U. S. army, and son-in-law of Floyd.
Everything now indicates that we shall be able
to bold the place without difficulty.

an

advantage.

not a

Truly,
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Interesting from Bsrbsdoes—The Pirate
Florida Seen to Fire Three Vessels.
New York, March 23.
A Barbadoes letter to tbe Herald, dated
25th tilt., states that Irotn the station lookout
the Florida was seen at 5 P. M.jto tire three vessels some ten miles from the Barbadoes shores.
A large side-wheel steamer, presumed to be
the Vanderbilt, went after the rebel, who seemed hove to ready for a must. We are all excitement ami anxiety here. No cannonading
has been reported, ouly the echo of one or two
heavy guns. Every body who can get an elevated position is looking out for tbe sea light.
One of the vessels burned was a splendid
guano ship with guano on board. The crew
Tbe F'orida is now seen ail right
are landing.
steering north by east. She is bound for the
English Channel.
A subsequent letter of the 28th ult., states
that the Florida arrived there, coaled and repaired. '.'apt, Matlil, who bad been wounded,
but was convalescent, was leted by the Governor and departed.
Tbe Canal at Lake Providence Completed—
The Rebels well Posted about Federal
Movement*.
New York, March 23.
A letter from Young's Point. La., of the
12th inst. states that the canal at Laike Providence is finished. The Cypress trees on Bayou
Tensas and Bayou Macon are cut down, and
it only requires two hours’ labor to cut the
levee, which is now the only barrier which
keeps* the Mississippi from seeking an exit
through Bed river and Ihe Alchalalaya below,
or from submerging and making a swampy
waste of tbe most valuable section in Louisiana.
The Herald’s Washington despatch contains
the following:—“J. Panosha of Western Virginia, just released as a political priso er from
Salisbury, N. C., says the rebels boast tiiat
they get all the information concerning the
advance of our troops, and also obtain our
countersign regularly. There must be a dangerous leak somewhere."
Port Hudson.
Washington, March 23.
was received here this morn-

Attack

The following

on

addressed to Col. Stager, by steamer New
York:
Soulhiccst Pom. La., March 15—by telefrom Baton Kuuge, March 15.—Admiral Farragut, leading in the Hartford, attacked the
Port Hudson batteries last night at ten o’clock,
with his fleet. The sleainer Mississippi ran
aground and was abandoned and burned. Thu
tiling on both sides was rapid and severe.
Tbe army is within five miles of the enemy's
works. They are in good spirits and bound to
win. Cavalry skirmishes have been the ouly

Movements of Gen Burnside—Issue of
Bonds.
New York, March 23.
The Times' Washington dispatch states that
the question of issuing letters of marque is
still lieing discussed by the Cabinet.
The Htb army corps of Gen. Smith will form
part ol Gen. Burnside's new command. Gen.
Smith not having been confirmed as a Major
General, will accordingly be relieved. Gen.
Parks w ill lie assigned to this corps.
The demand lor the five-tweu y bonds is so
great that the Secretary ol the Treasury lias
kept the entire clerical force in the Treasurer's
office employed night and day for the last-IS
hours in getting them ready to be issued.

The steamship George Washington, from
New Orleans I5tn, has arrived.
At a meeting of the liar at New Orleans, a
report was made that Gen. Shepley intimated
that the Supreme Court would soon he completely reorganised for Louisiana
The officers of the 12th Connecticut regiment had a meeting at Brasher city, aud adopted an address to the people of their State
against peace advocates, and asks if it is true
that, while repculant Louisiana is returning
to loyalty, that Connecticut is preparing to
desert to the army of treason ?
xne neet Fait Fort Hudson.

New York, March 23.
The Commercial ha* dispatches from Washthat
information has been reington, stating
ceived by Secretary Welles, that Admiral
Farrmgul has safely made the passage by Port
Hudson, in the frigate Hartford, flagship, and
with his whole fleet, the Mississippi only excepted. The last named vessel got aground,
and by the Admiral's order was abandoned
*
and destroyed.

SS!i,iS*ht52
*10^1-“'

1??”V-lt?.’_r*r*ll!,l*t^'o°»vaeted
*0*'JLiver ( omplaint.
billty, Hahituai t

POUT

a woman

in another column

Consumption,

Neuralgia

ARRIVED.

Grapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals,and by the first families in Paris
London aud New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.

Steamer Chesapeake. Willets. New York.
Bark Helen Maria, (of Boston; Marshall, Cardenas
8th inst.
Brig Ruby (Br) Folay, Cardenas 1st Inst via Holmea
Uole.
Brig Boston, (Br) McGregor, Halifax.
Sch Campbell. Fickett, Trinidad 26th alt.
Sch Calais Packet!. Hatch. Philadelphia.
Sch Hiawatha, Thomas, New York.
Scb Eliza Ellen, Curtis, Providence.
Sch Christiana. Knight, Boston.
Sch Geo W Snow, Shaw. Boston.
Scb John A George, SmaJlaxe, Mt Desert.
Sch Planet. Harding. Bristol.
Sch S B Stebbiu*. Thompson, Yarmouth.
Sch Ocean. Pierce. Yarmouth.
Sch Laurel. Stover. Freeport.
Sch Jane k Eliza, liichads, Bristol for Boston.
Sch Hyperion, Roberts, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Nancy G Mills, Blauchard, ftn Portsmouth for
Bath.

dec22dly
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SPECIAL

NOTICES.

WISTAR’8 BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY.—
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Asthma. Croup. Whooping Cough. Quinsy, and the numerous as well as
dangerous diseases of the Throat, Chest aud Lungs,
prevail, in our changeable climate, at all seasons of
the year: few are fortunate enough to escape their
baneful influence. How important then to have at
baud

certain antidote to all these

a

complaints.

Ex-

quishes

Office hours from 8 to 1; l)to6; aad T to • la Urn
mchM I ted 8m
Consultation Free.

evening.

What to best for CooUveaoM !
Phvsiciaa wil. roll yon to ase the ORIENTAL FRUIT PAS TE—compound of Figs. Senna,
Prunes, and other tropical frnita—a tare car# for
Piles. Price 26 cents per box. Sold by
LORINti, Dbcqoiot, Exchange SL

Every

Are yon Billion* this Spring!
C.rt

MILLETT, Eftq.,

Editor of the Norway Advertiser," gives hi* opina*follow*:
ion of this great remedy
Norway Village. Ms., Ang. 4, 1*60.
Messrs. 8. W. Fowls A Co., Boston—
Gentlemen: —For a remedy of snch undoubted
merit a* Du. Wistab's Balaam or Wild Cherry.
I cheerfully give tou my testimony, and trust that
others may be induced thereby to gire it a trial and
be relieved
Several years since I first became acquainted with this Bal-am at a time of a distressing
and
cold, which took such firm bold ol my
rough
lungs as to render me unfit for business, aud its operation produced a speedy and permanent cure, after
trviug various remedies to no avail.
is a great favorite with
In our town this
many, and if all who sutler will give it a fair trial, 1
to
be of more service in pulthink they will find it
monary affections, than any other remedy of this
class before the public
Geo. W. Millett.
Yours respectfully,

substantially

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE k CO.. Boston,
mch21 dfc w3m40
by all druggists.

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoe* sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers.
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,*
will find it is valuable ! It wiileffectually stop the
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, and as easily applied as paste.
It will adhere oily substances.
It is
HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hiltoe Broth Kiia.
Providence, U. I.

Supplied in packages

from 2 os. to 100 tbs., by
LOKING. Apothecary.
THOS.
Corner of Exchauge aud Federal Streets,
Solo Agent in Poitlaud.

febKdly

Coron, Cold,

or

ah

Irritated Throat, if

allowed to progress, results in serious l’ulraouary
aud Bronchial affections,oftentimes incurable.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
parts and give almost inBroechitie, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
use, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Orta is only
reach

directly

stant relief.

the affected

In

genuine Brown’s Bronchial Troches which have
proved their efficacy by a test of many years. Public Speakers and Sieger* should use the Troches,
Military Officer-, and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
the

and

are

exposed

to sudden

changes,

should

have

jau21

dhw8m

HTTo

CowuiniVES —The Advertiser, having
a very simbeeu restored to health in a few weeks
ple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affection, and that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to bis fellow
sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it. he will send a copy of the prescription used (free ot charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which they will
find a .Sure lure for (unsumptwn, Asthma, Hmn~
chit is. hr. The only object of the advertiser in sosd*
ing the Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and
information which l.e conceives to* be invaluable, and he hopes every sufferer will try his remeas
it
will cost them' nothing, and may prove a
dy,
REV. EDWARD A WILSON.
blessing

by

bm cited by Howard A Straw* to take
deptMiition of .led. (jraflam, at Baldwin,
this dev. at 10 A M-, tbe meeting of tbe Creditor*
of the late John Round* I* postponed to Monday,
tbe 13th day of April next, at the some time and
place. Notice is also hereby given that I am a candidate for the office of “Old Mabi" (Mayor), and
will proceed from BaJdtrin to Canada, to settle the
preliminaries tor the teamd advent of Til Pataca
Should I be so unfortunate as to bo
or Wales.
snaked out of the cars oa the way, for money I have
collected and refused to pay over, unless I can retain
“THB Lioa'e SHAit." my constituents will doubtless find me either iu tbe clutches of tbe Sheriff, or
iu “thb suu,” unless 1 come to the conclusion that
“discretion is tbe better part of valor,” and “fee the
a good tnpplg of orange*.
mark.” I will take
lest I encounter tbs ghost of Douglas, so that he caa
sncB while 1 (spread eagle-like) lay ou a thick lager
if toft ttnip. I will tell him that ne (Douglas) is thb
GRKATBST MAX B1XCB THB DAT! OF W ASH laWTOB,”
and I doubt not he (the ghost of Douglas) will, after
a heart g tmack at the orange, cooil g nod at tent.—
Should there be anywhere round, stretched out, aa
old dray horse, in theJast stage of collapse, he will
be apt not only to kick, bat to show his teeth, with<mt the aid qf cramp*.

HAVING
the

along

Portland, March 5l. 1863.
mchtS S TAThtf

Williamsburgh. Kings Louuty, New Y ork.

feb27 d3m

Assessors’ Notice.
of tbe

city,

FOREIGN PORTS.

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 and 7} P. M. Closes at

Ar at GonaKes 1st iust. brig Foster, Griffin, from
Boston.
Cld at Bermuda 6 h inst.ship Lizzie Moses, Delano,
(from Philadelphia) for Kan Francisco.
Kid 10th. bark Hannah Crocker. Dunn, New York.
Aral Reined ms 25th uit, bark City of Baugor; Edgerly, Havana; 3d inst. brig Vesta, Fuller, ao; 5th,
bark Eventide. Partridge. Boston.
Kid 3d iust. sch Garland. Norton, New York.
Kail ad from Kt Jago 3d inst. bark Linda. Stewart,
New York; 4th. brig E Doane, Joues. Baltimore.
Ar at Havana 10th fust, brig Daniel Boone. Dver,
Matanzas: 12th. Proteus. Ginn. Portland, (and cld
14th for Cardenas, to load for a port N of Hatteras.)
Cld 14th. bark Courser, Gnl&u. Kagua, to load for
New York.
At do 14th. bark Harriet, Stevens, for New York.
Sailed fm Matanzas 12th lust, bark 8 W Holbrook.

7 46 A M and I 80 P M
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrive about 6 P. M Close at
9 1* M.
Closes at 12 M
CANADA—Arrives at 1 46 P. M
STEAMBOAT MAIL—From East port and St. John,
Closes ThursN. B.. arrives Tuesday morning.
days, at 4 IV M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1 80 P. M.
QrOSwopen daily (Auudavs excepted) from 7
A M to 9 P. M. On Sundays, from 84 to 9) A M.
A. T. DOLE. P. M.
mch24

!

#

DR. P. P. QU1MBY.
Portland, and

would

eturnedto

Np.
2th,

18 Imtekeatiohal

giveooticethat

he ba

Room,
Houas, Tuesday, Augusl

can

be found at his

where he will attend to all

wishing

fourteenth

Ar at do 9th. brig Harriet. Titcomb. Havana; 10th,
sch Wm Bulwer. Wilson. Kearsport; Uth. brig Danl
Boone. Seger. Havana; 12th. bark J Griffin, Church,
Nassau NP.
Kid 13th. bark B Colcord, Coleord, Remedios; brig
Minuie Traub.
Fannie Lincoln. Rivers, Boston.

First
office.*200
Eacly ubsequent sittingat office.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence.... 2 60
Each vubsequent visit at residence. 100
August 16. 1863>-tf
Examination at

licit, uu

Dbwtistry.—DrJOSlAll HEALD. No.241 Con
gres* Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

j

Sxlitical

«

1'Biuian,

uiuuru, mi

m uimnw,

Portland.

[Per steamship Norwegian, at thia port.]
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_RARKIIiD._

—

pvin*

Adele. Snow. Santa. to load flag a Northern i*ort.
Arat 11 alitax 12th iuat, brig Prank, Juuea, from

!

Ar at Liverpool 28th ult. Gold Hunter, Cann, from
Boston; Noia. Adams. Bangor: Ut inat. E F Chase,
Dovle, New York; Albion, Locke, and Aurora, Baker, do: 2d. Mary Warren, Kinsman, fm Boston: 5th,
North American, Cuttiug. New York ; Hemisphere,
Taylor, do
Sid 1st, Lillian. Evans, for Pernambuco: 8d. Lisbon. for Gibraltar; 4tb. F B Cutting, Hayden. New
York; Gleaner. Thompson, Hong Hong; Jaa Foster,
Jr. Abeei. New York.
Ent for Id* 28th ult. Gen McLellan. Trask, for New
York; Astrea, Simpson, Kr> Janeiro; 2d inat. Pilot
Fish, Sedgelev, do; 4th, Alpha. Buruet, Boston.
Ar at London 2d iust, Margaret £*aus. Champion,
New York: F.veuing Star, Kobinson. Sulina.
Sid 2d, Villafranca. Anderson, for New York; F
Hilivard, Lovitt. Bouton.
Ar at Graveeeud 3d iust, Yorktown, Meyer, from
New York.
At auchor off the Goodwin 3d inst, Ceres, Rose, frn
New York for-.
Ar st Falmouth 2d. Taucluse. Nelson. Rangoon.
off do 28th, Uochambeau, Snow, from Loudon for
St John NB.
In Ringroad 1st, Abby Brown. Wilson, from Antwerp for Gloucester.
Ar at Cardiff 27th ult, Charles S Pennell, Melcher,
Loudon; 2Hth, P Pendleton. Maxey. do.
Sid 3d inst. PGcataqua. Weeks, New York; Atalauta, Merrill. Montevideo: Louisa i!at<£. Grant,
Singapore; Vivid Light, Eld ridge, Martinique.
Ar at Newport 27th ult, Highlaud Chief, Barstow,
London tor Boston.
Ar at Hull 28th ult. II M Hayes. I'pton. Calcutta.
Ar at Qneenstowu 28th ult. HE Spearing. Rogers,

Dmraietta: 3d. Brothers, Crawford, New York.
Sid fm Troon 23*1 ult, Chase, Evans, for Cardenas.
Ar at

Boston.

Algoa Bay CGH, Jan 5th, Nonpareil, Flinn,

Ar at St Helena Jan 28. North Atlantic. Graves,
Calcutta, (aud sailed for Boston.)
Sailed from Havre 28th ult, Wiulield Scott, Rogers,
Bostou.
Ar at Antwerp 1st Inst, Rob Roy, Hanson, from
New York.
Havre. Feb 28. The Gen Nowell. Milliken. from
New York, which arrived here 24tb, had thrown
overboard about 100 tons of her cargo.

day of April next, Inclutre, Baadaye at*

rooau la tbe New City Government
Building,from nine to twolrc o'clock in tbe fowrnoon.
nnd from three to Ire o'clock in tbe afternoon, to
receive true cod perfect lift* of all their polio end coulee. both red and pereoad, including money on
baud or nt interval,debta doe to them marc than they
are owing, ae aleo dl property held in trust aa Guardian. Executor. Administrator, or otberwinn, on the
flret day of April next, and they are queried In be
prepared to rcrtiy tbe tame oa oath.
Those person* who neglect to comply with tbic
notice, cod the* aariga to tbe Aeeeecore the eeplce.
ant duty of dooming them, will be deprived by law
or tbe privilege or appealing from their deeieione an
application for abatement, excepting in caeca of inability to conform to tbe raqnirameatc of tbe law*.
B. B. BF.CKErT.
| Ancmorc

CHARLEB FARLEY. J

of

)

W H. ForE,
Portland.
X B.
Blank Bcbedale* caa bn kad a* the Imci
•or*' Koome.

incbM taplk

Portland. March 11.1M.

For the Penobscot River.
STEAMBOAT NOTICE.

THIS AFTERNOON, RON DAT,
AT ONE O'CLOCK.
I FOR K<M ELAND.CAMOEN. BELFAST.HEARSPORT, BLUE SPORT end WIMKRPORT.
Rrrrxxixo—Will leave Wioterpor* YYkdxmdat
nuaxixo. at & o’clock, touching d he shore place.,
for Portland.
A. SOMKRBY, Agent.
dSt
Portland. March If IMS

JOHN E. DOW’S
H Brine, Fire ft Life Inmrsnee

Afeney.

eubecribcr wiahe* to call attention to hie fhdlitiee for M ARISE. FIRS, and LIFE 1SSURA SVE. He baa the Agency of eevenNif tbe coandeat and .xfeet Fir* Inenraaee Cumpariee ia New England. baring A Capital and Burplxa of area

THE

Fifteen Millions of Dollars!
and

caa

take

oa

any

one

derivable Fin Kick,

0100,000.
Also Is Agent for the
CmiHercitl Mataal Marina 1m<

Ce^

York—an old nn<k established Cora puny
having n capital nod surplus of Ow Million Dollars,
paying book to the assured from K to 38 pot eoot.
yearly. Aleo is the Agent of the

of New

Kmall. Portland.

toconsn

him.

of Portland

they

eepted, nt their

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL ARRA50EME5TS.

D. T. CHASM.

AMeceon
City
hereby five
notice to nil peraonc liable to taxation la mid
THE
that
will be In mrion front tbe Irvt to the

Murphy,

spread

BeetiRff.

of Creditors

Podtponement

flying

Sold everywhere at 26 cents per box.

hem.

Copurtnrrsblp.

U. C. TYLKK.
SUMNER BLTKNAM.
nwhM dSt*
Portland, March 1. IKS.

Umpire, Perry.

A

by

and Federal gta.

heretofore existing ander tho
BUCKRAM la this day

name

Eaetport.

G.

and sold

Eiebup

Dissolution <>f

DOMESTIC PORTS.

Proprietors.

Prepared

Cor.

Copartnership
drm
of rTXEH A
THE

early

SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 29th. ship Flying Eagle,
for Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld imh. ship towper, Cadiz;
bark P R HazcUine. for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 19th inst, bark P C Alexander,
Mcrnuiau. Boston; brig A P Fluker. Lord. Halffox.
Cld 20ih. bark Amazou. Brown, Demarara; brigs
K K Kirkland. North, for Mayaguez; Billow. Reed,
Boston; sch Martha Hall, Gilchrist, Alexandria.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3*th. bark Chas Brewer,
Pierce. New York; sch Mary Farrow, Congdon, ftn
Aqoia Creek: Tilt. Crosby,
Cld 29th. bark Old Hickory, Mead, for Belfast; sch
Nightingale. Nickcrsou. Portland.
Ar 21st, schs E F l*ewis. Wallace, Portland.
('Id 21«t. bark Garibaldi, Hoyt. New Orleans; brig
Alfaratta. Bibber. Portland;
Boston.
At Delaware Breakwater 17lb. brigs Allston. for
Boston; Tangent, tor Cardenas; sch Chronometer,
tor A lex *iiiliia.
NEW YORK—Ar2fHb. sclis Julia A Rich. Moore,
Portland; A l^ewis. Cooper. Rockland.
Ar2Jst, ship Jacob A stamler, Wade, tm London;
brig Mary E Thompson. Lampher, Cardcuas; schs
Maria Hall. Bartlett. Ponce; Jnlia Newell. Trott. ftn
Klizabethport for Boston; Shenandoah, Nash, and
Justina. Holmes. Rockland Madagascar. Moore, fm
Kearsport, Lamartine. Blackburn, Biddetord.
( Id 21st, brig Crania, Coombs, Ponce; sch Minnie
Cobb. Averill. Portland.
Ar 21st, bark Mcrrimac. lloyt. New Orleans; schs
Forest. Averill, Rockland; Pearl, Swift, Saco.
Ar 23d. bark T Cushing, from Sagua.
NEWPORT—Ar29th. schs Bound Brook. Perry,
Rockland for New York; George Kilbum. Norwood,
Calais tor Philadelphia.
Also ar 20th. sen Governor. York, Winterport for
Georgetown DC.-with foresail aud
jib split.
Ar 21st, schs Orozitnbo. Osborn, Castine for New
l lyiug « loud. Ilardenbrook. fm Portland for
York
Baltimore. Kio. Plummer, do for Fortress Monroe;
Flying Dragou. Daniels, do lor Alexandria. Mary
Ella. Tapley. Portsmouth tor Georgetown DC; Hattie M Mayo. McFarland. Boston for Washington DCt
Idaho, t oomb*. Belfast for Philadelphia; Victory,
from fhomaston for Nauticoke River. Va:
Hannibal, aud Frank Maria, fm Bucksport for New
York.
BOSTON—Ar 22d. ship Western Empire. N York;
bark A lackering. Hill. NewOrleaus; schs Wm H
Mailer, Arey. and K Kaike*. Doane, Baltimore; Red
Jacket, Araesbury. New lork.
C'ld 21«t. schs Robt Woodruff. Castelle. Frankfort;
Coral. Kent. Portland.
Ar23d. brigs Loraua, Wade, Cardenas; Nebraska,
Clark. New Orleans.
Cld 23d. ship Pocahontas. Lincoln, Bombay; sch
Comet, llowe. Bath.
GLOUCESTER—Ar J>th. schs Delaware. Robinson. Hostou tor fhomaston; Equal, Danvers, do for
Rockland; W C Hall, Nash, Boston for do.

I-oring's FLUID EXTMACT OP
It cured hundreds Iasi spring.
LORIfUi, Daceoisr,

cargo, k e.
Bark ( has Brewer, Pierce, from Now York, previously mported ashore near Lewes Creek, Del, was
got off somewhat damaged, and arrived at Philadelphia 20th Inst.
Ship Lizzie Moses, fm Philadelphia for San Fra*cisco, which put into Bermuda with loss ot rudder,
cleared 6th to resume her voyage.
Brig Emily Fisher, of Eastport, which was captured by the Couf d sch Retribution 19th alt, was run
ashore on Acklyn Island and 289 hints sugar taken
out am) lauded ou the Island.
The vessel autobalance of the cargo, were released on giving bouds for
their value.
Ship Wm Wirt. ('lark, at New York ftn Bordeaux,
reports 22d uit, experienced a hurricane from KE to
NW. the ship under bare poles. 6th inst, ran between
two icebergs, one ship in sight; 7th, saw several icebergs, lost mizzen topsail yard; 8th, 15 icebergs in
in the evening
sight, weather thick and rainy ;
saw a light, supposed from a vessel; she flashed 3
torches and scut up three rockets; bore down tor her.
and called all bauds to keep sharp lookout for her;
could Hud no traces of her and resumed our course.

and for sale

bottle of

jan2» eoddm

DISASTERS.
Sch Madagascar, from Searsport for New York,pat
into Kocklaud 18th inst, leaky.
Sch Maria Hall, of Pembroke, at New York, was
12 days N of ilatu*a*. with heavy gales from N W to
NE. and split sails, carried away bead gear, shifted

remedy

a

DASDELIOS.
Price 26 cenu.

All ship Olamon, 780 tons, built at Richmond, Me.,
in 1859. has been sold at New York for about SuO.tlOO;
All ship 1 F Chapman. 1095 tons, built at Thornaston
in 1855, on private terms; sch N B Perry, 110 tout,
built in 1861. for 93800.

eu ueaitu.

GEORGE W

operation

Smith.

the disease aud restores the sufferer to wont-

Electricity

poin.

CLEARED.
Brig Russian, Tootbaker. Havana, by J D Lord.
Sch Sarah B Harris, Latham, Baltimore, by F A

perience proves that this exists in Wistar’s Balsam
to an extent not found in any other remedy; however severe the suffering, the application of this soothing, healing aud wonderful balsam at ouce van-

lie-

in every instance, when lu the acute stages. or where
the lung* ttrt not fully involved
The most obstinate cast n of uervona or tick Headache.
iu the head, lace and extremities,
with acute Rheumatism, aie instantly
relieved, ana
with chronic rlieuntatiam, afe
permanently cared ia
a lew application*.
To the Ladie* Dr. D
especially calls, who are
•uflfercr* with DiopRv, Debility. Luc borrlHrtor
Whites),
Inflammation and railing of the Womb. Abscesses,
Tumors and Cancel» of tho Womb, and whl guarantee a permanent cure in every cam*
For Suppressions, Irregu urines. painful Menotra*tions. Neuralgia of tlie Womb, with ail their entailing ilia, there h no agent in tlie world so efficient In
earing ns Electricity In main ease* or*. ions obstmotions can be broken op in a few moment*, and in every case it destroys the tendency to relapae. To all
those desiring perfect health, and the services of tho
oldest Medical Electrician in tiie United mates, we
most respectfully invite to call, tendering to all a
positive assurance of a fall recovery of health.
P. S
Dr. D. flrat introduced
for exTo those having decaytracting teeth without
ed teeth or stumps, or desiring tbeir teeth out lor resetting, we extend n polite invitation. During the
the person experiences a pleasing ana invigorating sensation.
N. B. For extracting Minerals and Humors from
the system, we use the electro chemical Baths.

OF POUTLAXD.

picking Sambuc-

i.tn.ml

We Mould likeonstipatton. Ac
public to our peculiar

wise call the attention of the
manner el caring

M A HIN K X EWS.

1

the afflicted that are
inveterate chronic dia-

Hip Disease. White
fr Secofola,
Salt Kheum, Tetter, Hash, and
gwejUag, ^Ta^elas.
whatever
kind or character; likewise
viSwnZl0
r-plue, St Vilas’ *
<lur,'*'ure of the rfii.r’i
-. Distort-

Maaday,.March S3.
8kk

]

j

—f

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Tiiis report comes Irom Portsmouth.

|

j

invite
i.K,'-iTould t-'*PeciaMy
old *“d

.Mareh S4.
T
Sun rises. .6.57 1 High water, .(p. m.) 2.10
Sun sets.6.16 | Length of days.12.19

Ear- The Manchester American of Satur- !
says, that the very latest report

From New Orleans.

New York, March. 23.

meut*1

March 25

Liverpool

day evening

ing,

fighting as yet.
Chal. S. Bilk LET,
(Signed)
Ass't Sup’t Militury Telegraph,
Gulf Department.

Announce

Londonderry.

country.
It is reported that the nutnlier of these men
has been ascertained, from the army rolls, to
be not less than 130,000, and instructions have
been given to the proper officers to take the
necessary steps, under the recent proclamation
by the President, to return as many as can be
found to the ranks.
A correspondent of the New York Herald,
named Dennis, was sentenced to six months’
hard labor, by the (Quartermaster's Department, for divulging the plans of army movements, but Gen. Hooker changed the sentence

DEMINfl. M O., would most respectfully
to the citizens of Portland and viat No. 11
Elm strut-,
up stairs, where he will remaiu through the ■uuiiiui,
<'hronlc Dl»e«aa« by the Eltclrnpalkie treat-

WN.

cinity, that he lias taken a suit of roomClapp’s Block,corner of Couyiees and

...

under the guns of Geu. Hooker.”

votes.

BLEOTRIOITT.

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.

Mr. Slaughter was chosed Mayor of
Fredericksburg on the 18th instant, “though

Joel Eastman

——

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SAILS

March 28
Edinburg.New York. Liverpool. March 28
.April 1
Saxonia.New York Hamburg ...April 4
Bohemian.Portland.. .Liverpool.... April 4
Etna.New York Liverpool.
April 4
Asia.New York Liverpool
.April 8
North American Portland.
Liverpool.. April 11
Lj 1 as go w.New York. .Liverpool.April 11
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regucall a
lar lines. The steamers for or from
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call ft

his own baud.

Congressional District is that
is elected by a majority of five

FOR

TO DEPART.

Quantrell.the Missourian guerrilla, has
been feted at Richmond lately.
He boasts
that he has killed eighty-five Yankees with

from the first

FROM

Australasian..
New York. Liverpool.
Norwegian. .Portland Liverpool

Hon. Wm. P. Fesseuden arrived home
from Washington on Saturday evening last.

)
j

through

STEAMER

■iavuiia.Southampton New York March 11
Etna.Liverpool.New York March 11
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland March 12
Asia.Liverpool.New York March 14
lilasgow.Liverpool.New York March 18
North American Liverpool.Portland. March 19
Canada
March 21
.Liverpool.Boston
llaiumouia.Southampton.New York March 25
Africa.Liverpool-New York March 28

Cyclops.

both of statesmanship and humanity, if it is
breach of trust.
Letter from Florida.
It was recently well said in the Hall of the
On the contrary, the best business man, evGOOD CONDUCT OF TUB SECOND S. C. (BLACK)
If you are In want of any kind of PRINTING
House of Representatives, by the Cumberland
eu If possessed of a large share of material
tf
the Daily Press Office.
REGIMENT.
member of the Executive Council, that no legwealth, may often be ruined by a general dis- islation could compare in importance with
Jack tone ille, Fla., March Hth.
and
BILL
11EAD8
CSr"CARD$
neatly printed
1
To the Editor o! the Press:—To-day the
tf
position to discredit him, and to represeut him this; and the sentiment finds a response in the
at this office.
Death of Gen. Edwin V. Sumner.
breast of every well-wisher of his kind.
rebels have made no eflbrl to dislodge us from
; in a sinking and insolvent conditidh.
So,
!>*• LOCKK* KIMBALL. D«»tist», No. 117
A
of
I
fear
that
unless
that
vote
is
town.
force
atttacked
the
our
reconsidered,
The death of Geu. Sumner, at Syracuse, X.
cavalry
too,of the government; much may be done to
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
augl6— ly
there will be a
political con- picket last night and w ere repulsed. At about
Y., of congestion of the lungs, has been given embarrass it by crying down its securities; or | flict in this Statesharp triangular
a
of
to
the
fall
4
o'clock
this
2d0
election.
If
body
prior
morning
cavalryin our telegraphic reports. Gen. Sumner was
to relieve it, by speaking well of its credit. I so, the responsibility of results will surely rest
BROKERS* BOARD.
attacked Co. A of the 2d regiment, stationed
a native of Boston, entered the army as a priwest of the city, about forty or titty rods from
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, March 28. 1M2.
We deny no man's loyalty simply because lie
upon those who tender the issue.
The cavalry described a hall
the railroad.
Prohibition on the
Cnited States Coupon Sixes (1881».. 104}
They w ho would
vate in 1810, being, says tbe Journal, probably
speaks disparagingly of tbe credit and faith plea that the causeignore
U. 8. 7 3-10 Treasury Notes (Oct).107
of Emancipation might
circle and poured in a volley on the front,
the ouly M.yor General who has thus rose
do (Aug). 10*4
of the government, but such disparaging rethe circle, und gave them another.
sutler, should remember—or, if they
thereby
completed
U. S. Certilicates of Indebtedness (Dec).10*4
through ail tbe grades ol military service:
do not now know, should be told—that many
marks are far less an indication of a patriotic
Capt. Hoit returned the volley with effect, Baugor City Sixes (1374). 1*7 J
I
tbe Mexican war with
He served
earnest PJohihitiouists in this Slute are makdo (1368).106
and retreated without the loss ol a man. Sevlove of country.
and Maiue Railroad.129
dialiucliou, in Scott»line, receiving promotion
ing large personal sacrifices of time, means eral of the rebels were seen to fall. Their sur- Boston
Eastern
Railroad.1001
i aud reputation, a la-half of the
and two brevets lor bis brilliant couducl. Preoppressed, geon was shot dead—through the forehead.— Western Railroad.148j
Town Elections.
vious to that campaign he had continually
while some of tnese new converts to EinanriSurgeon ltogers, of the 1st, has secured part
BnrxswicK.—The auuual town meeting palion were led by their apron strings. Adbeen on frontier service, to the complete satisof his instruments.
Co’s. A and B retired a
faction of tbe government. He was a noted
was held iu Brunswick
yesterday. The fol- j vice fxum that quarter, therefore, ou the ques- short distance and formed in line, Co. B in relu half an
tion of Human Rights, is not in very good
peacemaker among tue Indians. From 1851
serve, and awaited the enemy.
lowing is the result: Charles J. Gilman, Mod- taste.
lu Danville, March 17, J. W. Peablea and Miss
to ’M he was Military Governor of New Mexhour a force of infantry appeared on the tront
Caroline M Peuley.
Leonard
Leonard
Townsend,
erator;
Clerk;
aud
them
for our
The Democratic party of yore was certaindisplayed extraordinary executive
of Co. A.
ico,
Capt. Hoit mistaking
In West Paris. March 10. John C. Andrews, Esq.,
Townsend, A. F. Cox, and Francis Owen, Se- ! ly eiititled to credit lor one thing.
own men (as they were not in full
When
qualities. In 1855 and '58 be commanded in
uniform), and Abbie L. Packard, both of Woodstock.
Kansas, and incurred the displeasure of Jetf.
an
issue
In
tiled
made
lived
to
tire
until
the
into
the
it.
withheld
Norway. F* b 28. Janies L Beal aud Miss S. Aulectmen. All republican.
they
euemy
they
up
They
gusta Welch, both of Oxford.
woods and poured into him a murderous tire,
Davis, then Secretary of War, for refusing to
pul forward their most earnest aud able men
Irom
Pembroke.—A
rethi&town
dispatch
beeoine a tool in the bauds ol the Blavery pro! to advocate it. They were uever ashamed of
creating a slight panic among the men. They
ceived last evening, state that the copperheads
returned the volley, however, with telling efit. Still less did they apologise for it. This,
DIED.
pagandists. When tbe rebellion broke out, he
was sent to replace Albert S. Jolmslou in Calwere badly whipped in the electiou held there
in part, was the secret of their success.
fect, and retired. Col. Montgomery was near,
Not so with the Republicans.
With princilforuia, but he soon preferred to come East yesterday. L. L. Wadsworth, Jr., was chosen
rallied them very quickly, and as they adIn the2»th Me. Reg. hospital, near Falmouth, Va.‘
and ioiu in the war.
!
that secure the conscientious support of
vanced the enemy retreated. CapL Hoit lost ! Match 18th, of typhoid fever. Serg. 11. Bunker, of
Moderator; Wm. Woodworth, Town Clerk; pics
Me aged
Charleston.
years.
His services since his return are too well
the wise and good, leading politicians are ennone man killed and two wounded by this volCape Elizabeth. March II. Helen F.. aged 7 vrs.
Known and appreciated by the loyal country
Benj. F. Miner, L. L. Wadsworth, Jr., and stantly seeking to evade the only issues which i ley, all the loss we have thus far met. As the 9 In
months; 18th, Addie J., aged 8 yeara8 months—
I
to require repetition. On the peninsula, it
George W. Day, Selectmen; Joseph Wilder, brought good men to the support of the par- enemy tiled away anti tired. Col. Montgomery children of Charles aud Mary Hiuds.
lu Casco. March 24. Mr*, t. K., wife of Frederick
was brought in direct range of the lire, and it
may almost be said that he twiye saved our
Jr., Treasurer. All republicans. Last year ty. The rank and tile, therefore, become inNutting, aged 56 years 10 months.
different if not disgusted, and defeat Is the ; is very remarkable that he was not killed. He
army—once wheu lie crossed the famous grapethe Selectmen were one
In
Damariscotta. March 8, Mrs. Harriet, wife of
aud
two
republican
vim bridge without waiting for orders, and
remarked that it was the hottest Are he was
consequence.
T. W. liarriuglou, aged 54 veara.
copperheads.
hurried to tbe bard-pressed front at Fair Oaks;
ever under.
Prohibition and Emancipation are a basis of
Those who nre acquainted with
lu llallowoll. March 17. Linnie Pray, danghtcr of
Hebhox.—This town has elected all repuband secondlyat Malvern Hill, where be turned
Eliphalet Rowell, Eaq., editor of the Gazette, aged
action which meets the approvul of his Kansas history will have some idea of the
9 yeara.
the pursuing tide of the rebels with terrible
effect of that lire, the hottest he ever knew,
od and of all good men (not misled.) By
lican town officers, as follows; Samuel P.
made
commander
the
was
of
He
slaughter.
upon the two companies of the 2d regiment,
Cushman, Clerk and Treasurer; Christopher this sign we conquer. But if w^hesitate, and
IMPORTS.
who have been in the service scarcely two
fear to Joiu the issues, we come under the
Right Grand Division ot the Army of the Po- C. Cushing, John C. Hutchinson, and Henry
tomac under Geu. Burnside, and did ull that
condemnation—“I would thou wert cold or
Selectmen.
weeks, and were never before iiuder Are, ituinBonuey,
could be done by the most determined valor at
Carden**—Brig Ruby—222 hhds. 20 tres molasses,
| hot. So then, because thou art lukewarm, ! beiiug scarcely one hundred men in all.
to Tbos Asencio k Co.
the battle ol Fredericksburg. He was soon
It was undoubtedly the intention of the
and neither cold nor hot, I w ill spue thee out
the first page—The Recent Election
£y*On
Bark Helen Maria—279 hhds, 13 tres molasses, to
after appoluted to tbe command of the Westrebels to cut off and capture Col. Montgomof my mouth”—aud dually fail.
in Yarmouth; Biigadier General Davis TillI John Lvneh A Co.
ern Department, having its headquarters at
As men of practical common sense, then,
ery, but they met so warm a reception from
Trinidad—Sch Campbell—275 hhds molasses, 30 tres
St. Louis, aud was about to repair thither
sou; an Exciting Chase.
having some idea of the value of moral forces, the negroes that they made guod time for the do, 10 bbls do, to E Churchill k Co; 1 hhd and 3 hbls
do, to master.
when he died. But he passed away in the fullwoods.
let us heartily adopt these Issues, and go manOn the fourth page—A Soldier's ValHalifax—Sch Boston—10 boxes tea. 184 boxes herness of yean, after having won a soldier’s fame
The signal was given, and the gunboats imforward to a glorious and permanent trifully
ring, to Geo H Starr; 7 lota machinery, to J Sparentine ; Latest Intelligence; A Story of the
which will live through all time in the grateful
mediately commenced shelling the woods in row; 18 bales cod lines, to Dana A Co; 42* aheep
umph.
Olden Time; Ac.
our front and all "round the city.
records of his country.
A Pbohjbitiokibt.
This, of skins, 7 bales wool, 29 bales rags, to Stevens k Hayca.
such

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

j

.£(>• Life lanwrance Conpany,

i

of Hartford, Conn.—an old and reliable Com puny,
with large assetts. This Company does business oa
the Stock nnd Mutual principle, and has better inducements for iusnring Lives tbnn any other CoxaThis Co. has large assetts, and n world wide
pan

reputation

Parti.** wishingeith Marine.Fire or Life Insurance,
would do well to cull npou tbe subscriber, ilk Compay nil Losses, if fair and honorable ones, at
Ageucy, iu Portland—If not fair and honorable,
are
sure to be contested.
they

Ernes

JOHN E.

29

KxchugftSt
tnchtt

DOW,
Portland. Mb.

uod6m

Waster la Cfeaaeery.
appointed by the Supreme Judicial Court Master ia Chancery in the case of
Jeremiah M. Mason ft als in equity against the York
and Cumberland Kail road Company and others, “to
determine the number and amouut ot bonds issued
by said Railroad Company under the construction
contract and mortgage/’ mentioned In the pleadings
In said case, “and now outstanding—to whom the
same are due. and the amount thereof, including interest, or coupons for interest; and to receive and
rmuru the same into said Court with bis return thereon. and also to determine how much Is due upon the
ooustruction contract for which no bonds have beeu
issued as provided therein, and which is still secured
by the mortgage aforesaid, aud to whom the same ft
now due—hereby
gives notice that be will attend to
the dnties assigned to him as aforesaid, and hear all
in
relation
thereto at the Court Room of the
parties
Supreme Judicial Court in the city of Portland, on
the
sixth
day of April usxt. at 8 o'clock la
Monday,
the afternoon.
SETH MAY.
mch6 eodtmcMftft w4w 88

THE

underaigued,

EDW. & FRED.

FOX,

CoNiMflora mmI Attsraeys

at

Law,

NO. 96 EXCHANGE STBS NT.
(Stubdivaut’u Block).PORTLAND. Mu.
mchB) iseodfc w8w40

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

TITCOMB’b

SPOKEN.
Feb 18. lat 48 85. Ion 10 07 W. ship Wanderinr Jew.
Bftnwri— SHlwr Aperient:
Aden.
lor
from Cardiff
Feb 20. lat 39 44. Ion 15 W, bark Western Sea, ; Price fifty Cent,.»t »71 Cougrvu Street.
Harding, fm Messina for Bostou.—mate nick.
ICC hi eodSmi,
Dec 22. lat 38 S. Ion 19 E, ship Soltit-riuo.Pendleton,
| ____from Akvab lor Falmouth E.
j
Feb 22. Ut 49 54, Ion 18 01, ship Owego, Norton, frn
CAUCUS.
Cardiff for New York.
Republican, of Cupe Elizabeth are hereby
March 1. lat 32 28. Ion 31 40. ship Sam i Dunning.
to
meet
*t the Town lioate, ia (aid
reuaeeted
Skoltield. from Callao for England.
ton, on Turaday, March Mth, at I o'clock P. H., to
March 5. lat 4127. Ion 50 48. bark 11 T Vennard, frn
nominate a liet of (Mean to be npported at the eaNew York for Falmouth E.
*,lB*
March 20. lat 89 40. Ion 71 20, bark ranlina, from
mchM
Per order Town Committee
Cardenas for Portland.

THE

m

MATTER*

TOWN.

ABOUT

Personal.—Mrs. Phelps, wife of General

Phelps

Mayor and Adder- I
MEN, March, 23. 1863.
j
An order passed directing the City Auditor
to transfer any unexpended balances from one
appropriation to another.
The Committee on Lamps, Ac., reported
against the expediency at present of placing a
lamp-post at the corner ol' Oxford and Preble
of

limited than she intended it should lie.
Mrs. Phelps was born in this city.
Her
grandfather was actively engaged in the revolutionary war, and her father commanded a
in the war of 1812.

Memorial of Eli Webb, that the school-house
on Casco street projects on his land, and requesting the city to remove the same, was referred to the Committee on Public Buildings.
Permits were granted Proprietors of the
Advertiser to place a steam engine in the International House cellar, and to Proprietors of
the Argus to place one iu tlteir building on
Lime street.
Mr. Shurtleff called up the order relating
to Steam Fire Engines—instructing the Committee on Fire Department to report at the
next meeting, the cost of the Manchester
steamer Cumberland, including all the expenses of purchasing and trying the same;
also, at how many flres she has proved valuable, and at how many worthless. Also what
action they bare taken in regard to 'the offer
of the Portland Company to give the city a
new engine for the old “Falmouth.”
If said
oiler was not accepted, state the reasons; if
withdrawn by the Company, state the reasons
they gave for so doing. The order was passed

past twenty-four years she has resided in the
State of Missouri, where she was married to
her present husband, who for many years lias
represented that State in Congress. Since the
rebellion broke out, she has devoted her time
and strength and means in alleviating the distresses of the

mending any

additional pay.

petitioners.

The

inornerfient

reported

the

nraver

bring

it out is

to encourage it.

Xew Crrr Chabteb.—A special meeting
of the

City

Council was held

yesterday forenoon for the purpose of acting upon an
amendment to the 23d section of the new city
charter, relating to sidewalks, which would
obviate the objections of some of the owners
of real estate to the proposed charter. An order was passed io both branches, requesting
our representatives in the Legislature to incorporate the following amendment to the 23d
section.
“But no owner or proprietor shall be reto construct, as aforesaid, more than
200 feet of sidewalk or footway on any one
street, in front of aoy unimproved lots or parcels of land.”

quired

The amendment was forwarded to Augusta
yesterday, and it is probable It will be incor-

porated in the bill, and the new
passed in the Legislature to-day.

charter be

B3^Judging from the sale of secured seats
and fifty cent tickets for the opera for this
and to-morrow evenings, the hall will present
•uch Urge and fashionable audiences as have
not before been seen In this city at any exhiThose who wUh to attend had better
•Mure their tickeu early to-day.
For six
weeks past these artists have been performing
in Boston with the greatest success.
Their
ball in that city has been crowded every evenand the papers have

spoken

for some time been confined

of their per-

Ald-de-Camp

on

day since

Brig.

Arkansas.
doualions

to

March 14tli were

$896,801

Same period last year,

$113,998

by

illness con-

be made for some one to

Those who may wish to forward
cau do so by sending

Phelps,

care

of

Philip

St. Louis, Missouri.

Appointment.—Parker 1). Boyd, son of
John l1. Boyd, Esq., of this- city, lias been ap-

pointed,
the

and the

appointment confirmed by
Senate, Commissary of Subsistence, with

wc miik

ui

lb|iuiiu.

v

ajJi.

u inu

iiccu

ui

the army for eighteen month*. He was with
Gen. Burnside in his expedition to North Car-

olina.

It is

an

excellent

87

appointment.

tyThe theatre closed last evening at
Deering Hall with an excellent house, for the
benefit of Mr. J. C. Myers, the lessee. Mr. M.

39

782,803 29

Increase,

!

personally,

Crow, Esq.,

Railway Tbaffic—The receipts on the
Railway far the week ending
March 14th, were,
$80,31*2 23
Cories ponding week last year, <
75,977 36

$4,414

|

recovering.

now

them to Mrs. John S.

Grand Trunk

Increase,

</u.(

receive such contributions as may be offered
for the aid of the suffering in Missouri and

that time.

The total receipts from Jan. 1

learn he Is

glad
Arrangements will
to

Gen. Barnes’ Staff, will be married to Miss
Abby M., daughter of Joshua Hobbs, Esq. .of
this city, at High street Church to-day at 12
o’clock.
Lieut Staples left for the seat of war with
his regiment at its organization, and this is his
first absence for a

living.

tracted in camp, which for a long time confined him at St. Louis, and from which we are

Matrimonial.—We understand'that Lieut.
Horatio Staples, formerly of the 2d Maine
but uow

March 23.
The Supreme Court of the District of Columbia was organized to-day. Present, Chief
Justice Carter ami Associates Oliu ami Wiley.
It. J. Meigs of Teun., was sworn iu as Clerk.
Judge Carter addressed the members of the
bar, of whom a large number were iu attendance, saying among other things, that this
being a new court, new rules ami regulations
became necessary. The Judge, alter a consultation was held, agreed to require the oath of
loyalty, enacted by Congress July last, to be
taken by all- practitioners at that bar. This
was not from any spirit of caprice, or because
they doubled the loyalty of the attorneys. It
had been subscribed to by Senators and Judges,
and no gentleman could decliue to take it.
It Imring been currently reported that the
title to the new Quicksilver Mining Co., of
California, was Dually settled by the recent
decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States, in the Aliuadci case, it is proper to
say tiiat the Government holds and claims the
title to tlie property embraced in the decision
to which reference is made.
The new Quicksilver Mining Co., it is believed, hold a title
under the Mexican grant to J usto Savors,
which was couDrined by the Supreme Court
sevufal years ago,as has heretofore been stated,
but that couflrinution, when the surveys were
made under it, left out the richest portion of
the mines, which were worked by the Aiinadeu

In a letter to us, Mrs. Phelps states that she
will not have time to stop in Portland on her
return to Washington, where her husband has

formances in the most complimentary terms.

Regiment,

Washington,

Hospital Chaplain.

bitions.

ing,

Destitution at Vicksburg.

10

has endeavored to amuse our citizens to the
best of his abilities, and has succeeded to the

Masonic—At the annual meeting of Portsatisfaction of the public. We trust he will
land Commandery Knights Templar, the following officers were elected for the ensuing make another visit to our city, when, we have
year:—Stevens Smith, Commander; Josiah no doubt, he will be warmly welcomed.
H. Drummond,Generalissimo; PeterB. Frost,
The Bal Masque.—Arrangements have
CapL Gen.; Warren Phillips, Prelate; Mari been made with Harry Seymour of New York,
quis F.King, Senior Warden; J. B. Filiebrown,
one of the best costumers in the
country, to
Junior Warden; Charles Fobes, Treasurer; !
visit our city with his dresses and masks on
Ira Berry, Secretary.
the occasion of the ball next month. He will
be accompanied by his wife, who is au fait in

TWe 36th Maine I'ader Marching Orders.
A private despatch from F. H. Coffin,Quartermaster’s Department of the 25Lh Maine

Regiment,

such matters.

CjyHarper’s Monthly for April has been
received at the periodical depot of E. C. Andrews, No. 67 Exchange street, and at the
bookstore of Hall L. Davis, No. 63 Exchange
street. Also at Bailey A Noyes’ bookstore,
Exchange street.

Col.

Fessenden, dated Washington,
23d, received by his father last evening, states
that the regiment had received
marching orders that day, and would start for Fairfax
Court House Tuesday (to-day). “The
boys,”
he says, “are in good spirits.”
8S“We

would call particular attention

Dr. Deming’s lecture

Wednesday eveuing.
novel, amusing, and instructive, and will be
illustrated by experiments with electricity.—
Seats free.

3y“Godcy's Lady’s Book for April, a rich
and beautiful number, has been received at
the bookstore of Hall L. Davis, No. 53 Ex-

to

Mechanics’ hall on
The lecture will be

at

|

change

Read his advertisement in another

column.
Social Levee.—The third of the levees

given by the Spiritual Association will come
off this evening at Meclianics’ hall.
The last
one was a splendid affair and the hall was
Secure your tickets
thronged with dancers.
In season If you wish to participate In the
epjoyment.

street.

5^“The funeral of Mr. William Capen will
place from his late residence in Willow
street at 3 o’clock this afternoon.

take

|

fly*Harper's Magazine for April has been
by A. ltobinson, 51 Exchange

received for sale
street.

ay A goose, owned by Daniel Palmer, of
Buxton, died on the 10th inst., at the extreme age of 62 years.

auu

mv

iit/w

uvciuvu

iu uv

descendant of that

New York.

purchases

Extensive

at

low prices as any in New Englaud.
ilia arrangements are now completed for

a

His Stock of

embraces

many years.
9

•

going

New Goods!

PETER 33.

FROST,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Hiring been with Jimea E. Fernild for theten
yeinput, hu now opened new inu elegint Mure

a

JOSE S NEW

just

beiug

his

frieuds and former customers.
purchased an outirely new stock of
new

to

destruc-

Spring

to examine the

BEC ompanies before
Having

Agent

been

systems of the rarioua

do so.
for 20 YEARS for
you

the old

Mutual Life Insurance CoM
Cash

liams;

Vice President, George T. Packard;
Recording Secretary, I.e.inder O. Merriam;
Corresponding Secretary, Horatio Fox Smith;
Treasurer, Stephen W. Harmon; Prudential
Committee, Edwin S. Rogers, Joseph E. Moore,
Charles R. Brown, Charles Fuller.
•
Rec. Sec.

OF NEW YORK,
Fund.mow mors

than

tit, < aith

mpremium n dee) for the bo licit of the
P'dirtt KMtlere. I partiru arlv invite everv perron
propping to insure, to examine the rvrt. in of thia
great in.titutiou. which ha« distributed more than
4,990,000 among widows and orphaut aiuce 1*43
This Company gave $8,000 to the V. S. Sanitary
t'ommiition the last year, tor the beiicht of the lick

and »»*n>lcd wtdieri of the L'uion army.
The Dividends all go to the iusured.aud add
ly to the value of the roiicies every year.

The Iri-h Brigade on the Rappahanday in tine style.

W. D.

nock celebrated St. Patrick's

Generals were present.

sy We learn on authority not to be doubted, that Gen. Hooker has promised to give
Gen. Howard the command of a corps—prob-

j

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMASI,

Trimmings always

Warren’s
WATERPROOF

any other, says

evening last,

on

quent, and did

not

were

a

thrilliugly

REPkaBMCKIt.

elo-

fail to command the prolarge aud apprecia-

of the Wisconsin

(gRAVEL ROOFIIVe.

Wm. W. Thomas.
8t. John Smith.
John B. Brown,
A. k S E Spring.
John Mu**ey,
William Moulton,
J. B. Carroll,
inch 12 d3m

Free Press.

tive audience that filled the house.

Legista-

C K k L. E. Frost,
S. C. Chase k Co.,
T. k J. B. Cummings,
Cuininmgs k Brock,

T. E. Stuart.
Geo. Worcester.
Wm. C. Meaus.

SPRIHO

tijll

STYLES,

HMu

style such a defamer of one of our gallant
Generals, a Copperhead ? or would humanity
to

tub

PATENT ELASTIC CUSHION!

sutler if his head was couverted into a dead
Also, a great variety of new style CAPS, which
New York, March 23.
bead ?
can be found at
The World states that on the Dili a small
j
rebel force was captured six miles below Port
^yThe name of John T. Gilman, Esq.,
PERRY'S Fashionable Hat Store,
appears as editor of the Portland Press a ■
Hudson, together with a signal book of the
I 31 Middle Street.
that all the stories about his retiring from me
reliel army.
ryilats and Caps made to order.
editorial supervision of that aide ami spicy
lien. Sherman is in command at New OrPi rtJand, March 21, 1863
d4w
leans during the absence of Geo. Banks,
Daily prove untrue. The Press, as we ure
Col. Clurke, chief of Gen. Banks’ staff, was
happy to learn, is on the lop wave of pros- |
SPRING
wounded on the 14th, but not seriously.
peril)’, notwithstanding the attempts of the
The Post’s special dispatch from WashingArgus, Advertiser amt other 'it raying sheets |
HATS and CAPS
It can't be crushed!—[Hallowed i
ton states that the success of the llve-tweuty j to crush IL
Jl’ST KECEI VET) A T
Gazette.
bonds is so great that Mr. Chase will not pul
a loan on the market at present.
It is rumored
A Tennessee lawyer, a refugee Irom
to-day that Gen. Heintzelinau will take Gen. rebel tyranny, who found shelter at a neighSumner’s place as commander of the Depart136 Hiddle Street. ... Portland.
boring village at the outbreak of the war, was
ment of the West.
asked the other day why he did uot return to
reo.an, isrm.
eaiMjw
Counterfeit 5’s on the Bridgeport Bank,
Nashville, now that the federal army Is in ocConn., are in circulation.
and
life
and
seonce
more
cupation
property
Timothy O’Meara, a deserter from the 31st cure. His answer was
in these words: "I
ALL ROADY!
New York regiment, brutally murdered his
shall never go back to Nasliville till Tenueswife to-day. Cause unknown, lie has been
see is a free Stale !
1 have always been a dem[
arrested.
oerat, and I have been a slaveholder, but, old
as 1 am. 1 believe that I shall yet go home to a
At HARRIS’, opposite the Postoffice.
From New Orleans.
State where slavery will no longer exisL"— ,
New York, March 23.
The speaker was a man of sixty, whom the I
ar*Hat« MADS TO FIT by the Couformatenr._ JP1
Steamer Mississippi, from New Orleans the
rebellion lias converted into an anti-slavery
feb21—4w i« ed
lltb, via Ship Island, Key West and Hilton
a
a
mail.-j.ic
Head, has arrived. She brings a number of
Apothecary More tor Sale.
ZW~ Gov. Hoppiu of Rhode Island dec^iuofficers of the Harriet Lane and Quecu of the
ffllllE undersigned, being desirous to change his
ed the Democratic and Constitutional
West, returning as paroled prisoners.
X business, offers for sale bis stock of Ditl7GS
The prize steamer Pelerhuff is still at Key
nomination for Governor, in a letter full i ASD MEDICINES
W est.
Any apothecary desirous of a retail business would
of devotion to the country, and pledgfind this an excellent
John Leggett of the 4th Mass, battery, died
opportunity. This store has
been long established, and is now doing a actod btisies to suslaiu all the measures adopted by the
on board the Mississippi aud was buried at
nr$».
Address
J. A. OILMAN,
President to crush out the rebellion. The !
Key West.
mch2l d2w«
Hallowell, Me.
Advices from Barbadoes to the 28th ult.,
Stale Committees of the two organizations j
give the announcement that a guano laden nominated Mr. Win. C. Cozzens, and he has
Notice.
ship was burned off that place. Her name is
certifies that I have thisdav given to my son,
accepted, declaring that he can make no pledgunknown.
William .1 Davis, his time to act and do business
for himself; that from and after this day I shall claim
es “but an earnest and sincere devotion to evnone of his wagee.nor pav any debts or his contract*
From California.
erv measure having iu view the breaking
of
up
JOHN DAVIS.
Ing
Sax Francisco March 21.
mch21 d8t*
Naples. March 10, 1963.
this wicked rebellion, and once more restor- I
The steamer Constitution, from Panama,
the constitutional rights of every portion !
lug
brought from the wreck of the Golden Gate
Gardener’s Notice.
of our once happy and prosperous country."
$100,000 iu treasure. Also 3,000 bags of coffee from the Isthmus, creating a panic in the
subscriber, late Oardener for Hon. J. B
Jry Mr. Wiggin contended in his late
Brown, would notify bis friends and the public
market.
speech iu the Senate, on the National Resolves, that he may be found at ELM WOOD NUHsKHT,
The recent showers have greatly bencfltted
at Woodford's Corner, where he will be
b ippv to
that Mr. Lincoln's Emancipation proclamation
UIVU
uglivvmiiiai
tv.wc,
auuv.1111^
wait on them
He will attend to jobbing in gardens,
from drought.
was the tlrst thing to divide the North, and to
and
at
reasonable
raves.
green-houses
graperies,
Orders left at Wm. Sparrow's Seed More.un Union
San Francisco, March 23.
develope an anti-war party, or a party oppos- Strict, in Portland, oral
Elmwood Nursery, will
The steamer < 'onsiilulitm saileti for Panama
be promptly auswerod.
ed to the prosecption of the war. The Senato-day, with 4o0 passengers, including a batJOHN BELL.
be
tor's memory must
somewhat treacherous,
talion of cavalry tor the Massachusetts regimchlO dim
ment, and $880,000 in treasure for England,
for it is a matter of history that fourteen
aud $214,000 for New York.
months before the Emancipation proclamation

j
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8HAW8,
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Spring Style

n

wi n

THIS

j

uiovi

n

THE

n

60 I

01m* Worker* and 01m*

issued, the Yo k county democracy in
Winthrop Hall, Augusta,
led off in denouncing President Lincoln as a
“wicked usurper,” and scornfully voted down
the proposition offered by Hon. J. W. Bradbuwas

There is
folk.

nothing

new

at Yorktown or Suf-

New York. March 23.
Flour—State snd Western dull aud 5 u, Ilk1 lower;
Slate
tv
86
Extra do fiUU&TOU;
a, 6 80,
Superfine
choice 7 10; Hound I loop Ohio 7 Dug! 7 40; choice
7 46 a 8 95; supertiue Western 670; Southern 6 (C
10c lower; Mixed to good 7 40jj7 80; Faucy and
Extra 7 7U A9 10; Canada 6sel0c lower; common
0 05 i<g 7 10; Extra 7 16 a 8 80.

Wheat—very dull aud declining; Amber Michigan
1 75j jji 1 76; Cauada club interior 1 60.
Corn—dull and lc lower; Mixed Western sound
89 u 91.
Reef—dull.
16 25

16 60 fui new.
Rice—dull, Arracan

Mess

14 00

% 14 26 fur old;

a

Sugars—dull; sales41S hints;
Muscovado Htj.
Cofee—quiet aud lower for Rio.
Molaases —more doiug; Nov Orlaana half bbls
474 and bbls at 62 ® 64; Porto Rice *6.

at

No. 1 I t to No. 150 Mi<itlle> StM
door above Messrs. Emerv and Waterhouse, where
may be found a tieueral Assortment of

Drug., Medicine., Paints,

rooms
of Congrea* and
Desirable
chamber

at Wholesale and Retail
The former patrons, and
the public generally, are respectfully invited to call
ae above.
sAMl'tl, ROl.FK.
Portland, March IS, 1863.
Tul b&Soow8in

at

kingsburys, corWilmot street*. A very
pleasant parlor
(front) with one or more j
room*attached.convenient for four or tnoregentlenien
that may desire parlor accommodation*—furnished
or not.
A suit of room*on tlrst door, convenient for
a doctor, dentist, or a family.
UTKooma to let by the day or week, with or withmchSOdlw

Bourbon Tonic Elixir!

JpOR Dytpepaia
meh4 8m*odi»

and I

nd^gestiou

Seminary.

Institution for the instruction of young la*
dies and misses, will be re-opened on Monday,
March 3t>th, under the charge of the former Princi*
pal. Miss 11. Uawkei.
Hie course of study will embrace all the branches
usual.y attended to in such institutions
There will also be a departiueut tor Children.
For terms, Ac., application may he made to the
Principal, at *17 Cumberland street, after March 7th
Portlaud, Feb. 14. 1868.
ed8w cod8w*

THUS

ner

board.

Oil*,

DYE STUFFS. Ac.,

fo»co Street

BOARD AND ROOMS.

7J Rangoon 6i

in bond.
NewOrleausll a 13;

uudersigned would respecttully inform his
friends and the public that he has removed from
THE

amendment to the resolutions of the

Stales.

it t

.a,

7J

an

Convention, “to support the iear so as to
maintain the Constitution of the United

New York Market.

Cork—unchanged;

State Convention in

ry as

mch20 dislw

Spinner*,

by

878 Congre*# Street.

129 Commercial Street.

SALT^

of their Grand

3000 RSSVri:“poofc

Oin * Promenade Entertainments

and

COD LIMES AI¥D MET9.

Wednesday Even-

400 ^z“'gHMnp

ings, March 23, 24 A 23.

1 non

GROSS cod hooks.
Grow M*ck«rcl Hook*.

IoVAI 400

ton.

BEEF.

Admission to this double Gift Entertainment—Gen.
tlemeu. 26 cents; Ladies, only 15 cents.
mcli23 3t

see

bills of the

BBLS. Plata and Extra BEEF.

J^jjQ

day.

JulIN GRAFFAM, Business Manager.

DAHA4CO.

....

melil4 lmla

Sierra PXrrruu

City -Hall.

HtlDS..

(Siam Unroaa

from Br g "C.
r-tailing—t. raals
JOHN D Cord.
So 11 Colon Wharf.

cargo

iachl2 dS«

J. GR AU Mi the honor to .n non non thkt nil
the principal ertl.tk or hi* celebrated Italian
Upera ompaiiv, compriking Prime Doune Soprani.
Madame LorJni and Mile. Cordier.
Mile Moreiui. I’rima Donna Contralto.
Big Briirno’l and Sig. Errant, more,
big. Amodio, Baritone, Big. Sun lit. Banco,
Under tbe mtuical direction or Big. Muiio,

MR.

•

and
BBL* bmcM Western MW,

l)(Wi

l «UU ttasbeli N**w Herds (Jrui SEED,
loi sale low by
W. U. SHAW A SOX.
mehlladSw
96 Commercial Street.

MOLASSES.

poktlasd

HUDS. 10 Ics. superior retailing Molomee,
just lauded front Brig Ionic, and lor aala
b*
FLETCriE* ft cu..
....
March W
dft w3w
M, 1968.
13V Com no ratal K.

OOfl
+d&KJ

Two Grand Operatic Performance!,
AND WEDNESDAY,

TUESDAY

March 24 and 20.

Box Sugar.
*)‘i7 BOXES superior quality Harman tanr.
I now laadiug from brig "Hattie Extoa.’rf0r

The programme for Tnwidar will eonaist of
Part Pint.-GRAND CONCERT of eight piece*.
Port Second.—tbe 4th act of Verdi*, renowned
opera,

*i«'
mcl.10 ited3w

a i

br,

celebrated M1SKKI.KL.
including
Mile. Lorini. Leonora Mile. Moren.i,
Azagena
Errani. Maurieo: Ammlio, Conte di Luna.
l ue tamoa. last

”“DS" I Superior Clayed Molassee.carge
OCX A » riereeu, I Barque "X. B. M alker,” Mom
Matanxas. uow laadiug and for sale by

of

act

1 Portland Pier.

IMvIsmn.

tbe

—

ftoBissos.
No.

■L TROVATORE,

Part Third.

wwww

23 ri.rew. I landing
^**'1 superior
for

*0“.”—a

GRAITS ITALIAN OPERA.

will oiva in

•

FISH HOOKS.

close of the Entertainment each evening
from 9 to II o'clock.
S3T"Mu9ic by Ueywood’s quadrille Band, of Bos-

particulars

“4COMO*

200 Ooi Mac erel Lines.
ISO Alerriug, Mackerel and Porgee SETS.

At the

For

•—*•

HOOO Hhd, Turk’, Island and Trapaai.

AT LANCASTER HALL,
Monday Tuesday

LA FAYOHITA.
Mile. Morensi as Leonora, Big Brignoli ai Fernan-

HI.B0B1.V80S,

....
mcl.10
isedSw

do, who wi.l introduce tbe Komauza Bpirio Gentile.
On We.|nesdar etrening. Italian
Opera will be produced, Donnisetti'k comic opera

So.

1 Portland Plw.

At Wholesale !
BL HHELS Extra
Can.
Pi rl t 40U Bbls. Stoae MUMealing
7 s'4Min
Is Klonr.
1W Bbl*. Arcade

DON PASRJUALE.

*•

Mad. Lorini as Xorina. Sig. Brignoli
Amodio as Malatesta, husiui as Don

as

60
<16
60

Krnwt

Pasquaie.

To conclude with the last act of

Chkasaw
Augusta

**

**
••

«
••

Union
feet Pine Shipping

lOO.OH)
Boards,
25.**0 " Spruce Plank.
HUMS
Cheap Pin* Boards.
lXt.000 Pin# Clapboards—planed.
10.000 .Spruce Clapboard*.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingles

L1TCI4 DI L4mVRRnoOHm
j
as Locia. Sig.
Brignoli as Edgard.

Mile. Cordier

Conductor and Musical Director. Sig. Muzio
Admission 50 cents; reserved s*»ats 25 cents extra.
Seats tor eitlier ot the two grand opera nights can be
obtained at W. Caine's Music .Store,commencing this
Saturday morning, at*9 o'clock.
Doors open at ft; to com men c© at 8 o'clock.
March 19.
dlw

By

GKO. F.

FOSTER,

At the bead of Union Wharf.
Portland. Dec. 11th, 1«S.
dtf
n

I'O R SALE & TO LET.

Firemen’s, Military and Civic
°

A

Kcal Estate Olticc— l.inic street.
at my disposal one of the most desirable

Ihave
Houses in the West End of the Cit§r, considering

location, neighborhood and other advantage#. For
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
particulars enquire of
Mirth 4—8w

A PlouftaiHdaie m Spriag Street
fs»r Sale.
modern-bniit three-storr Hoorn aa Mm
street. LutdOMlV. For terms, ft*.,
JOHN C PKOCTEB.
Lime St root.

A M*

LANCASTER HALL,
Thurdar EvealHg.NBrcliMlfc,

eallaS

NdMcc.
LET. oaa large Boat Chamber,
rpo
A No. 10
Wilmot street.
mchlS Iw

eOMPLIMEJfTARV TO

WM. L. MORSE.
Firemen, Military and

daaeiag commanitv
tender to Mr. Morse a

For Sale.
IN GORHAM, near East Bnxtoa Depot a
one and one-half story Hoaaa aad Bara. wSh
-HIE. .even acre, of land, lour of which are woodlaud
For further particular, eaqaire of Col. H. D.
Me LELLAN, at Gorham Village, or of

J E BAKEH. 1U Fora Street
Portland. March 17. IMS.
dBsr*

Committee of Arraifemeata.

Capt George W. True,
Capt. Leonard Penueil,
Capt. Charles ( base,
Capt. A. M. Lan/maid,

Charles O. Hiudle,
Capt. Geo. W March.
Lieut. Wm. A. Tierce,
Frank G. Rich,
Amos Smith.
Thomas A. Snowman,
M McCarthy.
J. II. Barberick,
William Strong.

Charlee
Capt.
John D

with beard, at
Terms rrasoaable

S&S
Kill

in

general, respectfully
Complimentary Benefit, as above, and invite the public to
unite with them in making this the Ball of the Season.
H. Rich.

Mitts,

For Sale.

Beni. F. Nelson,
X Littlefield,
Edward Hodgkins.
C. H. Bowker.
Capt. t.eo. H Chad well,
Wm. K Rhodes,
A- D. Reeves,

THE House

sWBm

&

.HtK

oo the corner of Frsopsst
>nd Casco streets—the basement lulsb-

^/o-rr
—a Lao—

rwo I,.its of
Spruce street.

George Swaeey.
George il. Holden,
Melville Hi*gins,
W H Phillips,

Lund,

Spring aad oaa on
exehaagod tor a
good Dwelling House.
Kor particulars please apply at 1J7 Middle street,
Portland.
K. I. MITCHELL.

Charles E. Carle

one

on

Either would be

feblT—eodlm

Floor Mnsaieni.
Charles E. Carle.
George W. March,
B. F. Nelson,
John D Mitts.
Frank G. Kk*h.
Charles H. Rich,
Wm A Rhodes,
George W. True.
W. H. Phillips.

FOR 9ALE.
HOUSE X". 172 Cumberland Street, beL twwn E.ui and Cbestuut. now occupsod by

tS

Llbv.W

I

IF The Military and Firemen arerequeatsd to appear in uniform.
f&oot Ticket* 91-00; Gallbut, 50 Cxxts—to
be had of the Managers, and at K. L Robinson's,
under Lancaster Hall, and at Paiue s Music Store.
Dancing to commence at 8 o'clock.
Music. Chmdler’s Fall Orchestra I Rood.

iHur. is

lighpMl

K Clark. Said bouse ia la good w
built of brick, and contains thirteen room*,
with gas. Good cellar and furnace. THle

clear
Kor particulars enquire of THOMAS R. JOHI3,
of this cit», or J. C. PROCTER. Lime Street,
me hit dtf

Valuable Real Fatale for Sale,

N B
The PORTLAND BRASS BAND wilt be in
attendance.
me I >19 id

2S*.

A

and m good order. Kor sale on reasonable terms,
would be exchanged for a good modern built
house, in a good location.
Kor farther particulars inquire of

or

JL*.

SPECIAL MEETING ofthG Association will

be held at thetr R<K>ms Wednesday Evening,
March 25th, l**S3. at 8 o'clock precisejy
Members are particularly requested to be present,
as busiue sof great importance will coroe before the
meetiti*.
Per order.
GEO. II SMAKDEN,
uichlH lw
Recording Secretary.

fel»23 dtf

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street, adjoining the Poet Oi«.
OfUr«> to Let.

Mcond floor. Middle Street, centrally .itaate*
snd eusjr of access. Apply at No. 6S Cummer*
foblti tf
; ciat Street

ON

1. C. .11. Association.

grZjh

The next meetiuf of this Association for
Lecture* and Debate* will be held Thnrsday eveuing March *♦>, at 7* o'clock, in their

Library Hall.
The Public auk invited

*1*0 feo Lot*
in the

second story.
J Riddle street—Mitchell's Buiidinf.
ClILkMBKRS
mined
of

fiven
Jai.2tf

Lecture—SubjectHats and Hatters
Per order of Committee.
mch21
F. M

is tel)■.

faxon
Isaac
bracrstt,
of FHAXFrancis
doin* battue** uuder the tirm
CIS K. FAXON t CO..53 North Maiket
Bosand

f.

name

street,

ton. Mate.,
the tirm of

are

thia

day admitted

as

to Lot.
Uobaoa'a Wharf
HAMLKN.
office on Uobuoa't Wharf.

street,
ON Commercial
luqeire of J. U

in Boston under the tirm
Faxoh k Co.

uame

of Frarcis E.

SYLVAN SHURTLEFF,
JARVIS C. si EVENS.
FRANCIS E FAXON,
ISAAC F. BRACKETT

[Siiued]

head of

TO LET.
THK Third Floor, corner of Middle aad Tempi
L street*. Euqui re at 86 Statu Street.
Jan IS

equal partners in

A. A S. SHURTLEFF A CO.,
Portland, \t* The business will be continued in
Portland under the same tirm name as heretofore,
aim

T. DOLE

Cooper's Shop

CAKSLEY, Sec’y.

sep4tl

e

Store M
1‘ousiseioa

o»sr

inquire

A

SPECI4L NOTICE.

To Lot.
11F. commodious Chamber in the northerly eer
f|l
L uer of the new brick block, orncr of

Lime aad
Streets, directly taciug the market. Rea4 uv.
at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 17 Exchange SI.
8ept. 15,1962.

Mitk

Enquire

WANTS....LOST.

Portland. March 16, 1663.

rehovalT

to sea.

200 Tubs
Boxes Cheese.
Just received, and for sale
by
200

From Baroum'a Xuieum. Sew Tork, will
jive roar

]

From Fortreas Monroe.
Fortress Monroe. March 22.
The iron clad Keokuk steamed down Hampton Koads at 2 o’clock this afternoon and weut

Pork, UrdandChctM.

loos^-gr^ierces Lard.

Tlisriojsr TROUPE

Silk Hats!

Union.j

aiav.

MERCHANDISE.

AGAINI

The Vai-ou-ske-na-ti-zio!

The

Gentlemen’s Dress Hats.

have called Gen. Kosccrans

"a scoundrel, a villain, a coward, and a cotton
thief." Is it any breach of political courtesy

Various Items.

^SSVTBBSft&'iaSSSiS

COMPOSITION

very

Ibundesi attention of the

jyA member
lure is reported to

FELT

wftbant nrgwi

-AMD-

HEBSEY-Agent,
Office, No* 0 I’nion Sireet.

Church, Sunday

Free Speech ami

Portions of the lecture

a

Improved

Fire

ELIAS

Prentice.
delivered

hand.

-and-

Ohio editor says the United States i
cannot carry on the war six months longer.
He is one of those prophets that have no

Lovering

on

mchl8 tf

insurance.

Park street

A COw

and 55.Kiddle Street*

3yAn

Rev. Mr.

TRUE

AGENTS.
Nos. 54

J3^“Thc Bangor Whig says that on Friday
last a barn belonging to Mr. John Witham. of
Burlington, was destroyed by lire, together
with a lot ot hay and other property. There

^y

Street.

SINttEK’S

Needles and

able lecture in

Exchange

mchl7d*w39

lantry.

or

large*

LITTLE, Agent,

Office-31

ably th 11th, lately Sigel’s.
:y The Black Brigade which has gone to i
Florida, seems destined to dissipate all the
stale objections to colored troops, and to prove
their value to the service, by deeds of gal-

honor in their own couutry

YOU

i^ew

YOU INTEND

College, to be called The Calliopean
Society, the following officers were iiiiani-* 89.000.000 (nine million dollar*),
mously elected: President, George R. Wil- *11 invented in the b«t meu ritio, at 7 per cent, inter-

no

me 1»23

Social Dance !

Insure your XjIXo

in this

was

centrally

E

made in

Bowdoi.n College, I
Brunswick, March 20th.
)
To the Editor of the Press:
At the organization of a literary fraternity

Eight Major

WE

31st, at 12 o’clock M., on tbe p re raises—The
valuable Keal Estate on Cheetnot, between
Congress
mud Cumberland streets, known as tbe
old Methodist Meeting-house Lot. It is about 62
feet oa Chestnut street,
by 106 fwt deep, coutaining about 7,161
leet. It is
situated, in a good neighborhood,
nnd is very desirable for
buildiug a single reside nee.
Sai* Fmttft*.
to westber. Title clear—terms
liberal

He has

the
and Summer trade, and begs
to assure those who may give him a call, that he will
gpsre no pains to give them perfect satisfaction in
fitting, workmanship, and price.
Particular attention giveu to the cuttingand man*
ufactnring of Bovs’ Clothing.
tr Mr Frost having had large experience in tha
manufacture of Army and Nary Clothing, is prepar*
ed to execute all orders at the shortest notice
march8—3m deodfcweo»33

IP

Valuable Real Estate at Aucttea.
shall sell at pablic auction on Tueeday .March

Dr. Newton.
J. W. Mansfield,
** D. Cummingt,
N. A. Foster

^J.J. Gilbert.

CLOTHS !
Adapted to

v,. M_V.i,.,lt"

LT”

\ £lD*’
*’reuc*».
Jf.C.*
T
£ Beals,

7,*

ly opposite the Postoffice.) where lie will he hanpy to
meet

and

on

M A. Blanchard.
8. A. Nash.
Wm E 8mith,

G.R. Davis,

APPRAISER

Will attend to ulea of
VawoL.Cargow. stock, Rea
Estate and MerchamTixe
Mr promptly made and settled.
Bch6 d8m

by Chandler's Band.

76 cents.
Tickets may be bad of
T. F. Cummings,

BLOCK,

No. M EXCHANGE STREET,
Second door above B. k N. A. Express office, (near*

New Literary Society at Bowdoin.

the United States. The question
veys and boundaries are still in litigation aud
pending lielbre tile Supreme Court, ill w hich
the United Slates and Quicksilver Mining
Companies are parlies. The Quicksilver Mining Company was organized under the laws of
Pennsylvania, aud issued eight million dollars
of stock. The annual net earnings of the
mines are estimated at about $730,000.
A gentleman recently arrived here from the
neighliorliood of Charleston, S. C., says it is
uncertain when an attack by our forces on any
of the Southern Atlantic por^s may tie expected. Preparations were being made for a heavy
dernonst ration at a point which it may not be
now prudent to mention.
The officers of the
navy feel coutldeiit of success, hut time is
necessarily required to perfect all arrangements tu secure that end.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs had a
satisfactory conference to-day with the representatives of tiie Cheyennes, Kiowas, Cainauclies, Arapahoes, Apaches, and Cuddos. The
Indians are Irom the Kockv Mountains, Denver, the borders of New Mexico, Ac., and the
tribes are scattered several hundred miles. A
delegation of Utes is expected this week. The
object ot Guverumunl is to concentrate the in,
so as to render more sale the routes to the
gold mines and the Pacilic, aud to conclude
a treaty of peace with them.
The eighth census of Ihe United States is
rapidly approaching completion. The preliminary report, which has been printed, will lie
followed by volumes on population, agriculture, manufactures, mortality, Ac. They are
nearly ready for press. By resolutions of the
two Houses the publication is placed under the
direction of the Superintendent of the Census,
who hopes to have the most important portions
of the work ready for distribution before the
next regular session of Congress.
Hear Admiral Porter, iu a dispatch, says be
has received information from Lieut. Commander Watson Smith, that on the 7th inst.,
the whole expedition arrived in Ihe Tallahatchie, which gives us control of the beat l of
Mississippi. The vessels all got through in
fighting condition except the Petrel, which
lost iier wheel entirely. This movement of
the fleet evidently alarmed the re bids, as they
are energetically at work preparing themselves
against alt contingencies.
There is much distress iu Vicksburg. The
occupauts have no meat hut are living almost
exclusively on corn meal.
Mr. Usher, Secretary of the Interior, has returned from his visit to Indiana.

DESIRABLE.

-o-

sure

UR'pnijn.Tij ui
a» to sur-

XE W and

Music

a

Exchange Street,

Over Ooean Innuranoe Office.

HIM.

Tuesday Evening, March 34th.

WITH

8md&weow38

New Store!

proved rates, all considered satisfactory bargains, and says:—“Real estate in other cities
and large inland towns is now held with great
firmness, and the prevailing opinion is that
the months of April and May will witness
Is the country

everything

mcho

•»

lady

FURNISHING GOODS,

houses from 10 to 20 per cent. Tile Independent gives a list of heavy purchases, at im-

transactions than have been

the

and customers can select from a nice stock of mate
rials, and have tnem cut or made in the latest style
Employing none but the best workmen in bis Cut*
ting and Manufacturing department, bis customers
can rely upon
ELEGANT GARMENTS, AT FAIR PRICES.

made in various parts of the city.
Rents have
advanced on up town stores 25 per cent., on

more

will continue

PATTEM,

Commission Merchant,

LEVEES,

Commencing Wednesday Evening, March llr*,

SALES*

M.

AUCTIONEER

Tickets—One Dollar each for the Course. Evening tickets—Gentlemen, 60 ceuts; gentleman and

as

Boys’ Department,

mentions

are

give his custom-

ELEGANT GARMENTS

and active movement in real estate in

new

a

Independent

EDWARD

ASSOCIATION

AT RECRAHIC8'

ers

Putnam.—and it is said that he has respectable parents living in this city I
Real Estate.—The

GOODS

His present facilities enable him to

Wood,
sterling old patriot, Israel
claims to be

AUCTION

HOLD A SERIES 09

FOUR

Gentlemen's and Boys' Garments.

columns

the tuition of Fernando

WILL

-FOR-

unavoidable incident of the war, nor as an act
of justice. The logic of facts and of right reason brushes away the flimsy cobweb.
It is a sophism in logic, a solecism in rhetoric, maudlin
in sentiment. It is a fabric void of all foundation, a pyramid tottering on its apex, a house
of cards to be toppled over by the first breath,
a rope of sand, a bubble collapsing at the slightest puncture.
It ie a law-breaking decree, an
illegitimate instrument of war, an unauthorised act of revenge, a robber edict, a crime anJ
a blunder, the tragic farce of an ungainly joker.
J. D. H.
This young gentleman, J. D. H.,now under

Our Gunboats Arrived in the Tallahatchie.

nobly

have myself, with about four hundred dollars,
received from various sources, provided for
nearly fifty families in whole or in part, during
the winter. The families number from one
hundred and Blty to two hundred souls. Hy
the aid of contributions in inouey and in dry
goods, the Ladies' Kelief Society ol Springfield
have supplied the most pressing wants of the
same and other families,
by donations of clothing and of shoes.
In spite of all attentions paid them, many of
them have died of want and exposure. lu one
family la town four died. In another four;
three of them carried to the grave the same
day. In another, seven died in little more
than a week. Three of their deaths I witnessed personally in a single night, upon the bare
floor, without clothing sufficient to keep them
warm.
All these deaths were the consequence
of hardships and exposure. I presume that
one hundred poor have died in this town during the past winter.
The condition of those who are here is in
many cases little better than living death.
Some are in houses without a stove or
a llre-place.
Some have not a bed upon which
to lie down.
In one bouse, I saw three persons with only two
quilts, old and ragged, to
cover them in the dead of winter.
There is,
at this moment, a family upon the Cassvllle
road, living in the woods, with no shelter but
a rude hut of fallen limbs covered with old bed
coven and other rags.
I trust that you will be abundantly successful in your efforts to provide some relief for
these sufferers. Their principal wants are:
first of all, food, or the means of obtaining it,
and then, clothing, or the material for itCoarse itnseys, domestic flannel, and cotton
and woolen yarn are most needed. There is
great demand for shoes, especially for women
and childreu. Many of these refugees could
earn their own living, if they had the instruments necessary.
I refer particularly to wash
boards and cotton cards, for which there have
been several applications.
It is unnecessary to add that they are loyal,
truly and thoroughly so. Their sufferings in
the cause of the Union, husbands murdered,
sons conscripted, families broken
up and divided, houses burned, farms deslroyert, cattle
killed and stolen, their very corn and wheat
driven off iu army wagons, put to blush the
untried but more noisy patriotism of many who
remain at home, while others fight for them.
It is in this deep, abiding, self-denying loyalty
of the masses even in portions of the southern
States, that our national safety lies, under
God. These sentiments must ultimately triumph. the rebellion *be crushed and our national unity restored.
«
With kind regards to Col. Phelps ami many
good wishes for yourself, I am, dear Madam,
sincerely and truly your friend,
Fkeh. II Winks,

NEW

headed
“specimen brick,”
“The Logic of the Proclamation,” concluded
ill Saturday's Argu9.
I conclude, then, that this proclamation is defensible neither as a military necessity, nor as an
of five

THE EIGHTH U. 8. CENSUS.

provided for
constantly increasing. Every week, new
arrive
from
new
cases of
refugees
Arkansas,
suffering in our midst are brought to light. I

musical talent of the first character in this

The following is the last paragraph, and

visiting her

is

jar-The concert at the City Hall last evening In aid of tlw Maine Camp Hospital Atsociation was a brilliant aflhir, and a complete
The large hall was entirely filled,
success.
proscenium and all, and the music was of a
delightful character. Miss Cammett and Mrs.
Rice as Sopranos, Messrs. Dennett and Shaw
Bassos, and Mr. Morgan Tenor, who had
kindly volunteered their services, received unbounded applause for their performances, and
were encored In almost every piece.
Kotzaehntar presided with bis usual ability at the
piano. We would say a word in commendation of Mr. Morgan (all of the other vocalists
having established reputations). He has a
clear and beautiful tenor voice, and understands bow to manage it. This was particularly noticed in the duo from “Belisario,” sang
with Mr. Deunett, and which was crowned
with such applause. It was evident from the
performances last evening that we have native

Forces at Port

who have died

Yet the number of those to be

o’clock.

that is needed to

men

our

New Treatie* to be made with the Indians.

_

otrn

Movements of

TIIE SPIRITUAL

9±ssmeBSB~s-H-H—mamas

-HAH JUST RECEIVED——

coupons.Wil
registered,.108]

Royal.

Hon. Mrs. Phelps:—
Dear Madam—I hear that you are in New
York, aud that you propose to solicit contributions for tile relief of those loyal citizens of
Missouri and Arkansas, who have been reduced to want by the war for the Union.
1 have
endeavored, with the aid of the Springfield ladies. to alleviate the distress which exists in
this single town, and can speak from actual
observation of the imperative necessity which
exists that they should receive charitable assistance from abroad or die.
It is evident that the Government cannot
undertake to provide for all the poor in this
district. It is almost impossible to supplv our
own soldiers.
The country has been laid
waste, and the greater part of our subsistence
is hauled in wagons from Kolia, a distance of
120 miles, over a bod road.
It is equally impossible lor the citizens to provide for them
out of their own superabundance, for, although
the presence of the army has made Government paper plenty, the necessaries of life are
scarce and high. Corn meal, the staple article
of diet, cau scarcely be obtained at all, at any
price. The necessity for obtaining forage for
the troops has led wagon-masters to lake,even
from wealthy farmers, nearly or quite all their

The order in relation to erecting a shed on
the vacant lot of land on Myrtle street, adjoining the City building, for the use of the
City Marshal, Ac., was taken from the table
and referred to the next City Council.
The Joint Standing Committee on Public
Grouuds reported that it was inexpedient to
change the wood-stand from Exchange street
to Greeu street. The report was accepted.
Petition of J. C. Proctor ct ais., that galleries may be placed in the new City Hall, was
taken from the table, and a committee of conference was appointed, consisting of Aidermen Sbnrtieff, Larrabee aud Webster.
The
Common Council joined to the committee
Messrs. Winship, Davies and Ludwig.
The
committee agreed to an indefinite postponement of the whole matter, which was accepted,
in both boards.
The matter relating to the Horse Railroad
was referred to a Special Committee, consisting of Aldermen Larrabee, Putnam and
Webster.
Adjourned to Monday, March 30th, 7 1-2

Supreme

MERCHANT TAILOR,
.'•••Middle Street,

For the Press.

laboring:
Springfield, Mo., March 5,1863.

of the
in

of the

THE AL.MADEN MINING CASE.

common

gency ot the cause for which she is so

concurrence.

city—and all

for the brave

Nodal Levees.

No.

New York Central.117
Pacific Mail.1621
Cumberland Coal Company. 191
Tennessee 6's. 60?
Missouri 6's. 61|
United States one year certificates.too*
October Treasury 7 3-lofhs,.1071
United Slates 6's' 1661
United States 6's 1881

Court.

native State was, to solicit contributions for
the relief of loyal citizens ill Missouri and Arkansas. The following letter explains the ur-

accepted

was

Organization

Proposed

in defence of their country.
One object of Mrs. Phelps in

They, therefore,

to crant

place

James 13. Fernald,

Hudson.101

FROM WASHINGTON.

For the

a

ENTERTAINMENTS.

72$

scrip,.92]

Michigan Southern,.
Michigan Central.Hal

in the western part of

people

Indeed, the land about her house is

concurrence.

Daily Press.

was

burial

Cleveland ft Pittsburg.
Illinois Central

MISCELLANEOUS.

£''»««•>*.
»|
Harlem.
891

by her exertions, says the Boston
Post, that the body of the lamented Lvon
was recovered and deposited in her grounds—

The Joint Special Committee, to whom was
referred the petition of Messrs. Small, Beckett
and Ross, Assessors for 1862, requesting that
an additional sum be allowed thffn for their
cervices, reported that, although they might
be satisfied that the compensation of the Assessors is inadequate, yet, under ail circumstances, they do not feel justified in recomHoorn it

Portland

the State of Missouri.

It

Strand Board.—Stocks irregular. American Oold
lower, closing at 1 61.
Chicago ft Bock Maud,. 95
Cleveland ft Toledo. 9*1
Galena ft Chicago. 94%

TO THE

more

revenue cutter

Stock Market.
New York, March 23.

BY TELEGRAPH.

whose arrival in our

streets.

la

•

Missouri,

city
we chronicled last week, was
unexpectedly
called by business engagements to Bangor;
consequently her stay in our city was much

City Affairs.
Is Board

of

NOTICE.
Lml

Stltak Shcrtlrrr and Jarvi* C Strvrsvr.do-

Woodfcrd1. lourr aad Cram .treat.
inf bu-itia** under the tirm name of A. $ S.SHL'KT•
a
LEAF If CO.. 54 k 56 Middle Street. Portland Me
.hopping bag, containing, among or bar
are this day admitted as equal partners iu the tirm of ; tiling*, two pair* <oldicr’. .tipper., unnni*bod. and a
money bag, with one dottai in it. The tinder will
FRANCIS E. FAXON A CO.,
confer a fhvor. and *hall be auitably rewarded. b»
Baton. The basilicas will be coutiuued it* Boston
leaving it at thi* ofllce
under the same tirm uame as» heretofore; and in
Portland, March 31. Hd8.
Iwd

Between

Portland nndertbe tirm
k Co.
[Signed]

name

of A

k S.

>hurtlrvf

FRANC IS E. FAXON.
ISAAC F BRACKETT,
SYLVAN SiiCKTLEFF.
JARVIS C. STEVENS.
Portland. March 16. 1863.
wchSO dlt w2w

Bot.nl Haalfd.
gentleman and wl. in a plcaaaat locatioa.
£ in private lamilr or boarding hoaae.
Addreaa BOX BSO Poat Ofllce
merSOdlw*
LV»R

a
a

VALUABLE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
LOTS OF LAND, adjoining th. Lot
TWO
and Frankltn
westerly
Cong
One
frankli*

on

corner 01

rt a

a

Strut, aftr-eix feet front »ud
hundred xnd tu feet deep.onutainiug&.il' feet.
other, on ComgrttM Strttl, It ft r-itx feel front,
on

seventy.Are feel de p. containing 4.1 4

th,
Stt.
one

The
nod

LflM.
SMALL black aad wblta DOG. Me
had a red ribbon round bit neck, aad bfli
front leg. were iharen ap u for aa tb. Are.
Joint. The tinder will be.nttahiy reward*
o*1
PRINCE'S Expire. 0«oa. o*
at No. 31 Dan forth .treat.
mehlfl lw

MA

feel

-ALSO.-

LOT OF LAND on Ibaprej, Sfitv/.lMujoy) with
on.-story house thereon. Said Lotis flltv-six feel on
Congress street, and exteuila to .Una Murat Strt t,
(keeping the same widthltwo hundred and forty feet,
fronting WattrviU* Strert. containing about IS,400
For plow of the above Lots, tertw, fce., osqslro of
JOHN C PROCTER
mchlStf

Wanted.
SITUATION

nomaekeeper. Good
given
AmchlS
Apply at 33 Franklin Street.
dlw*
u

Flf.*25S^Sr
mchlt dtf

“d

rdkraa

!^

BOARDER,

at

thi. Ofltk.

x

_POETRY._
A Soldier’s Valentine.
BY

H.

ALOEH,

Expressly

after Thursday, March the
19th,the Steamer Forest City,
<
apt. J. J. Liscomb, will, until further notice, leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
On and

Thursday, at 6 o’clock 1\ M
St. John—connecting at St. John

for Kastport and
with Steamer Emperor f< r Windsor and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Returning* will leave St. John every Monday, at 8
o’clock A M.f for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
C C. KA IoN, Agent.
inchfi

every

City, Lewiston

Friday.

*t

fkst

Steamships

and
"PARKERSBURG," Captain
Hoppmam, will,until further uotice,
ioilows:
Leave Browns W’harf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WKDNE8DAY
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock. P. M
These vessels are fitted
up with flue accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage £6,00, includiug Fare and State

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the

V_V

Dec. 6. 18 12.

Washington, Jan. 4.
President Davis, agreeably to previous announcement, arrived here this morning. On
reaching the Capitol, his health was drunk
•with all the honors.
Public enthusiasm im-

118 Hanover Street.Boston.
Formerly Mantion Haute—conducted on
_the
plan. The subscriber has
leased the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. J he House* is now open to the public.
dec27
A. 1\ MoRRI&ON, Proprietor.

Lincoln has gone to Meeting.
Butler was hanged yesterday at 6 A.M.: he

reported

to

European

have made no

confession.
O’Neil has escaped into the woods without
shoes, and with scarcely any yovering. Cuban
bounds have been sent in pursuit. If not recaptured, he must perish soon, frost-bitten.
Thermometer 10 deg. below freezing point.
Seward is editing the “Complete Political
Letter Writer," with contributions by Eart
Bussell.
Halleck and Stanton have opened a Restau-

“ELM
uAlr

THE

on federal Street, Portland,
id invites
» 1 the
1t'tWiI
travelling community to call and sec- if
he kuows “how to keep a hotei." Clean,
airy rooms, good teds, a well-provided tible, attentive servants and moderate charge* are the induce-

ments he holds out to those whose business
urecall them to the “Forest City."

Broadway and are makings mesa of it.
New Yoke, Jan. 6.—President Davis has
addressed a Deputation who came to offer
iim the keys of Hie Treasury. “I wish,” he
observed, “to return to Kichtnond. I hope

Portland.

iust

[
I'Qtt'a

•.-Term, SI p«r d»y. 8t»bl©

conn©.
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Dear, dear,—ves, yes—I

ALL HE
BUM
I

Persons having d mands against the Fire Deare requested lo present the same to
on or before the 2bth fust., for ap*
H. C. BARNES,
mob6 d3w
Chief Engineer.

CUMBERLAND

COULD AFFORD TO. A VERY INDEFINITE
(bund the claim at New York, an old, established and highly respectable hoose. I also found
that previous to his settling
my Claim, he (Strout 'had
been nic<*iiimunication with that
very house, and
had offered them the
edition of 20 per
stereotyped
cent, which thev refused. 1 advised them to "stir
him up’ forthwith. Out of quite “a batch” of
long
winded yarns from Strout in reply, I here
quote only from that under date of March 31, 1802 “The
dividend upon the claim* against the estate of John
The dividends have all been
Round* is20 per sent
ont except yours, a long time since, and 1 had
claim.*’
about
forgotten
your
D. T. CHASE.
Attorney for all the heirs at law of the late John
Rounds, and assignee of the claim at New York he
(Strout) "could not find, or had forgotten about,”
which claim renuains unsettled.
N B. Extract from the Probate Records—Claims
Rfainst the estate #6.781.42; assets #4,890.81.
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Steam and CiaM

BEYER

FAILS

To Restore Grty Hair
Its Original Youthful Color
\\ 'vs wo\ v\ V>v\t,

J.

paid

Is

requires frequent dressing t!:r 7vIobalsatuum has no equal.
No lady's toilet
is complete without it
Bold by Druggists throughout the World.

feb28 8 TftTlitd

cars

Ac.

and the

Monumental Work and

Mainenltate Agent, ITiuhington, D. C

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
is designed for both married and iinale lathes, and is the very best thing

plainly,

and direct

to

AND
BY

Write !
DK M A I'TIm *N,

Tailor,

...

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Portl.nd. Aug. 8. lWg.

dly

IP L TJ M B E R

Ear, and yet

none are

They seem

Banter Closets, Crinals, Force and Suction
Pumps, !
Bath Boilers, Wagh Bowls, Silrer Plated
t Bragg
Cockg, qf all kinds constantly on hand.
VT All kind, of fixture, for hot find eold water
iet
in the best manner.
up

citjr or country pereonall? attended to

I. D. MERRILL.

WBH BOBD.

S

BBgfidly

nCARDIIVER

63 Middle

Street,

Have
and

on

hand, and

MOST

are

DKSIBABLI

daily receiving the latSTYLES

of

CLOTHS. 0VERC0ATIN08,
Fancy

and Caasinierea.

Donkins
A

Lao.'a full stock

of the

Latest Styles of
RE ADT-NADE

we

CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods, !

Gentlemen’s
which

will sell at

prices to suit

and

yet every part
them for life and health.

the times.

Portland. Nov. 19.18«2.

dtf

or more

neg-

observation, j
body is dependent up> n !

Is

and rare discovery, which is most wonderoperations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatmeut, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev I*. S.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
a new

Philadelphia.

If any

one

has doubts

as

to the value

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr H.

of this
value

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1*62.
From injuries received in my right eye, when

|

correct in

the best

principle, thoroughly made,
are perfectly accurate and

and
3furable in materials,
operation.

With

one

thus

finding

day in

a

shop

window

providentially,
a

I

Cortland A.none

PruMs’d f* net T.913 ®16
do
A A.11 (a 11 j
Loo#e.13 614
do.
Yellow... .none.
If idea and Skiua.
Extra Yellow.none.
Muscovado. HJftllJ |
Duty : 10 f*c ad ral
B A. Hide*.30 ® 81
do.
in bond.7 ft 8
Western.21 ® 22 Havana Brown
114 6 12
Hide*..
do
6*®74ci
White
13 614
Slaughter
j
Cnlf Skin*.U(gl8 New Orleans.12 6.14
Calcutta Cow—
['rushed. 15 a 81!
Slaughtered... 190®*210 Granulated.161516!
Green Salt.1 85%200 Powdered.I
Tnllow.
Sheep Pelta.Gr’n.lf® 92
Sheep Pelt#, Dry| 91*@2* Thity Tallow \ pc, Soap j

..

out it for any

of money. I take occasion to
say, ftirther, that ray wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and
she has found

a

sov-

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
relief.

Grateful to God for the benefit that I

have

I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Renidrncr 1430 Poplar St., Phi/addphia.
tW“Namorous cert.ficstes ofs similar character
might be furnished.
P. S.

Foot Richard’* Eye and Ear M ater

Istruly

a

Sovereign Remedy

for Inflamed and Dis-

Eyes, Dim Visiot. and Weak Eyes, Deaftiess,
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism aud Neuralgia, with all kindred diseases. It is passed into

eased

by a small glass tube, which, together with
Water, may be obtained at the principal Drag
Stores In this city. Prick 26 cents per Bottlr.
the

ear

the

Tuber 6 Cents.
H. U, IIAY and W.

Agents.

F

PHILLIPS. Wholesale

MRS. M.r:. RROWN, Proprietor,
nov 13 dOm
No. 410 Arcli St., Philadelphia.

Company.

_—

i>wcmr.iiow-

«v(w

relying

to
quack doctors and nostrum makers,vet. regardless of the life and health of othera. there are those
among them who will eveu perjure themselves, contradicting giviug mercury to their patienta. or that it
is contained ia their Nostrums, so that tbe "naual
foe" may be obtained for professedly curing, or "the
dollar" or "fraction of itr* may be obtained for tha
Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived also.and
uselessly spend large amounta'for experiments with

1

R,_

DYE!
years

with differ
hare never

faction to every person who has used it
It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color
Directions for nsing
—which are very
each bottle.
Oue superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair
Dye orer
all others is, you do not have to cleanae the hair or
wash it before or after using the dve. and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlik.) all other dves that have two or three different kinds to bo
applied every time used. Thia dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because vou do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after ouce using this,
gy For sale only at

simple—acrompanx

ORDER.

STONEHAM'Sj

TODD’S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,

j
*

No. 74

Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

repllfltf

DM. L

for

expectations
purchasers. The xx
plus ULTRA has been reached at last iu TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satis-

STORK S/IAOKS, of all dimeuaione, made, letter
od and put up at short notice.

decl2 eoiiSm

J

iRiiofanvr ui tor

remedy, he relies upon Mercury, mod
it to mil hi* patients in pills, chops, Ac. so tbe
ovtrum Maker, equally ignorant, sdds to his socalled Extracts. Specific. Antidote. Ac both
upon it* effects in curing a few in a hundred, it is
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alas! nothing is said of the balance: ■oac of shorn
die. others grow worse, and are left to linger and suffer for month* or years, until relieved or cured, it

some

Sec t of State
lion. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer.

flooded for
ent articles called Flair Dvee. which
THE
satisfied the
of

Portland. Me.

Me.

iuiuuku »ire
bo other

iog

Joseph B IIall,

TODD'S LUX SOUS

H AI

market has been

Portland,

lion.

.. ..

eudSw

CLOTH ft WIRE SCREENS.
Signs, Banners. Ornamental and
Fancy Painting,

AT

Morrill,

supply

_).'28tf
Window Shades,

No. 168 1-2 Middle SI.

IGNORANCE OF gUAC k DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS,

possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS AKE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the fbregoiug fact* are known

.Spikes

OF MERRILL'S WHARF,

TO

certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by tkr <te*ul, who cannot xpose or contradict them ; or who. be*idee, to
further their imposition, copy from Medical hooka
much that is written of the qualities and eflbej* of
different herb* and plant*, and ascribe all the tamo
to their Pills, Extract*. Specific*.he., most of which,
if not all. coiitain Mercury, because of the ancient
belief ofita "curing everything.” but now known
to "kill more than is cured,” and those uot killed,
constitutionally injured tor life.

Aagista, Me.

House.)

iu the United States and British North America,manufactored by HKHUY Wood A Co., of Liverpool,
(treat Britain, aud is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Kail wav Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 88 tons per
Inch of sectioual area. I’artim wishing good and reliable chaius will do well to examine those In actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also,
of all kiuds. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, aud of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above articles on as ffcvnrable terms as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. ( RANDALL.
Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bki»kori». Mass.
JanlO *82 dlawly*

Corn, Flour and Grain,

EXECUTED

OUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,

through false

quackery

Portland,

•

(Office No.

undersigned ha* been

DAVIS,

Ctaarrclal Siren,-

Imposi-

Pensions,

Agent
THEih»* sale of Marine Railwayappointed
and other Chains,

1>KA l.KUS I»

HEAD

diplomas

MARINE

ALBERT WEBB * CO,

personally received,

who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, aud Lsee as to their cure. Some exhibit
of Inftitutious or Colleges, which
forged
never existed in any pert of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the deed, how obtained, ui known;
not onlv assuming and advertising in names of those
Inserted in the diplomas, but to further tbefr
tion assume unmet of other most celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

TI1E

■a

TthU
ANSON

AfiF.NT FOR MAINE.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

Portland.
jull—dA wtfS

Money, Back Pay,

U. S. Senate,
Hon. Jame* G Blaine,
sepfiOriA wl4tf

HARDY, Agent.
Warehouse, 32 School Street, Boston*

feb20

HUGHES,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States Government, SlOOBountv Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. S. service.

Hon. Lot M

M AK tig ACTL'RXD BY

S3 Exchange Street

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!

And Pea»ioBi«

9 State

that he it much recommend-

be not robbed and add to your tuffirings in being deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, This*
promises and pretensions of

•

BEPKRKNraa:

THE HARLAND PATENT,

H. H.

8100 Bounty

Proprietors, Ac.,

servatioa.

SETH E. SEED?

The walls are thicker!
Built of thirker wrought iron!
Are unequalled in Material of
which they are built!.
In care and manuerof putting
together and filling!
Can be made to any size!
A re Dn!
Cannot be blown open !

('HAHLKft Hi-KRV

Hotel

ed, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and eeeape Imposition of Foreign and Native guacks. store numerous in Boston than ether
large cities,
DR L, DIX
: proudly refer* to Professor* and respectable Physiof
whom consult him la critical eases,
I cians—many
because of hie acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through to long experience, practice and eb-

AGENCY7

WAR CLAIM

impose upon patients) that be

RKOCLAR OIUDCATt PHYBICIil ADTKRTiaiaO IX MftOI.

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged In treatment of Special diseases, a fact to
well known to many Citizen*.Publishers. Merchants.

Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

HF^Send stamp fer Circular.

BROWN,
Batterymarch Street, *
Ponton.

TremontfS&fe and Machine

*

Address

DR. J. B

to

IBTRIUILT

ed States.
Prize Money, Pensious, Bounty and Back ray collected for Seamen and their heirs.
Km for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claim* against the Government will receive
prompt attcution.
Post office address

BEt’Al’SK—The contents are
protected at every point, with a
uon conducting substance!
Have more Fire-Proof Killing!
Are more eveuly tilled!

amount

Poor Richard's Eyk Water

of

themselves,

Pensions

Wore Fire Proof than any
OTHER SAFE.

RICH-

ARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never beard oi.it before. but determined to try it, and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the paiuftil
rritation was removed; I could bear the strongest
light, aud went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I uow keep a bottle of it always in the house, and if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that isan end of it. I would not be with-

.corner

DR. DIX

boldly asserts (aad it eaanot be contradicted.except
by gusckt.who will cay or do auythine.%ree perjure

Procured for widows or children of Officer* and Soldiers who have died, while in the serv ice of the Unit-

Portland by "CMERV ft WATERHOUSE.

a

)

!

re-

FAIRBANKS ft
118 MilkStkkkt.

noticed

bottle of POOR

patients

by

CON-

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS.

relief.

most

21 Endicott rtreet,
it to imaged that
never too or hoar each
other. Recollect, the oxly entrance to hit Ofloe is
No. 21. having no connection with his residence.consequently no family interruption, so that on no account can any person hesitate applying at hit office.

by
pafu

Invalid

a

out success, and 1 eut**rtained the purpose, as a last
resort,of having the ball taken out of its socket, in

meantime,

Infirmary.

Established for Officer* and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled
sickness contracted while in the serv ice
of the United Statet. in the tine of duty.

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

Sold In
oc26

DR. L. DIX 8
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

Hughes has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class
his practice he
has treated thousands of case*, ana in no instance
ha* he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at hi* office, 6 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cure* without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickening effects of most other
remedies: cure* new cases in a few hours: cures without the dreadta) consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and | oisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troflbled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in youth.
the effects of which are
and dizziness ia the
head, forgettable**, sometime* a ringing in the ears,
weak eye*, etc
terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently

as

SCALES!

dom
Every moment of my w'aking life was embittered, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

hope of

Eclectic Medical

No. 6

These celebrated Scales are still made bv the original inventors, (ani> only by thkm.I and are con- !
stantiy receiving all the improvements which their ;
long experience and skill can suggest.

chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of w hich I suffered constant martyr-

lu the

DR. HUGHES*

a

•

SCALES.

boy, a

the

C. J. BRYDGES. Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1862.
afidtf

returned If desired.

Poor Kirhant's Eye and Ear Watrr
ful in its

nently
occupation or frar of
weather, with sale aad pleamat madteiaes,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and eonsequeucea:
SPECIAL AILMFNT8 AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Harried aad Slagle Lad!**;
SEC RET AND DELICATE DISORDERS:
Mercurial Affectio •; Eruption* and all Disease* of
theSklo; Ulcer* of the Nose, I hroat and Body; Pimple* oa the Face; Swelling* of the Joints; Nervoasne**; Constitutional and other Weakntnae* in youth,
and the more advanced at all age*, of
BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.
exposure to all

summer.

All correspondence strictlv confidential and will

Standard.

They are

WILL RE FORFEITED BY DR. L.

tP*Wrx." Dl X If foiling to cure in lee* time than
any other phyncian. more effectually aad permawith lea* restraint from

sanity
cured.

rAIKBANliV

BUTCHERS'. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS'.
FECTIONERS'»ud GOLD

even common

November l»t, 1W2. to May Ut. 1S6S. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will he advanced 25 per cent.
No lire wood will e conveyed betwsenOctober 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1 68.
An advance in tie rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but m consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take tire woo l from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried o the
during the next season,
they mnstund rsfand that thcv will do so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried neat

»7 PRIVATE CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
During

Opposite the Custom House,

**T

Haatnn

tTMAKK OKK TRIAL OF THfS WI\M.
For Ml* by Draggitf* and all Int elaM dealer*.
City *nd town Agent* .applied by the State Com■Mown.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Visrrann—Pa*Mic, New Jeteer
Orrtca—** Broadway, New York.
JOHN I,A FOT, Parte,
Agent for France aad Germany.
Soldin Portland by H. H. HAY,Druggist,.SupplydecSJ dly
ing Agent.

delicacy.

ft BROH

Hava*

Dr Wtlnow.llthft .XT.
Dr Ward. Newark, JI.J.
Dr Doagbertj. Newark.
a. j.
Dr. lam, Hew fork.
Dr. Cummiiffe.Pertlaad.

tW'V'iw' genuine without the *igt>*t*r* of “AtPuenic. N.J.," U over the cork of

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

D. MERRILL

liar, Coni and Railroad Scale* {

WATER!

less understood

to pass
of the

|

8,

No. 27 Union Street, Portlend, Me.

WE REFER TO
gentlemen and phyaiciana who

FRED STEER.
each bottle.

railway

I. D. .TIERKILL * CO„

All order, in

Hr

Aron

FBOM

NAVY

ESTABLISHMENT,

A. D. REEVES,

Strong,

Notice to Wood and Laakcr Merchant*.

eodftw6m26

TAILORING

for

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Street,

J. W. HATHAWAY,

ARMY

daily,

few well knowa

Geo. WiuAeld .ScoU.l'SA.
Gov. Moreau, R V 0tote.
I>r J.K < bUton.N Y City
Dr Parker. » Y.CHy.
Dr» DarcyA Kleboll.ltew.
ark. X. J.

land

—

Communications to bo adtlrcMed to

>8

complexion.

a

this route will take the cart at the
Passengers
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A PortS. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Depots, in Portland
Farmington May 6,1*«2
june&dtf

AliEtCI
A HD

No. 375 F

FOR FEMALES.

between Portland and Lewis-

StajjejijleaveforFarmington

Soldiers’ Relief Association.

MATTISON8 INDIAN EM MEN AGOG UE.

11 46 A M.
trains daily

at

Stag* leaves Strickland’s FerTy Tuesdars, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
and Dixfleld ; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor East Dixfleld, Dixfleld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leave* Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wedneedavs and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.

PORTLAND. ME.

—-

DR.

a mixture or manufactured article, but la
pure,
from the juice of the Tortuga) Sambnci
grape, enltlrated in New Jeraey. recommended bv eliemieta and
phyaiciana .) poeaeaaing medical propertiea anperior
to any other wlnee in aae. and an • a eft Urn t article for
all weak and debilita «d prraona. and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitling ladiea
and atiildren.
A LADIES’ WINE.
Iterance It will not intoxicate aa other winea, aa it
contain, no mixtare ot -pint- or other liquor., and ia
admired for it. rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
propertiea, imparting a bealthr tone to the digeative
organa, end a blooming, toft and healthy akia and

°n and after Monday, Mar 6, 1883,
will leave Portland for Lewiston

Freight

ton.

Grindstones.

Remedy

81'EEK-S WINE
I. not

Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston. Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9 15 A M
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Bruns-

prepared to receive orders for

MAUVE

The Great Indian

AS A TONIC
It I aa no equal, canning an appetite aad building
ip
Ibe ayatero, being entirely a pure wine of a moat rateable grape.
AS A DIURETIC.
It Imparl, a healthy action of the Ulande,
Kidney.,
and Crinary Organ., vary boueliciai in
Dropey.hoat
and KbeumnUc Affection.

MB^^Rtrains

Ctraer sf Pearl mmd Federal Sia..

[Copyright ,poured]

sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent phydeiana,
i«ed In European and American tlnepitala. and by

SI MMER ARRANGEMENT.

and

SAXBl’CI WINE,
medicinal and beneficia
gentle Stimulant, Touic, Diuretic, and

Europe for it.

selebrated In
lualiUca aa a

attached.

CHBB

Xarble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

ocJl tf

»nd

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Work.

J?23tf

dec 10

r

and

Stages connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Standish,
Steep
Falls. Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownfield.
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgton.
Ac Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for lloilia, Limerick.
Ossipee, New field, Parsonsfieid, Effingham, 1 reedom,
Madison. Eaton, 1 imiugton, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
n<"
13_DAN CaRPENTER, Sup’t.

THOMPSON,

Marble Chimney Pieces.

PRINCIPAL 8ALES OFFICE

lected.

thity We/ado2c.,not*ahove
Gunpowder.
Duty Valued at less than No. 12 2Jc, above No 12

■

f°r

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

R.

Whose Hair

TV’O Organs of the human system are more Impor^ tant to health and comfort than the Eye and

.,

RJ

§

S|

>

wick

Marble

Vov "LuAvcs. vvvvvV CYv'vXAytw

EYE Sr EAR

3jc@4j

andno/abore 15 3c,abort
No. 15 and not above 20

g

a

•2 S

The 3.00 P. M. train out, tnd «h, 9 15 A M train
Into Portland. will be freight train, with
Iwa,purer
*

STREET,

For sale, in every variety,

...

84c. above No. 20 and
fined 4c |> lb.

IS

e

ft.
»

Dn and after Monday. November 10,
trams will leave as follows, until farther

Ter

IRA WIKN. Age at.

ton**'
dec 16 dtf

But acts directly upon the roots •( the Hair, girirg
them the natural nourl-hmrnt required. | r "during the
same ritnlity and luxurious quantity »■ in youth.

1*001« HH IIA Kirs

10j
4}

6

novl8

Vortl,B'1 Bt 6 36 BBd » 16 A. M.
sr^ M
f°r 8“° Rl,*r *' 8 00 A M
3 OoTod t°16'"i

f «•
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, kc.
Will devote his personal attentio • to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable

TO

yout address

Castile.16j<6

dart

ktwiiwadJ
orders:

(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water pipe*.
8team and Gas F ttings of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or

FIDESCF WHATEVER.
IV trder* by mail promptly attended to.

Star.86§ 5}

f> lb 6c. over 20c 6c
f> lb and 20 p-c ad ral.

UNION

3 7

natural color to the Hair.
IT

Fittings,

subscriber would inform bis friends
THE
public, that be may be found at

Rendering It soft. *!lfcy and glossy, and disposing it to
remain in any dr<drrd position ; qulc ly cleansing the
scalp, arresting the foil and Imparting a health} at-d

Specialty

....

Sporting

i

.ale, be.t quality of Nova Scotia and other

for

MACHINERY,

ZYLOBALSAMUM,
The *rrat unrqunlled P rep* in Ilona for
lie storing. I n vign ruling. Iten uiifyins
and DrcMinf the Ilnlr,

iip

Drop.912

20c

ifa

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

SAWYER * WHITNEY.
mcb2f>*63 dly

it win
in case*
of obstructions, from any cause, and
af>er all,.other remedies of the kind
have beei, tried in vain.
OVER 1000 BOITLKS have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
iu bottle* oi three
“?T"lt is put
different strengths, with full direction* for using, and §eut by express,
closely sealed, to all parts af the country.
PRIt 'ES— Full strength, 810; half strength, 86;
quarter strength. M per l*kttle.
rr-RFMFMHh: R—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remedies
of the kind htircfasln to cure; also that it is warranted as represented tn ererjr retpect, or the price
will be refunded.
None genu: JTBF WARE OF I MITa TIONS
Ine and warranted, uule*- purchased directly of I>r.
M. at bis Remedial Institute for Special Instates,
No. 28 Union street, Providence. K 1.
embrace* ali diseases of a prityi hii
vate nmUirv.ooih ot MEN and WOMEN, by a regeducated
of twenty years' practice,
physician
ularly
giving them bis whole attention.
HT*<‘onsultatious by letter or otherwise are strictly confdevttal.uhd medicines will be sent by express.
securefrom observation, to all parts of the United
State*. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
wishing for • secure and Quiet retreat, with good
care, until restored to heart n.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
uuack* annually, in New England alone, without any
benejit \o those who pay it. All this comes In in
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and mhos* only
recommendation is their own liaise and extravagant
assertions, in t»rai*e of themselres. If, therefore,
yon would avoid Vino humbugged, take no man’s
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
KARIKQUIBli It will coat jrou nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, a.- advertising physicians, in nine ca-es ou. of ten, are tNgus, there is
no safetv in trusting any of them, unless you know
who and what ihev are.
|y Dr. M. will send free. bv enclosing one
stamp a* above, a pamphlet ou DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on Private Ihseases generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without w hich no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving ol AJs Y COM-

[ir'd Butter Salt 24 (a
riff*, common.... none.
New Eh me
18c® 22 Starch.
Lemon*. f> l«-\ *4 a
Duty 2*1 Pc ad rat.
Orange#— Messina 41a
Pearl.6J;g8
Rai-in«,
Potato.4 a 44
Blue |>ca#k.16fa 16
Shot-p 100lbs ««*J„lA
Black .98 a 10
‘'O 13
Bunch p box 4 33 a4 4v Buck.
13013$ I
Laver.4 60®4 42 Sanp.
Date*.7 a 9c Duly 36 Pc ad rat.
Prune#.
Leatbe k Lore's, TrowFlour—Portland in#t>. bridge k Smith's Ex97 00®" 25 tra No ip lb ...94® 99
8u|iertiue
Fancy.7 25 a 7 50 Family do.8* a 8$
Extra.7 75a8 25
Family.8 25a8 5ft Eagle No. 1.6j a 61
Extra Superior 9 00a9 25
West< rn « xtrai* 7 75ac 25
174
family...8 25 a8 76 Cdue's.9 (g!)]
nu|M*rior 8 6“a 9 00 Spire..
Ohio extra. .7 75a 8 *25 Duty. Ginger Root 5c,
family.. .8 50 a8 75 Ground Ginger 8c. PepCanada *uperNo.l 7 75®
per and Pimento 12c,
8tLoui*FavBrnd#10 (gill Cloves 15c. Cassia lOe,
Southern 111.do do 9? a
Cassia Buds 20c. CinnaPetapHCoFamily.. 11 a ill m*m 25c. Ware and NutRya Flour.4 @
megs 30c |> lb.
Corn Meal.4| a 44 Cassia
lb
.48 (860c
Buckw*t FPr^plb
Clove*.41 ft 42
Ornin.
.35 ft36
linger, (Race)
Duty Corn and Oats 10c. Ginger, (Africa) 35 a36 1
flye and Harley 16c, and Mace.88(590
Wheat 20c
bu. From Nutmegs .95ftl 00
Hr. Provinces free.
l*m**r,. 81 632
Rve. .95a 1 00 Pimento. 24 6 26
Oat#.05 ®68
Seed*.
South Yel.Corn. .1 0ft® 106 Duty Linseed 16c P bu
!
.1 0t)«)l 03
Corn, Mixed
f'anary Slpfai., Mug.
tb.
Barley.1 &»al 25 tard 3c
Short# p ton-623 «25 Herd* Grass. 92 80 6,3 12
Fine Feed.27 @30 Western plover 12 a 12
j
(•rindaioue#.
Red Top.93 a 3*
Linseed. 4 50®4 65
Duty Hough—free.
Rough, V ton... .920626 Canary. 4 6054 62
Dre*#od .35®40
8agnr.

Rifle and

quality, aod

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J.

auowu for the purpose, as
brio g on the monthly sickness

44

Blasting.964®

!l

York dc Cumberland Railroad.

beat

are

is^

5

and

Augusta. Nov. 16, 1862.

SMITHS' USE.

FOR

n
if
11

CUSHMAN,
Superintendent.

H

Manager

COAL

Coal,
ttrictly of the
THESE
warranted to give aatufhctioD.

K

STAG* CONNECTION*.

B

US*.

li

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M.. for Wiscastet, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland
md Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

J*

A

subscriber

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S.
THE GENUINE LOBBER Y,
Pare and Free Hunting.

_

NOTICE.

FOK CASH.

3

THE

VFl’LL

ALL
partment,

CHEAP

DELIVERED TO ANY FART OF THE CITY.

PHYftlClAKS’

FOR

nebec Railroad for Vassalboro’. Waterville. Kenlall’s Mills and Skowhegan ; and at Kendall’s Mills
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Burntiam. littstk-Id. Newport and Baugor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills

WOOD,

WINE.

for Females,
Weakly Persons and Invalids

Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connectiug with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Kails, Wilton and Farmington ; and at Augusta with the Somerset k Ken-

Hard and Soil Wood.

THE

Stamp**.

the

a

&

Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
will leave as fol-

Farmington.

j. W. MENGEH.

COAL

On and after

|]ffn

SAJMRECI

Fl'RE, AND FOt'R YEARS OLD,
Cf Choice Oporto Grape,

lows!
Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggiu
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

that may be wanted.

jan d3m

SPEER’S

i1962, passenger trains

Marine, Fire and Lite Insurance,

Also,

—

think we ought to gel rid of this tiresome felInternal Revenue
low for you, eh? You’d rather not—well,
supply of all kind* of Stamps for sale at
just as you like, but, if 1 were you, I would
office. No. 92 Commercial street; and the
certainly be rid or him in no time. Does it publicraywill
be expected to use them ou and alter this
hurt you when I press? Ah, no doubt, no
; date. (January 1. 1868.)
doubt. Come Mr. Chopfall, take my advice
When sold in sum- loss than one dollar,
par men t
required in Postal Currency.
now—courage, sir. courage, its only the affair
Office Horns—9 to 12J A M.; 2 to4J P. M.
of a moment. You will? Why that’s right_
NAfH'L J MILLER. Collector
that’s righL” (Mr. Kcruuchem retires to a
1st District State of Maine.
Jan 12dtf
neat marble table, and pulls out several exceedingly shallow drawers—you watch his pro€?r*»dlitoiV MHlinj;.
ceedings with fevered interest—dialogue reMEETING of all the l*ma tide Creditor* of the
late John Rounds is requested at the counting
sumed.) “I see you were engaged, the other
room of the undersigned, on
Saturday, the 28th day
day Mr. Choulall, iu that very remarkable of'March
at 2 P. M., to take into consideration
case”—rattling sound of a metallic nature— the inauueruext,
the estate was settled, or pretended to be
“of. of, Culpepper versus Peppercull”—instrusettled
Sewell C. Strout (Howard k Strout) "as
ment selected from armory—“alt, remarkable
COUNSEL FOR THE A DM I M-*TR *TR1X,
( mark t he
to his own account, has had all the
words)
according
case, very remarkable case indeed”—instruclaimx against the estate, except mine, and one at
ment exchanged, with additional rattling, for
AVtr Yi>rk Ae could not find, assigned To himself
a more deadly one—“Yes, gentlemen in
your | for 20 p«*r cent., whit A was all the estate paid, as he
profession must see a curious”—additional j has repeatedly stated. 1 declined the generous offer,
after years of delay, finding that no better settleweapons selected, with rattling, in case of fail- I and
ment could be effected, directed tnv
attorney to cite
ure of those first chosem : Mr. Scrunchera rethe administratrix into Court, and give Strout due
turns from table, and looks you in the face as
notice thereof. It was then, andnot until then, that
If he were a harmless acquaintance—"Now, alStrout, life a skillful general, suddenly changed his
tactics. He requested that nothing further be done
low me to ask you Mr. Chopfall, were you enfor the present, but to “see Chase and ascertain the
the
line taken by the senior
tirely satisfied with
was “neck ou
very lowest he will take,” which
counsel in that case?”—Mr. Scruttchem. renothing." The money was forthcoming to the tune
of
The
100
cent.
1
wish
to solve is. how
an
incoherent
problem
ceiving
per
reply, goes round to
much did the utiti ftgrty nay? How much did all
back of chair—“I merely ask. you know—open
the claims against the estate (except mine ami the
—from a feeling—a little wider-It is
one at New York he “could not rind) cost hiin(Strout)
impossible to go on. The situation is too hor- in the aggregate* and how much the administratrix
got* she «av» that Strout told her he ha given her
rible.—[All the Year Hound.

NOTICE.

.28

"W1

Long Wharf,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

„JO

bTb.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

PORTLAND

MEDICAL.

_

■

I

MEDICAL.

do. heavy.82 @33
do. slaughter. .84 @38
Araer. Calfskin* 81 @ 91
SI’ter Wax Leath.19 @ 20
I .rad.
Duty Pig lie p lb.

—

A Dentist's Tattle. Is there any happy, any doubly blessed individual living in the |j

MOSES GOULD.
SAMUELE SPRING,
JAMES T. McCOBU.

Hard, retail.87 @8

|

44

j

!

Coke.13@18i

L ast Steel.80
German Steel_19

KEftNEBEE AND

Removal!

cash.64c@

..

oot

Company.

ail ral.
Banca.
66 I*igj* and slabs.6j® 64
8traits, cash. 60 a 52 Sheet >.osslmann. Hjalo
Flatea-Char.I.C. fieri 17 Sheathing.90 @
do.
IX. 19i@20
Exchange.
London—60 d. 1740U77
Wood.
i’aris.J3 16&3 22

44

|

Wool.

ad val.

—

faah

Porllitiid Shavel Tlaiuifacturinir

rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or nutre
than iincnt ssqutsrt #20,
Railroad £12 60, Boiler
aud Plate £26 4# ton.
Sheet 2@2*c p lb and
£3@5 P ton.

.S ao ad a hock is one of the finest, most
Indigo. M’la, fine.#14ft. 2 Li rand Bank and
spaMadder.... .17cftl8
Bay Chaleur 628 a 294
eions. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutea walk of the Depot, Steamboat ! Opium.#11 a.l 14 Shore.27la2*4
2 On a 22o Unwed.«] Kg*il85
Landing. Post Office. Custom House. Ac., being di- ! Rhubarb.
Alcohol.1 10ft 1 2n Boiled.188a 190
rectly in the business centre of the City.
Fluid.1 32 $1 70 Lard Oil.1 15a 1 18
Terms Maderate ky ike Week ar Day.
f'autphene.400ft4 06 Olive Oil.22<Va22S
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf
Saltpetre.12 ft/26 Cantor Oil. 2 35 a 2 40
Vitriol.16 ft 16 Neat* foot Oil... .1 l&uul 26
Onions
Dfrwaads.
CENTRAL HOUSE,
Duty Frse.
P bbl.94 00®4 87
E. G. Mayo,
wood
P bush. 1 5*iftl 56
.2$®
Proprietor. Bar
Bra/U Wood.18 f
Paints.
PASSADUMKEAO. MAINE.
Camwood.4fft 4J Duty On White Lead dry
a
< a
or ground in oil and Bed
Cuba.2
Fustic,
1 HE subscriber would very
respectftilly anSavanvilla 2 §2}
Lead 92 40 p 100 ft,a.
nounce to his numerous friends, aun the
Hvpemic.4$ft 5
Litharge 24c, Oxide oj
public MMnHfi that during the temporary
Zinc 2ic %> ih, /*russian
Logwood,
__icompulsory suspension of his business he
a2
Blue, Vermilion, ('hr<yme
Cmmpeschy.2j
j
has tarnished this well-known house anew, and is
St. Domingo.2a 2]
Yellow, Venetian Bed 25,
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his cusa
Extract
14
logwood.13
Spanish Brown dry 20,
tomers, and hopes by atrict attention to their wants
Nic
Wood. dm
in oil 30 pc ad rat.. Yelto merit a continuance of the
44
patronage which he has
Reach
.3Jft 4] low and other Ochres 60c
hitherto received.
E. O. MAYO.
44
Ked
.3fft 3$ P 100 lbs, Paris White
Paasadumkeag, June 23.1862.
dAwtf
44
a.
.2
Sapan
dry 60c, in oil £160,
Quercitron Bark.. 2jft 2} W Wiri0 5Oc P 10ft ft*.
Red Sanders. 3 a 6 Pil'd Lead, in oil 612j a 13
Dissolution of Copartnrrsliip.
Lewi* Lead,
Bark,
;ai3
Boston Lead, "
Duly 80 |>c ad ral.
(a 13
Copartnership heretofore existing under the j Ravens
*•
..11 a 11$
firm name of N. A FOSTER A CO is this
EienchZinc,
.66cft
!
day
dissolved by mutual content. N.A Fostek is auPortland, No. 3. 1 06® Amer. Ziuc, " .-8CaK4
44
No. 10. 77 ft
Rochelle Yellow.. 8 a 84
thori/ed to collect all ones, and will pat a.I debts of i
Ena. Ven. Red. ...8 (a, 3$
the said turn.
Navy, S'r, No. 3 I .<»4
N.A. EOSTFR.
No. 10. 70
Litharge. >12
J T. OILMAN.
Tent
Red Lead. <Sl2
Duck,
JOSEPH b HALL,
j U. 8. 10
Plaster.
Portland. Feb. 2. 1868.
os.66®
feb 26
44
12 ox.75 ft
Ihity Free.
Per ton Soft.2 5<>a2 76
Fraikrrs.
Help for the Nick and Wounded
Hard.2 25>2'0
Duty 30 4»c ad ral.
Soldier*.
Live lieeae 4» !b 60 ft66 (iround .6 HQ(<< 6 26
Committee
of the Portland Young j Russia..\26 a
Prat isioas.
Army
Men's
Christian Association would most earnest* I
Fi«k.
Duty Her/ and P<ork lc,
ly appeal to ali Christtau8, and to ali other beuevoI>uty For 100 Tb* foreign Dird, Bacon and Hams
leut persons of Maine, for aid in carrying out the
caught
Herring f 1. 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
1
Christian Corntnis-ion. in ministering to the
Muekerel #2, SaJnu>n #3: Ch'go Mess Beef.912 a 14
physical
and spiritual w ants of our soldiers. It distribute*' its
and alt other pickled in Portland do.
j
12jal3
stores by means of Christian men, who go
66/s. #1 60 |> 66/., other- P’tPdext.do.
among
..14 a 14$
the soldiers without pay, and givepersonailv to those !
wise 60c V cirt
From Pork, extra clear 20(a21
who ne*-d, accompanying such distributions bv w ords
V rori nces free.
Pork, clear. 19a 20
of cheer and religious counsel. Over
Cod large p qut. #6a6)
Pork, men*. 17j a 1R
seventy such
men were on the battle-field in
Maryland, doing all j 44 small. 3ja 4 Pork, extra do ...15
16
that Chrittian *\mpathv could devise for the wound- i
Pollock. 3 ft 3$ Pork. Prime. 13-1 a 14
ed and
a brav e heart was made to reEx Prime.141a 15
dying. Many
Haddock,...none.
ice.
and
jo
many a wounded soldier owes his life to
Hake.2 0Oa2 26 Round lioff*. 8a 9
the timely assistance rendered
by these men. Imme- i Uerring.Shore4>bl 4 ft 4} Haras... 9 a 10®
dlately on receipt of the news of the battle at Mur- !
do
Labrador,
none,
City Smok'd Hams 9* a 10
freetboro, twenty-four men were despatched from the j
do. Scaled pbx 80a8.V
Produce.
various Young Mm’t Chrittian Attociationt, with a
do. No. 1
2n«25 Beef p qu'r p lb 7$ ® 8
large amount ol stores for the relief of the wounded. I Mackerel 4* bbl.,
16 (a 16
Eggs, p dor
with no other reward than the approbation of their j
Bay No. 1.... #12 a 11$ Potatoes. pbbl.fl4fval 50
own conscience the couvictiou that
they are in the |
No. 2.loft lo$ Chickens.. .!&« 16
Bay
of
and
duty,
path
carrying out the great object of j
Bay No. 3. 6j a 6$ Lamb .7 a, \t
their mission according to the examples set
by our !
Shore No. 1... .1.3* a 14 Turkics. 14 >16
Divine Master, who made the body of mau the ob"
2.9 ft 9*. Lees®.10(0 12
Joel of Ilia miracles, and his soul the object of hi* doc- j
do. (medium).. 64a 5, Veal..61&7
trine.
do. (small).8ft 8$. Pickles, p bbl_98 (a 9
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stlmFrail*
Rice.
ulauts. and many other articles that are not usually i
Duty: Lemons, Oranges: Duty: ('leaned 14c, Padcontributed.
Itanana- and Plantain*' dy ]c p lb.
Donations of
2m pc nd ral., Almonde Rice p lb.m 8$
money, bibles, tracts, magazines, re- !
ligious newspapers, clothing, or stores of anv kind,
4c. and Shelled do. 6c 4* Rum.
are earnestly solicited, ali of which cau be sent to the
!b. \ut* and bates 2c Portland distilled 70 ®73c
office of Dr Walter r. Johnson.
229j Congress J
lb, ('urrants. Figs. Snlrrn lus.
street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court J
dnms. Prunes and llai- Saleratus p
8c
House, and the contributors may be assured they w ill
sins 6c 4* lb. I'itron 3n
Suit.
be applied to the relief of the sick ami needy solad ral.
j
In
bulk
and
4>c
18c.
in
Duty
diers.
Almonds—.Iordan f* lb,
bags 24c p 100 lbs.
Henry If Burgess. Andrew J. Chase, Jacob Chase j
Soft Shell.2n ft2ic l urk s Is., P hhd
Jr.. David B. Ricker. Walter R. Johnson. Armu Com- i
Shelled.87 ft.‘18
(8 bus )-93 25 d3 60
murtr.tr
nuH'i Men s ( nnstuin Association.
Currants.16 ft 16 Liverpool..3 lkfl-3 37
feb4 2m
Citron..44 a 46 'adir .none
Pea Nuts. Sft24
agliari
81034
....

Varnish.

lb.

5c

Magnesia

dries.

I

j India. 26:0,38

6'sA 10’s beat br’ds.70 @75c Duty:
Costing 18c P !b
do.
medium. .66 @68 | and under 6 pc, over 18c
do.
common. 60
24c
to
p lb 3c, over 24c
@62
half tbf* beet br ds.78 @80 | 9c p tt>.
do. med. good 65
Fleece.60
<®70c
@70
do. common.. .60
@62 Lamb*.C6 (a,76
Natural Leaf. lbs fl «t n
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil..li@ 2 Duty In blocks or pigs
Tin.
ljc, in sheets 2e p W,
Duty Pig 15c, Platen 25 manufactures if 80 pc

It

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
ug retreats from the dust and turmoil of our

Punch.

world who is unacquainted with the manners
and customs of the dental fraternity ? What
other thing is so terrible as the light conversation which gentlemen of that profession have
recourse to while preparing to operate? How
awfully cheerful they are! How does Mr.
Scrmichem receive you when you enter with
a face like an inflated
bagpipe? “Good morning, Mr. C'hoplall, I’ve not had the pleasure of
seeing you for a very long time. I hope you
are very well—a little troubled with a
tooth,
eh? I see your lace is a good deal swelled,
yes, yes. Come sit down and let’s have a look
—let’s have a look—open a little wider, if you
please—hum—bum—yes, there's a sad offender

888, Wamihotoh St., Bats.

SACSADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfYed Carr,
Proprietor.

Cape Hack.—The above telegrams have
not yet been confirmed, and doubts are entertained of their truth—none of their propriety.

Strange

dtt

Bath. June 23,1862.

VIA

usual, “Get

pleas-

with house.

cheers, varied with exclamations of, “You're
the right man in the right place, you are,” “Go
ahead, old horse,” Ac.. Ac.)
Lateb than the Latest Intelligence,

o’ bed and cut yer toe nails, yer loot! do
you
a Christian mon to suin' Mich a
rough
diggin’!” This waked up the Irishman, who
at that moment bringing the spur to bear on
his own leg, vaulted out of bed. Having procured a light, he looked down at the spur with
the greatest astonishment. “By me sowl,"
(aid he, “what stupid a fool is the hostler of
this inn; sure an’ he tuk off me tajoLs whin I
Wlllt to lied, ami baa left on one ov me spurs.
it is I didn’t notice iL” This explanation being satisfactory to Donald, harmony
was restored, while the author of the mischief
sneaked out of the room to his own nest.

or

BLISS. Proprietor.

Lu M M K

By C.

ft

lie able to get on without me.”

pummel Paddy, exclaiming

JONATHAN
Aug. 19. 1862.

BATH HOTEL,

(Cries of “No, no, stop where you are I") “Let
the past,” he added, “be forgotten. Friend-hip
is marble, anitno-tiy is dust"
(Tremendous

as

HOUSE."

undersigned respectfully informs the
JUM public that he has leased the above House.

rant in

A Stoky of the Olden Time.—Many
years ago, in England, when travelers wete
wont hi journey on horseback and
sleep two
in a bed at taverns, the following droll incident occurred at Chester. Two young bloods
Stopped »l the lied Fox tavern, and w hile go-4og up to lied late at night (it being hot weather,) they discovered ilie door of one of the
bed-rooms open. It so happened that a Scotchman and an Irishman were tiolh
asleep in tije
bed; and the Irishman had “kicked the kiver
and
ol
one
his
off,”
legs lay naked and nearly
out of bed.
“I'll have some sport now,” said
one of the bloods to bis mate, “if
y ou will
bold the light a minute.” The candle was
beld while tbeyoutig chap went in, and taking
up one of the Irishman's spur- (travelers on
horseback won- spurs in those days), buckled
it on the held of the Paddy 's naked loot. He
then gave Paddy ’s leg a pinch, and iiid bimaelf la-bind the door. Paddy (though not awakened) drew his leg suddenly back, and in this
way sadly damaged the Scotchman's naked
leg with the spur. “The de'ej dang you,” exclaimed Donald, rubbing bis leg, “an’ ef ye
dinna gang out o’ bed and cut yer toe nails,
I'll soon be gettin’ up and trow yer oot lh'
window, yer loot!” The Irishman still slept
aoundly, and soon put his leg back in its old
position, when the young joker who had put
on the spur stole up to the bed and
pinched
his leg the second time. In weut the leg again,
the spur striking the Scotchman’s leg, who
now got in a terrible passion, and
began to

dtf

BLACKSTONE llOlM:.

mense.

j

..

a*early as 3 P. M on the day that thep
leave Poi iland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,

•learners

Correspondent.
Telegraph.
the following appeared

.60 v® 56
Bailing.25 a35
_46 « 50
Hemp **

86 9c ad val.

Duty 10 Pc ad rat.
Rockland. cask... 76 @80c
Java *>lb.40 @42c
Lumber-* rom yard.
8t. Domingo.39 *31 Clear Pine, No. 1.888 ®)
do.
No.2. 36 ®
Rio .83 * 35
do.
Mocha.>ioue.
No.3 26 @ 28
do.
No. 4 14
1'ardair*
@
Duty: Tarred 2]c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 18 @20
lb
la 2i, all other 3*
@12
Spruce.11
American F lb .16 *16* Hemlock.8 @10
Russia Hemp.19 *19* Uox Shk*.(ca*h) 46 :a56c
.8 14 @16
Manilla.18**19 ri&pb’ds, Sext
do.
P "
Bolt rope, Ru*«ia
30 @32
*20
Manilla. 20**21 Shingle*, Ced.ext. 3a'
do.
3)
do.
No.1.2 fa 22
Cenrali
do. ext. Pine
|> bbl. 8150® 160
3; ® 44
Lath*, Spruce.... 126a 1 40
Drag* aad I>yra.
lb—<>»/ Cinna- do. Pine.1 26® 2 00 ;
Duty:
mon 82, Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves
3u ®3&
Otto qf Rose 81 60, Oil Mol. Hhd. Shook*
Bergamot, Cassia and A lleads.city. 262® 2 76
Clores 81, Hydriodate Sugar do. city. .2 62 a 2 76
Potash "ibc.Cantharides. do. do. e*try.l26®160
Mastic, Ipecac, Rhubarb, tirren Co’y *m d 80® 1 00
Cardamons, Oil Iceman. Country Kit! Mol.
11 hd. Shook*.. 120® 135
Anise and Orange, lodine 50c, Tolu and Crude Slash.l«Val20
do.
lioon*
Re
fined
ddc,
830 @36
Camphor
40c. Tartaric Acid 2i)e. Hackmctack Tim*
Cream Tartar, Clfriej her. p tun.10@20
Acid, Shellac, Copal, I fa- Mala awes.
6c p oal.
mar and Hums used for Duty
like purposes 10c, Aloes, Cieufheg*. old—none.
Verdigris, (hlorate of rriuidad.old.42 a 44
Potash, Carb. Magnesia ('abaclayed.new'. 41® 42
do. tart". 84® 35
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow do.
Prussia!e Potash and do.Muscovado". 44 @46
Red do. 10c, Liauorice. New Orleans.
Oxalic Acid and Sugar Port land Symp,hhds.none
do.
bbl* none.
qf Lead 4c. Asphaltum
and Bi-Chro. Potash Sr.
Nail*.
Salts,
lie,
(Wlc,
Epsom
!>uty:
Sago
Wrought2c,
Liquorice Root,Bi-( arb. Assorted 8c p !b.
Sotla, Caustic Soda lc Cask. 86 00cash.
t'astor Oil 50c |> gal..
Naval Starrs.
Morphine 82 !> oz.. Al- !>uty Turpentine, Rostn,
um *i)c 4> cwt., ('offera*
Pttch, Tar 20 Pc ad val.,
5. Turpentine 15c pgal.
6<>c t> cwt., Muriatic Acad I'al., Spong- l ar( foreign |p bbl.813® 14
id 10
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) £4® 4i
es, Assqfor.tida,
glass. Ftor Sulphur. Sen- Rosin.18 @20
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng Fu rpentine Pgal. 8 75@3 90 j
20 |>c. Bleaching PowOakum.
ders 30c *> cwt.. Sago Duty
Free.
60c if cwt., Sal Soda and American.81® 94
Sodm Ash *c V lb. Crude
Oil.
fVr.nl
O
II,1 Unit
Ihitu Sperm. Whale and
do. 96 l> ton. Alcohol40c
other Fish (His rtf for|> gal.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
.4 ® 6c
Alum F
rat., Linseed, Hempseed
Aloe*.30 ft 37 and Ranested23c p gal.,
Arrow Root.17 ft 40
Olire toe.
Salad 60c,
Borax.:.80 ft38
Palm. Sea! and CocoaBrimstone (roll)
n nt 10c p gal.
4jft 6
Ri-Carb. Soda.7 <a74 Portland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 a 6$ Uluminat g Oil 60 ®66c
Sal Soda.34 ft 4 Machine.80 @ 82
('amphor.180ia1 36 [larfce.
Cream Tartar.40 (5)70 Sperm Winter
2110215
Logwood ex...... 14-a. 16 W hale, ref. W4nt 1 12®'1 16

Goods

our own

Iran*

Duty

railroads]

BUSINESS CARDS.

Sail.10&.&106

Tobacco.
Furniture.S3 @ 84
Duty. Leaven unmanu ar- Coach.3J{« 6
tured 25, all other kind* Damar.40ai

First Sort, 1808... 14 @16
Pig and Stamp 96,
Bar not exceeding £60 p
ton value £17 4* ton, exceeding £60 p ton £18,
less than £ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,

I

Cotton
Flax

Ceffrr.

Duty

Rooms.

INTELLIGENCE.

.4j@*6

Whitcaah.9**
Lehigh.94*
Franklin. 9**

ruu as

A small portion of
in our 22d edition of Iasi week:

mchfi

kinds tiOc & ton.
ton. 810*
Cumber I’d
tr

“CHESAPEAKE," Capt. Willett.

Submarine and International

here, Mr. Chopfall.

Country.13a 14
Can I—(Ketail.)
Duty From Hr. Provinces free, other foreign Hi-

LINE.

and

Hap*.
Duty 6c p lb.

Pea.2 76 a 3 00 Spring.14@ 16
Blue Pod.2 6oa,2 75 Sheet Iron. Engl. 74@8
Sheet Iron,Russia. 19 @22
(nadir*.
Duty Sperm and W’ax8c. do Hus iin’t.. 13* @16
hard.
Stearine be, Tallow 2$c
Barrel, p lb.12@181 >
p lb.
Mould P lb.16c@16 Kegs, p lb.12@12jc
leather*
Sperm.35 @38
fbeear.
Duty 30 4»c ad ral.
New York, light. .80 a32c [
Duty 4c p lb.
do. md. wta.. 82 @83
Vermont p lb... .15 @10

Portland and New York Steamers.

splendid

Tress to March 18.

@81
@20
02@2 75 BncUal4Bli8.8teeJ.22 @24

Ben n«.
Marrow p bush92

as usual.
are not

The

b]

Store.16 @17

6 o'clock P. M.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Duty: 20c f> lb.
Hyson.T&cffifl
Young Hyson. ...75 (i 1
Oolong .80 @85
Souchong.66 @65

Family p lb.22 @25c Norway

responsible for baggage to
any amouut exceeding £60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every £600 additional value.
Feb 18, 1*63.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Ageut.

Invasion of the North.

—[London

as

follows:
Leave

Freight taken
The Company

MISCELLANY.

now

run

96 @ 6j

•«

Soft,

12f®18’ Twine.
Ko«J?h.&@~8J
iPuty 36 Pc ad ral.
Tens.

6 @
Crackers per bbl.. 8J@4
86
Crackers, p 100
@40c I'ommo
Batter.
Swede.
Duty 4c P lb.

in Cabin.£1.60
Fare
**
on Deck.
1.26

But when the dear old flag
Shall float in its ancient pride.
When the twain shall lie made one,
And feuds no more divide,
I will lay uiy musket down.
My martial garb resign.
And turn uiy joyous feet
Toward home, my Valentine.

will

Ship.

Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

was a time—ah! well.
Think not that I repine—
When I dreamed this happy day
Would smile on you as mine.
But I heard my country’s call;
I knew her need was sore;
Thank God no selfish thought
Withheld me from the war.

you

Bread.
lhity 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 tbs

and Montreal

Will, until further notice,

jJSBP*

There

died hard and is

Apple*.

THE STEAMERS

The years have come and gone—
Have flown, I know not where,
And the schoolboy's merry face
Is grave with manhood's care;
But the heart of the man still beats
At the well-remembered name.
And on this St. Valentine's day
His choice is still the same.

the

Greeu |>bbl.176 a 2 00,
Sliced p lb.
Cored p lb.0 @04
L ucured p lb.2J@ 3

Pori land and Boston Line.
Forest

corroded for

An additional duty of
10 Pc in levied on all merchanuise not imported direct from the place of pxo-\
duct ion or gro\cth.
A when.
Duty 10 pc ad val.
l'earl p lb.8*@ 8j
I'O*
..<*« 8»-

STRING ARRANGEMENT.

And with the thought there came
A glimpse of the happy time
When a schoolboy’s first attempt
I sent you, in borrowed rhyme,
On a gilt-edged sheet, embossed
With many a quaint design,
And signed in schoolboy hand,
"Your loving Valentine."

By

CALAIS * ST. JOHN.

EASTPORT,

Stork 10 |>c ad val
American reflned

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

JE.

And seised instead my pen;
For pacing my lonely round
In the chilly twilight gray,
The thought, dear Mary, came
That this is Valentine’s day.

From

Co.

Steamship

International

Just from the sentry's tramp
(I must take it again at ten)
I have laid my musket down,

LATEST

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

DIX’8

charges are very moderate. Communications
credfy confidential, and all may rely on him with the

strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or tingle.
Medicine* tent by Mail and Express to all pajts of
the United States
AH letters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. L. Dix. No. 11 Endicott street .Boston.
Mas*.
Boston, Jan. 1, IMS.
1y

mO THE LA DIRS- The eel cbm fed DR L.
Jfi
DIX particularly invites all ladies who aeed a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to cal! at his Rooms.No.
which they will
21 Endicott street, Boston, Mass
find arranged for their special accommodation.
Dr. DIX having devoted over twenty yean to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to female*, it i* now conceded by all (both ia
this country and in Europe) that he excels all other
known practitioners in the *afe. speedy and eflbctual

treatment of all female complaints.
Hi* medicine* arc prepared with the express purpose of removing all dtsea-c*. such as debility, weakm-*. unnatural suij-«*.
•-nlargements of the
womb, also, all discharge* which flow from a morbid
The Doctor is now folly prepared
state sf the blood
and surto treat in hi* peculiar style, both
gically, fill di*ea«e9 of the female sex. and they art
to
invited
call
at
respectfully

medically

Ifo 31 Endicott Street, Boston.
All letters requiring advice mast contain out dollar

to ensurt an answer.

dlyeo

Boston. Jan 1. 18*3.

Beards, Attend!
Gray
Twenty Years'experienct.
ytara

AFTER
experiment, 1 have

at

Boat

and
last found the

of

Dyo!

I say it boldly, find
it.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel, or rebel »> m
pat hirer.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale prices by ad-

For

coloring Hair in the world.

mean

dressing

JOHN M TODD, Portland Me.
Oct. 23.dA w If.

